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32 Early Christian Speculation 

the place of philosophy in history. Before Christ, there was the Jewish 
Law, which had certainly been willed by God. The Old Testament has 
prepared the New Testament. Yet the latter has not abrogated the former; 
rather, it has completed it, so that there has been a continuity even in the 
progress of the divine revelation. Unlike the Jews, the Greeks had neither 
law nor faith, yet, they were not altogether without help , since they had 
natural reason to judge them , as Saint Paul says (Rom. 2, 14-15) , and to 
prepare them to receive Christianity. Clement is here introducing the 
theme of the "preparation of the Gospel" by the Greek poets and philoso
phers, especially Plato. Eusebius of Caesarea will fully develop this idea. 
The philosophers, Clement says, have been the prophets with respect to 
Greek natural reason. True enough, God was not speaking directly to the 
philosophers; unlike the prophets, the philosophers received from God no 
special revelation; yet, since natural reason itself is a divine light , it can 
be said that , through it, God was guiding the phi losophers toward truth. 
To deny this would be to deny that the divine providence takes care of 
historical events , including their very order. God has certainly created 
reason to some useful purpose . If he has willed the existence of philoso
phers, it was because, like a good shepherd, he wanted to put his best sheep 
at the head of his flock. This, at least, should be easily understood by 
those who reproach the Greek philosophers for having stolen their ideas 
from the Old Testament. It cannot be maintained, at one and the same 
time, that philosophy is evil in itself and that it has been borrowed from 
Revelation by the Greeks. In fact , Jewish law and Greek philosophy have 
been two rivers, at whose confluence Christianity sprung forth, like a new 
source, powerful enough to carry, along with its own waters, those of its 
two feeders. 8 This ambition to include the totality of truth accessible to 
man had already been affirmed by Justin Martyr; it will still inspire the 
scholasticism of the thirteenth century. 

Necessary to the Greeks before the coming of the Lord , philosophy re
mains useful to the Christians , provided they keep it in its proper place. 
From the very beginning of the Miscellanies ( 1, 5), Clement establishes 
this point by means of Biblical comparisons borrowed from Philo and which 
were to become the common property of the thirteenth-century theologians. 
In warning to keep away "from the stranger who sweeteneth her words" 
( Prov. 7, 5) , Scripture gives us to understand that we should make use of 
profane learning without mistaking philosophical widom for the Christian 
wisdom which it but prepares. Just as the liberal arts "contribute to philos
ophy, which is their mistress, so also philosophy itself co-operates for the 
acquisition of wisdom. For philosophy is the study of wisdom, and wisdom 
is the knowledge of things divine and human, and of their causes. Wisdom 
therefore sways philosophy , as philosophy sways preparatory intellectua l 
culture. " Philo has thus become, through Clement, the inspirer of the 

1 famous formula: "philosophy is the handmaid of theology"; he has also 
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2. MINUCIUS FELIX 

Scholars have not yet been able to decide whether the Octavius. of 
Minucius Felix49 was written before or after the Apology of Tertullian. 
The question is not without interest, !or i_nde~d the one of these tv.:o 
works which was written first has certamly mspired the other, _at ~east m 
part. The Ciceronian turn of mind_ oj Minucius Frlix does not mv1te con
siderationas a likely source of ideas. He had few of them, w:iere~s t~ey 
are plentiful in the works of Tertullian . At an! rate, even if Mmucms. 
Felix had borrowed from Tertullian some of his argu~ents, _th~ general 
tone of his apology would remain quite personal and ent~rely d1stm_ct from 
that of his predecessor. It has been remar~ed that whil_e Tert~lhan_ ~ad 
strongly claimed, for the Christians, the nght to practice their religion 
freely in a pagan empire, he would have been perhaps less_ favorabl~ to 
the liberty of pagan worship in a Christian empire. After his conversion, 
Tertullian seems to have completely forgotten what r_easons _he had once 
had to be a pagan. This is something which Minuc1us Fel_1x has ne~er 
forgotten. Among all the Apologists of the second and thir~ centunes, 
Minucius Felix is the only one who has shown us the two sides of the 

question. . l r f 11 
Minucius reports an imaginary conversation, ~r, at east, an ar 1s ic_a, Y 

reconstructed one, held in his presence, at Osti~, by the paga~ Cecilius 
Natalis and the Christian Octavius •. The two mam arg~1ents di~ected by 
Cecilius against Christianity are those which Cicero h1_m:elf m~ght have 

d First there was in the blunt dogmatism of Chnst1an faith some-
use · ' · d At th d f his dialogue 
thing unpalatable to the cultured pagan mm • e en ° . 
On the Nature of the Gods, Cicero bad concluded his ample tbeolog1~al 
· · - b these modest words: "When we parted, it seemed to Vellems 
mqmry Y d t th t there was more 
that the opinions of Cotta were more true, an , o me, a 
likelihood in those of Balbus." Such being th~ attitude of men of_ parts 
and well trained in the doctrines of Plato, Anstotle: ~eno and Epicurus, 
we can easily imagine their impatience with the Chns:1~ns. It was annoy
ing for aristocrats of Greco-Roman culture, to hear illiterates answer all 
qu~stions concerning God, the origin of the world, the natur~ of man _and 
his destiny. Moreover, there were national reasons , for_ a wise and p10us 
Roman citizen, to keep faith with the god: of the Empire. ~ad not these 
gods led it to world leadership? No doctnne could be certam enough to 
justify national apostasy. The only wise thing to d~ was t~ ~dhere to the 
commonly received Roman religion and to keep up its tradit1o~s. 

In answering these objections, Octavius observes that there 1s no _reason 

( 
' why truth should remain the exclusive property of :he ha~py fe:-7 mst~ad 

of belonging to all. It is not easy to imagine the feelmg of liberation w?ich 
pervaded the minds of many men when they were told, for the first time, 
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that the ultimate truth about man and the world had been revealed to all. / 
What philosophy had not been able to give to the most le~irrtel ect; , 
that is, a complete explanation of the world, Christianity was offering to 
the millions. A single God, creator and providence of all was then reveal
ing to man the secret of his origin and of his destiny. The end of the 
world, the immortality of the soul, the rewards or punishments that await 
all men in future life-these are so many truths which the pagans have 
worked hard to discover and which the Christians glory in having received 
from God. At the end of this conversation, Cecilius graciously consents to 
declare himself convinced and to embrace the religion of Octavius. Where
upon, Minucius Felix concludes: "We departed, glad and cheerful: Ceci
lius, to rejoice that he had believed; Octavius , that he had conquered; 
and I, that the one had believed, and the other had conquered." 

3. ARN OBI US 

A great figure of the early Latin Christian church, Saint Cyprian 50 was 
more interested in practical and moral problems than in philosophical or 
theological speculation. Arnobius, 5 1 on the contrary, was a second-rate 
Christian writer, whose religious information was weak to the point of 
being questionable. Yet he remains an interesting witness to the remark
able progress achieved by the opponents of Christianity in their criticism 
of the new religion. Besides repeating the old accusations of immorality 
and atheism, the pagan apologists had learned to draw more serious objec
tions from Christian doctrine itself. Be it only for this, the Adversus 
Gentes of Arnobius still deserves to be studied. For instance, in Bk. II , 
63-65, Arnobius' opponent asks why, if Christ was sent by God that he 
might save men from destruction, he has not been sent earlier, to all with
out exception, and why God does not now compel us to believe in his salu
tary doctrine? These were no longer calumnies but real objections. 

Against his adversaries , Arnobius defines the Christians as the worship
pers of the supreme King of the world under the guidance and leadership 
of Christ. 52 To him, Christ is essentially the teacher by whom the truth 
about the supreme God has been revealed to us. There is only one God, 
Lord of all that is, whom we must obey and love. Of course, this funda
mental truth implies many other ones; 53 yet, on the whole, this is the sum 
total of the new religion. 

What impresses Arnobius most in the Christian revelation is that it is 
for all a pressing invitation to intellectual modesty. This conviction is the 
real source of his alleged "scepticism." The personal experience of his 
conversion was still vivid in his mind when he wrote his apology. While 
deriding the fables of pagan mythology and the ridicules of pagan worship, 
Arnobius could not possibly forget that , not so long ago, he himself had 
worshipped sacred stones anointed with olive oil and begged favors from 
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A. Cosmology 

At the beginning of his In Hexaem eron, Gregory states his intention not 
to contradict Basil , but to follow a somewhat different order. In fact , the 
positive and literal method of interpretation of Holy Scripture prevails 
in this work. Speaking "in a summary way" (en kephalaio, rather than 
"in the beginning " ) , Moses says that God created heaven and earth , that 
is: r) matter, which is the whole made up of all sensible qualities, each 
of which, taken apart, is an ideal notion , a pure object of thought; 2) all 
beings, animate or inanimate; 3) all their powers, causes and occasions. 
To "say " and to "create" are for God one and the same thing. His Word 
is "reason," wisdom; consequently , there is a "reason" ( or intelligible 
essence) inherent in every created thing. The cause of all is an illuminat
ing power which created light and fire ; after spreadin g throughout matter , 
light and fire collected themselves on high and separated themselves from 
the rest, which became darkness. Thus the earth was "invisible" under the 
"firmament." Whether it be one of the four higher heavens, or a fifth 
heaven surrounding the other ones, as ·the "philosophers out of the pale" 
say it is, the "firmament" is not a solid body; it has a subtle and in
destructible nature, akin to that of fire, and which can be said to be prac
tically incorporeal. Beyond this external limit of the material world are 
the purely intelligible realities. All that is in motion, is moved in a circular 
way by a nature perceptible to the mind alone. From this point on, "fol
lowing its own order, the nature of things added to the principles their 
necessary consequences." In short , the "order " or explanation which Greg
ory claims for his own, consists in showing that , when Moses said that 
God created heaven and earth, he described "in a summary way" the 
creation of all beings, whose natures necessarily follow from these two 
principles. 77 The commentary of Gregory on the work of the six days is 
a cosmogony, which, presupposing the creation of the four elements by 
God, deduces the nature of things from the elemental properties of fire, 
air, water and earth. The work of Gregory excels that of Basil by its more 
systematic elaboration. 

B. Anthropology 

Gregory's doctrine of man is chiefly found in his D e hominis opificio 
(On the Formation of Man) . Man has been created after all the rest be
cause all the rest has been created for him. Unlike other creatures, he 
was created in the image of God. This can be gathered from the shape of 
his body, but still more from his soul (psyk-he) , to which man owes his 
truly royal dignity. Man is masterless (adespotos); he does everythin g 
of his own accord; he governs himself, so to speak , with supreme author
ity; in short, he is a king. Man is not a king unto himself only, but with 
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tian life itself. The result of this effort is a purification of the soul, that 
is, a reviving of the divine resemblance which had been blurred by sin. A l 
Christian is well advised to follow the advice of Socrates: "Know thyself," 
for indeed , to know oneself as an image of God is to know God. When this 
resemblance nears its supreme degree, mystical life begins to yield its most 
precious fruits: God is in the soul, and the soul is in God. The essentials 
of this doctrine ' will prov1 e t e ramework of the mystical theology of 
Saint Bernard of Clairvaux. On the contrary , the eschatology of Gregory 
was too deeply influenced by that of Origen not to become obsolete. In 
order to insure the complete and final triumph of the Good over evil, 
Gregory admits that the whole world, purified at last from all pollution , 
will recover its pristine perfection, without even excepting, after the suf
ferings required for their purification, the reprobates and the devils. In 
the ninth century, John Scot Erigena will follow him even on this point. 80 

C. Theology 

There is in man a "spoken word" (i.e., logos) which is an expression of 
his thought (nous). Since we were made in the image of our creator, QQ.d. 
to<2.1>hould be conceived as a supreme Thoug_ht that begets a Word. This 
divine Word is the perfect expression of his Father; not , indeed, a fleeting 
word like those we utter , but an eternally subsisting and living Word. 
Since he lives, the Word has a will, and since his will is divine , it is an all 
powerful and perfect will. Just as our mental words imitate the eternal 
generation of the divine Word, so also the inseparability of words from 
thought imitates in us the inseparability of the divine Word from the 
Father. And .just as our breath proceeds from the unity of body and soul, 
so also does the Holy Ghost indivisibly proceed from both the Father and 
the Son. Natural reason here bears witness to the truth of the highest 
among all the Christian mysteries, and it confirms the superiority of the 
Christian notion of God over those held by the Jews and the pagans. The 
Jews know the unity of the divine being, but they ignore the plurality of 
the divine persons; on the contrary, the pagans know the plurality of the 
divine persons , but they ignore the unity of the divine being; the Chris
tians alone know both , and this is why they know the whole truth. This 
attempt to rediscover by a dialectical process the truth of the Christian 
dogma of the Trinity has been aptly compared to the similar efforts of 
Saint Anselm and of Richard of Saint Victor.81 In fact , like Anselm and 
Richard , Gregory attributes a certain reality to essences: if we can under
stand that Peter , Paul and Barnabas are three distinct persons sharing in 
the same essence of man , we should also understand how three divine 
persons may share in the unity of a single divine nature. There is, how
ever, a difference: we correctly say that Peter , Paul and Barnabas are 
three men, whereas we correctly say of the Father, the Son and the Holy 
Ghost that they are one single God.82 The authority of the Council of 
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cause of that which has no cause. For the will of God has no cause; it is 
the Cause; and since this cause is the will of a perfect Good, all that God 
wills must needs be good.21 

According to Scripture (Ecclus. 18, r), God has created all things at 
once. The six days of creation are a metaphor intended to help our im
agination. By a single instantaneous act, God has created out of nothing 
all the beings which then were, and, in them, all those that have come to 
be ever since the first instant of creation , as well as all those that still 
are to come up to the end of the world . The created world was big with 
their "seminal reasons," that is with the seeds, or germs, of future beings, 
and since to create mutable beings was tantamount to creating time, it 
can be said that the succession of all future times was created at once, 
together with the totality of all future beings, in the very instant of 
creation. 22 

By "heaven" and "earth," Scripture means to designate matter, both 
visible ana invisible, that is, the very mutability of spiritual substances, 
or angels, and that of corporeal substances, or bodies. As in all created 
beings, there is in angels an element of mutability, which is matter , but 
the sweetness of beatific contemplation at once withdrew them from 
change, so that, changeable by nature , they became immutable in fact. 
Their mode of duration is neither eternity, which belongs properly to the 
immutable essence of God; nor is it time , which is the duration of beings 
whose nature is subject to cbange; it is aevum that is, the mode of dura
tion proper to mutable natures that - o not change 23 because _they have 
achieved their perfection. 

Besides this spiritual matter, which it calls "heaven," Scripture men- 1 
tions the "earth." Whereas "heaven" designated a matter immediately I 
stabilized under its forms , "earth" designates a formless matter, where 
forms will succeed one another up to the end of time. This matter of 
corporeal beings does not exist without some form; nor was it created by, 
God prior to forms; rather, corporeal matter is to form in the same rela
tion as inarticulate sound is to articulate voice. Matter is turned into a I 
being by its form as a meaningless sound is turned into a meaningful 
word by human speech. Its anteriority to form is one of nature, not of i 

time. Taken in itself , matter is neither a being nor a pure nothingness. 
Farther removed from God than any other creature, it is something that 
is nearly nothing. 24 

The forms of created beings are so many images of, or participations in, 
the divine Ideas. From this point of view, each and every thing has a two
fold existence, the one in itself, the other in its divine Idea. In God , 
the thing is God, just as a work of art is but the artist himself inasmuch 
as it exists in his mind. In itself , the created thing is but an imitation of 
its model in God, just as a work of art is but an approximation of what 
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the artist had in mind when he made it. This remark applies not only to 
species, but also to each and every i~dividual. For instance, each and 
every individual man has his own Idea m God.

25 

The work of the six days describes in a figurative way the many_ effects 
caused by th e simple creative act of God. Taken as a wh?le, the umv~rsal
ity of beings exhibits a hierarchical structure, dete~mmed by thei: ~e
spective degrees of perfection. Since all creatures are _images of. the d1vme 
Ideas there is not one of them in which the perfection of their common 
cause' does not find its expression. Every created being is determined _by 
an intelligible formula (ratio) which defines what it bas to be accordmg 
to its nature · so it has shape, form, order, measure, beauty. Even change 
and becomin~ in time can be expressed in intelligib~e terms by m~ans _of 
numbers . Now, to relate certain beings to other bemgs by ~umencal 1

:

lat ions is to reduce change to a rule that does not change; m a sense, it 
is to redeem becoming from t ime by revealing in it an_ element ?f con
stancy and of true being . Likewise, to grasp several different bemgs ~s 
included within a certain order is to know them as one; consequent:Y, ~t 
is to reduce their multiplicity to unity, that is, once more, ~o true bemg.~

6 

This unity of order between the diverse parts of_ each bemg, as ~ell as 
between the diverse beings which make up the umverse , concurs w1t_h the 
laws of their succession in time to give the world its beauty. World history 
then appears as the progressive unfolding of an immense po~m,_ "'.here 
every single word contributes to the m~an_ing ~f the whole while 1t itself 
derives from it the fullness of its own significat10n. 

C. Man and Knowledge 
We know from Scripture that God created man a compound_ of so~l 

and body. Augustine has always maintained that. man was neither h'.s 
soul apart nor his body apart, but the whole which_ results from then 

· y t following Plotinus (Enn I I 3) who himself had followed 
un10n. e , ·, ' ' ' 1 d fi d . " 1 
Plato on this point (Alcibiades, 129 E), he has a so e ne man. _!...sou 

h t bod " Taken literally this formula would mean that man 1s t a uses a . , . . . 
essentially his soul.21 Augustine himself never took it qu_ite_ literally, but, 
rather, as a forcible expression of the transcendent supeno:1t_y of th~ soul 
over the body. Even taken in this limited sense, the_ Plotm1an not10n of 
man has deeply influenced the noetic of Saint Augustme. . 

All corporeal beings are extended in space and m:asurable ~ccor~mg 
to the three dimensions. The soul has neither extension n~r dn~ens1o~s 
in space• hence it is incorporeal. Besides , the soul knows this by_ rmmed1-
ate self-knowledge . It knows that it exists, that it_ live~ and that it knows. 
In short, the soul is aware of living the life of an mtelhgenc:. ~ven where, 
in some philosophies , the soul mis~akes it~elf !or a body, it 1s not truly 
certain to be a body, but it is certam that it thmks . Let the soul the_ref?re 
conceive itself as being that which it is sure to be, namely a thmkmg 
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being. I know that I am because I know that I think and that I live. Even 
the most extreme scepticism cannot possibly deny this , and since I know 
myself directly as a knowing being, this is exactly what I am.28 

Having described man as a soul that uses a body, Augustine finds it hard 
to understand their union. Since it is immaterial , the soul cannot spread 
throughout the body, but it exercises in it a permanent act of "vital atten
tion." 29 Nothing of what happens to the body escapes the vigilance of 
the soul. This active watchfulness is what is pointed out in saying that 
the soul is the "life" of its body. But this is only possible because the 
soul is life in itself. Consequently , when the body dies and disintegrates, 
the soul continues to live. To survive its body is simply for the soul to 
continue to be what it is. A substance which, like the body, receives its life 
from without, ceases to be as soon as it becomes unable to receive it; a 
substance which, like the soul, is life in virtue of its own na ture, cannot 
possibly lose it. The soul then is a spiritual and living substance which 
is immortal by the very fact that it is a soul.30 

No superior substance can be acted upon by an inferior substance; so 
the body cannot act upon its soul. Sensations are not passions undergone 
by the soul; on the contrary , they are its actions. The human body un
dergoes actions exercised upon its sense organs by other bodies; since the 
human soul is constantly exerting a "vital attention" upon all the modi
fications undergone by its body, these corporeal modifications do not 
escape its watchfulness. As soon as it is aware of one of them, the soul 
instantaneously makes up, out of its own substance, one of the spiritual 
images which we call sensations. 31 This doctrine is in full agreement with 
the definition of man as a soul using its body; all that which is in the 
body comes to it from the soul, all that which is in the soul comes to it 
from within. 

This appears still more clearly in the inner structure of the sensations. 
Each of them is a response of the soul to a corporeal motion that lasts a 
certain time and obeys a numerical law. In matter, each successive mo
ment of these motions ceases to exist as soon as it is replaced by the 
succeeding one. On the contrary, every sensation has a certain duration. 
In order to hear a word of several syllables, I must still remember the 
first syllable while bearing the last one. In order to hear even a single 
syllable, I must remember its beginning while hearing its end. Its duration 
may be very short, yet it has one. If this be true, memory is at work 
in all our sensations . Now, what is memory, if not one of the · clearest 
manifestations of the spirituality of the soul? Without it, what happens 
in matter would vanish into nothingness as soon as it happens. A certain 
redemption of matter from multiplicity and from time is achieved by 
memory even in the simplest of sensations. 32 

From the point of view of their cognitive value, it should be noted that, 
in the doctrine of Augustine, sense cognition is not perfectly safe. First, 
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its proper function is to warn the soul of some changes that take place 
in the body rather than to represent to it the nature of things. Secondly, 
this nature of material things is itself a changeable one. For these two 
reasons , no pure truth can be expected from sensations. During the time 
when he had adhered to the moderate scepticism of the New Academy, 
Augustine had become acquainted with the main arguments of the sceptics 
against the truth value of sensations. In his Contra Academicos, and later 
on in his D e Trinitate, Augustine forcefully maintained the validity of 
sense knowledge against all these sceptical arguments (sensory illusions, 
dreams , mental diseases). Yet, wholly sufficient to all practical purposes, 
these certitudes do not measure up to the standards of pure and unshak
able truth. Like Plato , Augustine himself considered intelligible truth 
the best safeguard there was against scepticism. His doctrine of the divine 
illuminat ion, to which we now have to turn always remained for him the 
decisive moment in his own liberation from ·scepticism. 

Since the soul is the cause of its sensations, it is still more obviously 
the cause of its intellectual cognitions. Yet, on this point , Augustine has 
often stressed the fact that there is more in intellectual knowledge 
than in either the thing or the mind. Fully rational knowledge is true 
knowledge. Now, true knowledge exhibits certain characters which are 
both distinct and intimately related. Truth is necessary: whether we say 
that seven plus three are ten, or that wisdom is a knowledge that confers 
beatitude upon those who possess it, we do not. simply know that it is so; 
we say that it cannot be otherwise. Since truth is necessary , it is immu
table , for indeed that which cannot be other than it is, cannot possibly 
change. Th irdly, . since truth is immutable, it is eternal, because that which 
cannot change cannot cease to be. Now, where could our mind discover 
these characters of truth? Not in things, for all of them are contingent 
and , since they all begin and end in time, none of them is either immutable 
or eternal. Nor can our mind discover these .characters in itself , since, like 
all created things, it is contingent, mutable and enduring in time. The 
only way to account for these characters of truth in the human mind is 
to admit that , every time it forms a true judgment, our mind is so to 
speak in contact with something that is immutable and eternal. But to 
say "immutable " and "eternal" is tantamount to saying God. The existence 
of immutable truths in mutable minds is the proof of the existence of God. 
In other words, the demonstration of God's existence can be considered as 
included in the epistemology of Saint Augustine. 

This proof is confirmed by the common nature of truth. All minds can 
see the same truth in the . same way. Now, since I cannot see it in the 
mind of any other man , nor make any other man see it in my own mind , 
there must be a cause which makes us all see it at the same time and in 
the same way. God is the inner master who teaches the same truth to all 
the minds that. seek after it. He isi so to say, the Intelligible Sun which en-
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lightens the minds of all men. Those who turn away from sensations and 
purify their souls from vices can raise their minds up to a contemplation 
of truth that is a sort of intellectual contact with God, but even in the 
simplest judgment, provided only it be a true one, there is a sufficient 
foundation for a proof of the existence of God.33 However different in their 
details, all the Augustinian itineraries of the soul in quest of God are sub
stantially the same: they go from the exterior to the interior, and from 
the inferior to the superior; ab exterioribus ad interiora, ab inf erioribus 
ad superiora. 

D. Ethics 

Like his anthropology and his noetic, the ethics of Augustine is one 
with his metaphysics and bis religion. Ethical knowledge is a particular 
case of the divine illumination which itself is an effect of the divine Ideas. 
The definitions of the circle or of the sphere are eternal and necessary 
truths, which judge our thought and by which, in its turn, our thought 
judges particular circles and spheres. But moral truths are just as immu
table, necessary and eternal as speculative truths. In their case too, each 
man sees them in bis own mind, and yet they are common to all. All men 
agree that wisdom is that knowledge by which happiness is obtained; 
whence they all infer that they should strive to acquire wisdom. Many 
rules of 'wisdom are clear: to respect justice; to subordinate the inferior 
to the superior; to deal with equal things in an equal way; to give every
body bis due, etc. All these rules, and many others that could be quoted, 
are in us so many imprints of an Idea, or of an Intelligible Law, which 
is for our mind a light. There is therefore a moral illumination of the 
virtues as there is a speculative illumination of scientific cognitions. In 
other words, the same metaphysical explanation accounts for the physical 
illumination of bodies by numbers, for the speculative illumination of 
minds by science, and for their moral illumination by virtue. 34 

The moral rules whose light shines in us make up the "natural law," 
whose awareness in us is called "conscience." But moral conscience and 
the knowledge of virtues are not enough to achieve moral life. Man is not 
an intellect only, he is also a will, and so long as his will does not conform 
to the prescriptions of moral truth, there is no morality. The model of 
the order which should obtain in ourselves, lies before us in nature. The 
wisdom of God has put everything in its own place and established be
tween things all the relations that befit their natures. This physical "jus
tice" is the ideal pattern after which our own actions should be performed. 
The four cardinal virtues of prudence, fortitude, temperance and justice 
are particular expressions of the "eternal law," that is, rules of conduct 
applicable to the particular problems of moral life. Inversely, the common 
origin of moral vices is the unjust move of a will that refuses to conform 
to the prescriptions of the eternal order. More specifically, vices are the 
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disorderly motions of wills which prefer the enjoyment of material go?ds 
to enjoyment of intelli gible truth. In short, just as God h~s made th~ mmd 
a receiver of intellectual illumination, he has made the will the receiver of 
a moral illumination , throu gh the intellectual illumination of the mind . 
To be an intellect is not to be wise; to be a will is not to be just , but man 
can become both wise and just by sharing, as a finite creature can do, 
in the blessed life of God.35 

An obvious metaphysical optimism pervades the whole doctrine of 
Augustine. He never admitt~ that matter was evil, nor that !_he soul of 

.,,X man was united with the body in punishment for his sin. Havmgover
come the gnostic dualism of the Manicheans he never relapsed into it. 
On the other hand , Augustine never ceased to repeat that the present 
relations of soul and body were no longer what they used to be. The 
body of man was not created as a prison for his soul, but this is what it 
has come to be in consequence ofAdam's s1n, and the main problem of 
the moral life is for man to escape from this jail. 

Sin that is the transaression of the divine law, resulted in a rebellion 
' ' b • I of the body against the soul. Hence arise both concupiscence and ignorance. 

I Instead of controlling its body , the soul is controlled by it. Turned as it_ is 
toward matter man feeds upon the sensible and since, as has been said, 
his soul draws' sensations and images from its own substance, it exhausts 
itself in furnishing them. There comes a time when, drained by that loss 
of substance the soul becomes unrecognizable , even to itself. It then 
takes itself t~ be a body. It is that error, not the body, which is the soul's 
tomb and the evil from which it has to be liberated. 

In his fallen state man cannot save himself by his own strength. Since 
it was a creature of God, free will was good; but since it was but a 
creature it could not be perfectly good.36 In other words, the fall of man 
was not' necessary , but it was possible. Now, although he fell by his own 
free will the free will of man is not sufficient to raise him again. This 
was in Auaustine more than an abstract conviction. The decisive moment 
in bis pers~nal history had been the discovery of sin, of his inability to 
overcome it without God's grace, and the experience of his success in 
doing so with divine help. This is the reason why, from the very beginning 
of his career, and even before knowing Pelagius, he wrote against him as 
if he had known him.37 The anti-Pelagian controversies which began about 
4 r 2, only encouraged him to stress still more forcefully the necessity of 
arace. True enough , one cannot sustain disputes of this kind for more 
;han twenty years without occasionally overstressing certain points. H~v
ing to answer endless objections against the necessity of gr~ce, ~ugustme 
had no reason to stress the rights of nature and of free will. His central 
position has always remained the same: it takes both grace and free will 
to achieve moral righteousness because grace is an aid granted by God to 
man's free will. If grace destroyed free will, there would be nothing left 
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to receive its aid. The effect of grace, therefore, is not to suppress free will 
b~t rather to. h~lp it to achieve its purpose. This power of using free choic~ 
( liberum arbitrium) to good purposes is precisely liberty ( libertas). To be ! 
able to do evil is a proof of free choice; to be able not to do evil is also 
a proof of free choice; but to be confirmed in grace to the point of no 
longer being able to do evil is the supreme degree of liberty. The man 
most completely strengthened by grace is also the freest: true liberty is 
to serve Christ. 38 

This plenary liberty is not accessible to us in this life but to draw near 
it d~ring this life is the means of obtaining it after death. Man lost it by 
turnmg a~ay from God to the body; man can regain it by turning away 
from bodies to God. The fall was a movement of cupidity; the return to 
God is a movement of charity, which is the love of that which alone de
serves to be loved. Expressed in terms of knowledge this conversion to 
God consists in the effort of human reason to turn f~om the sensible to 
the intelligible. As immersed in sensible objects, reason is called "inferior 
reason"; as striving to break away from sensible objects and to rise up to 
the contemplation of the divine Ideas, it is called "superior reason." Both 
Plato and Plotinus already knew that such was the end of man; they 
themselves seem to have sometimes attained it for a split second in some 
fits of ecstasy. They knew the goal, but they did not know the way. Be
cause they know both the goal and the way to it, the Christians who 
philosophize eminently deserve the title of philosophers. For indeed since 
the goal of philosophy is happiness , to be happy through the enjoyment 
of wisdom is truly to be a philosopher. Only the Christians are happy, 
because they alone possess the true ·Good which is the source of all beati
tude, and, with Christ's grace, they will possess it forever and ever. 

Only the Christians possess it, but all Christians possess it toaether. 
What is called a people, a society, or a city, is a group of men united in 
the pursuit and love of some common good. All men, pagans and Chris
tians alike, live in temporal cities whose members are united by their 
common desire for the temporal goods that are necessary to temporal life. 
Peace, that is, tranquillity born of order, 39 is the most lofty of these de
sirable goods, because it includes all the others. But besides being mem
bers of these temporal cities , Christians make up another one, whose citi
zens are the men who, living by the same faith, are united by their 
common love of the same God and by their common pursuit of the same 
beatitude. Considered as organizing themselves in view of earthly goods 
and apart from God, all temporal cities can be considered as forming 
together a single "Earthly City," whose history begins with the earliest 
days of mankind; considered as organizing themselves into a Church 
whose aim and scope it is to lead them to eternal beatitude all Christian~ 
integrate a single "Heavenly City," which can justly be c~lled the "City 
of God." The citizens of this City are recruited from among all the Chris-
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quently, since we cannot know him directly, we cannot name him ~irectly. 
The only way correctly to name him from the na:11es of cre~tures mvolves 
a threefold operation. First, we affirm that God 1s what Sc:1pt1'.re says he 
is: One, Lord, Powerful, Just, etc. This first moment, which 1s ~ommon 
to both the simple believers and the theologians, constitutes what is_ called 
the "affirmative theology." But the theologians know that sue? notions as 
oneness, lordship and power, cannot possibly apply to God. m the same 
sense as to creatures; hence, for them, the necessity of deny11:g that Go_d 
is any one of those things in the only sense which ~,e can_ give to the1r 
names. If to be "one " means to enjoy the sort of umty which _belongs t_o 
sensible beings, then God is not one. We have no positiv~ notions of his 
oneness, lordship, power, etc. This second moment constitutes what the 
theologians call the "negative theolog?'-" ;1'hese _first two moments are then 
reconciled in a third one, which consists m saymg that ~od deserves the~e 
names in a sense which, because it is incomparably higher than. that 1_n 
which it applies to creatures is inconceivable to human reason. This Dems 
calls "su erlative theology_?' God is "Hyper-Being," "Hyper-Goodnes~," 
"Hyper:r..ife," and so on. Denis has given a striking example o_f negat1~e 
theology in his short treatise on Mystical Theolog'?'-The conc!us10n of this 
work is a series of negations, followed by a sene s of nega!1ons of the~e 
negations, for God is above all negations a~d a~l affirmations. What 1s 
affirmed about God is beneath him. His not bemg light doe: not mean that 
he is darkness· his not being truth does not mean that he 1s error; rather , 
because God is the inaccessible Cause of all things, he trans:ends bo~~ 
what can be affirmed or denied of him from our knowledge of his effects. 

In the Divine Names, God appears as deserving, before any othe: name , 
that of "the Good." The reason for this is clear: we can approach him only 
through his creatures and it is by right of supreme Good that God has 
created them. In this' sense, the God of Denis closely resembl~s t~e ~dea 
of the Good described by Plato in his Republic (VI, 509), _which is ~ot 
only the author of knowledge to all things known, but of their very ent1:y, 
and yet is not entity, but far exceed~ ent~ty in dignity and power:" Like 
the visible sun which, without havmg either to re~son or_ to. will, but 
from the sole fact of its existence, begets all those bemg~ _which it~ energy 
makes to grow, so also the divine Good, of _which the v1:1bl~ sun 1s but a 
pallid likeness, bursts forth into natures wh1eh, after spnngmg forth from 
him strive to return to God.45 

The world of Denis can be best described as a circulation of_ the good, 
from the Good and toward the Good. Denis himself spe~ks of ~t as of an 
"illumination" which, developing by degrees and weaken'.ng as it proceeds 
farther and farther from its source, naturally bege:s ~ hierarchy. To be a 
member of a "hierarchy," as Denis understands 1t, 1s both _to occupy _a 
certain place on the universal scale of beings and to exercise a certam 
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function. A being has the very nature defined by its degree of elongation 
from God; pure Intelligences are at the top, matter is at the bottom. More
over, each and every member of this universal hierarchy receives the divine 
illumination which makes it to be, and to be what it is only in order to 
transmit it, in turn, to a lower rank. ' 

The divine light and the being which it confers are the illuminative cas
cade whose steps are described by the treatises On Celestial Hiernrchy and 
On Ecclesiastical Hi ernrchy. This "illumination" must not be conceived 
~s a simple !5ift o! light to already existing beings, but as the gift of a 
light which is their very being.49 From the being and substance of that 
which has neither life nor soul, through the life of plants and the unreason
ing souls of animals, up to rational beings and intellectual substances 
all that merits to any degree the title of "being" is a definite moment of 
this illuminative effusion of the Good. What we call creation then is the 
very revelation or manifestation of God through his works: Denis calls 
this manifestation a "theo_phany." This doctrine justifies the use which 
Denis makes of the ccaivine names." Itself a "theophany," the world 
should enable us to know something about God. In fact, since each beincr 
is good inasmuch as it is, its cause must needs be "the Good"· but God 
cannot possibly be good in the same way as his creatures are ~ood; con
sequently we must deny that God is good; on the other hand, the reason 
why God is not good is not that he is beneath croodness · rather he 1·s 

• b ' ' above rt; our negation then must become an affirmation: God is not good 
because he is the "Hyper-Good." ' 

. The same method applies to the other divine names: Light, Beauty, 
Life and so forth. Among these names, Love plays a particularly important 
part because it is through the divine love that all beincrs which radiate 
from God_ strive to retu~n to him as to their source. Love"is in each being 
as an active energy which, so to speak, draws it out of itself in order to 
bring it back to God. This is what we mean in saying tha; of its very' 
natu_re, Lov~ is "esctatic" ( exstare). Its natural effect is to place the lover 
outside of himself and to transform him into the object of his love. From 
this point of view, the universal circulation of being, from the Good and 
toward the Good, is a circulation of the divine love. Its effect in this life 
and its term_ in !uture life,. is _a certain divinisation (theosis) of the lovin~ 
creature which its love ass1m1lates to, ana unites with, God. 

In such a universe, which is but the manifestation of the Good all that 
wh~ch !s, is good. Following the teaching of Proclus (411-485), Denis 
mamtams that, as a consequence of what precedes evil is of itself non
being; its appearance of reality is due only to th; sembl;nce of cr~od it 
affords. This is precisely how evil deceives us, for although it be ;ithout 
substance or reality, it exhibits an appearance of good. God, therefore, is 
not the cause of evil, but he tolerates it because he governs natures and 
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freedoms without usina compulsion. In a work now lost On th e Just Judg
ment of God, Denis h;d shown that a perfectly good God can _with justice 
punish the guilty , because they are guilty of their own !ree -:111. 

To say that God is the "Hyper-Good" is to name him with regard to 
creation of which his goodness is the cause; with regard to himself , the 
best na~e which we can borrow from creatures in order to designate him 
is "Being. " God is HE WHO rs (Exod. 3, 14) , and by that right he is 
the cause of all being. He even is being for all that is, in this sense that , 
existing eternally in himself , he is that by which all the rest exists by mode 
of participation. In the tempora l images of God , being comes first of all 
and this first participation is the foundation of all the others. Because a 
thino- has first to be in order to be something else,50 this participation in t, 

being necessarily precedes all other participations. . .. 
Taken in God, all these participations are one in him , as the radn of a 

circle are one in their center, or as numbers are one in unity. As models or 
patterns of possible beings , their prototypes in God are" c~ll_ed Ide_a~; a,~ 
active and causal forces these prototypes are also called d1vme volitions 
or "predestinations. " 511 Let us note, however , that there is in Denis a 
marked tendency to subordinate the divine Ideas to God. The reason for 
it is that according to him, even being is just a "divine name ." Accord
ingly , it ~annot be correctly app lied to God witho ut being first affir1?ed, 
secondly denied, and thirdly reaffirmed_ in a transcen~e~~ way. Str_1ct1r, 
speaking , God is no more Being than he 1s the Good; he 1s Hyper_-~em?. 
Now inasmuch as the other participations presuppose a first part1c1pat1on 
in b:ina God who is beyond being , is beyond all the other participations. 
This p;incipl~ applies to the divine Ideas themselves. _As De_n(s h!mse_lf 
says in the Divine Nam es, Ch. V, 5: "It is through th eir part1c1~at1?n m 
being that the various principles of being exist and become pnnoples; 
but they exist first , and then they become principles. " It is because t~e 
Ideas are the first manifestations of God that they come after God, and it 
is because they are participations in being that they come after "Hyper
Being. " Ideas are so many divine rays scarcely removed from their center , 
and yet already distinct from it.52 • . 

For this reason Denis often resorts to the termmolo gy of Plotmus and 
of Proclus. Rath~r than call God Being , he prefers to call him the One. 
God contains all within himself in a pure unity innocent of all multiplicity , 
because he is not the sum total of multiplicity , but its source . The multiple 
cannot exist without the One but the One can exist without the multiple. ' .. All that exists participates in the One; on the contrary , the One part1c1-
pates in nothing. Hence God is both perfect and self-sufficient. One in his 
incompreh ensible Trinity , the One is the principle and the end of _every
thina else that from which everything flows and to which everythmg re
turn~ . Yet , like being, "one " cannot be properly affirmed of God unless it 
has first been denied of him . God is not a unity made up of three other 
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unities , which is the only kind of trinity we are able to imagine. He is no 
mor~ One than he is Being. In short , God has no name. Because he is 
nothmg of ':hat does ~ot exist and nothing of what does exist , no being 
can know him as he 1s. To know him as above all affirmation and all 
negati?n, t~at is, to know that he cannot be known, is the mystical igno
rance m which the supreme degree of knowledge consists. Other io-norances 
can be dispelled by acquirin g the lacking knowledae · this one 

0
; the con

trary , consists i1: an exce_s~ of knowledge to which ~ne is rai~ed by going 
beyond all possible cogmt10n. So long as, in contemplating God, a man 
comprehends what _he contemplates, what he is really contemplating is not 
God, but one ?f his creatures. Ignorance is necessarily the highest form 
of knowled ge, m a case where knowledge strives to attain an obj ect that 
lies beyond being. 53 

. This view of a world emanating from God and flowing back to its source 
will become the common property of all the Christian theolo aians. The 
doctrine of Denis called for many precisions and corrections or ~ath er for 
a reinterpretation in terms of a metaphysics of being· yet such as it ~as 
it has provided Christian thinkers with a general fra~ewo~k within which 
their interpretation of the world could easily take place. Moreover the 
authorit?' of Denis could not be lightly dismissed. Up to the time ;,hen 
Laurentms Valla and Erasmus will raise the first doubts on the subject 
the_ a~thor of t~e Corpus Areopagiticum will be unanimously accepted a~ 
a d1sc1ple of Samt Paul and perhaps a witness to some esoteric teachina of 
Christ belatedly revealed to the rank and file of the Christians. The w;rks 
of Denis were several times translated into Latin during the middle ages 
and turned to account or commented by John Scotus Eri gena Huah of 
Saint Victor , Thomas Gallus, Robert Grosseteste, Albert the Gr~at Bona
venture , Thomas Aquinas, etc. Among his followers some will :mbrace 
his Platonism with enthusiasm; others will stfr ,e to 

1

tone it down and to 
make it more acceptable to Latin minds; all will be indebted to him for 
some aspect of their own thought. 

2. MAXIMUS OF CHRYSOPOLIS 

Ever since the ninth century and throughout the whole late middle ages 
the doctrine of Denis has remained inseparable from that of his commen~ 
tator , Maximus of Chrysopolis ,55 commonly called Maximus the Confes
sor ( 58~-662). In fact, the commentaries on Denis commonly attributed 
to . Max1mus partly belong to John of Scythopolis, whose annotations , 
wntt : n about 530/ 40, were blended with those of Maximus by Byzantine 
copyists . It bas become practically impossible to distin guish between the 
respective contributions of John and of Maximus. 56 Let us then remember 
that, when we say Maximus Confessor, it would often be just a.s correct 
to say John of Scythopolis. 
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Full as he was of Denis's doctrine, his commentator has nevertheless 
presented it in his own way, and it is necessary to consider his interpreta
tion in itself, because, on certain points, it has exercised its influence inde-

r 
( pendently from that of Denis. God is not a being; rather he is beyond 

being and entity. 57 God is pure i\fonad , that is, no at numerical umty 
\V ich engenders 1mmbers by addition , but rather , the source from which 
the manifold springs forth without altering its absolute simplicity. Inas-
much as it begets multiplicity, the Monad initiates a movement. Owing 
to this movement of the Divinity (kin esis th eotetos), its being and the 
nature of its being begin to appear to intellects capable of knowing such 
objects. 

The first movement of the Monad gives rise to the Dyad by generation 
of the Word who is its total manifestation; then the Monad proceeds up 
to the Triad by the procession of the Holy Ghost. The first movement of 

, the Monad stops there because its highest manifestation is now perfect: 
"For our cult does not appeal to a petty monarchy consisting of a single 
person" (like that of the Jews) "nor , on the other hand , to a monarchy 
confused and which loses itself in an infinity of gods" (like that of the 
pagans) "but indeed to the Trinity of the Father, the Son and the Holy 
Ghost who are naturally equal in dignity. Their riches is that very accord, 
that irradiation at once distinct and one, beyond which divinity does not 
diffuse. Thus, without introducing a nation of gods, we shall not conceive 
divinity as a poverty bordering on indigence." 58 

This first movement precedes a second one, by which God manifests , him
self outside himself, in beings that are not God. The Word , who is a perfect 
knowledge of the Monad, contains eternally within himself the very entity 
( ousia) of all that exists or is ever to exist. Each of these future beings is 
eternally known, willed, decreed in him, to receive existence in due time. 
God does not make a special decree each time a new being appears. All is 
eternally contained in the infinite foreknowledge, will and power of God. 
As objects of the prescience of God, these cognitions are called Ideas. Each 
Idea is a partial and limited expression of God's perfection. And not ·only 
its expression, but its manifestation. The eternal manifestation of God by 
the production of beings after the pattern of their Ideas is called creation. 
By an effusion of pure goodness, the divine Triad radiates those expres
sions of itself called creatures. The whole of creatures makes up a sort of 
hierarchy where each of them occupies a place determined by its proper 
degree of perfection. Some of them are as permanent as the world itself; 
others pass away and are replaced by those which come to take their places 
at the moment fixed for them by the wisdom of God.59 

Among creatures, many have no other destiny than to imitate God ac
cording to their essences. These can be only what they ·are, but others are 
capable of determining to a certain extent what they will become, and, 
consequently, their own place in the hierarchy of beings. Such creatures 
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are capable, through the decision of thei f . . 
creasing their likeness to God A d' r ree will, of mcreasing or de-
they make of their knowledo-e. ancJo~f I~: ~o t~! good or bad use which 
road of virtue or of vice of :ood e_1r w1 ' they embark upon the 
In fact, any voluntary i~crea~e in o~-o_f evil, of reward _or of punishment. 
an enjoyment of God wh1'ch . ·t ivme resemblance Is accompanied by 

. 1s I s own reward• any l t . . 
pat10n entails, on the contrary an I . f ' _vo u~ ary non-particr-
is their punishment. ' exc us10n rom this enJoyment, and this 

Man is one of these beings. He is made of a b d . 
material, is divisible and per1'sh bl d f o Y which, because it is 
· . . a e · an o a soul h · h b • . 
immatenal, is indivisible and immort l s· h w ic ' ecause it is 
out the soul, it cannot have existed ba f m~e t e body cannot exist with
have existed before its body Th ~ ore it. Conversely, the soul cannot 
to Orig~n are led to the err~r or°~:1:v: co:cede the pre-existence of souls 
as a pnson where the souls of s· gfft at God only created the body 

mners su er punish t f . . 
The eternal will of God cannot h b d . men or their crimes. 
• ave een etermmed b th f 10r of mere creatures Thro h h' Y e uture behav-
man, God has willed. the boJ is p~re goodness, and for the good of 
r~asonable to admit that soul :u;sb:ie c~~ th_e soul._ It i:' therefore only 
virtue of an eternal divine d y e mto bemg simultaneously in 

0 
. ecree. 

_nginal!y created on the border line betwe .. 
bodies, man was intended to be their . en J?ure spmts and pure 
with both the multiplicity of matter b co::1e~ti~g lmk. ~e was in touch 
God by his mind His own funcf Y is o Y and with the unity of 
into the unity of his intel!ectuat~ was! t!erefore to gather up the multiple 
God. In point of fact man did . t ~~we ge, and _thus to re-unite it with 
multiple by bringing' things b1~t to eG~~nt~ar~; mstead o~ re-uniting the ' 
away from the knowledo-e of God t d' he ~ssened umty by turning 
for any being to be on: and to b owar t e owledge of things. Now 
turning away' from unity man ne:r~re one and _the same thing. By thu~ 
to save man from impendino- destrucr relapsed mto non-being. In order 
immobile, or, in other word; That w~?~ That whose _nature is entirely 
~tself, began to move, so to s~eak towa~~ f ~tes only !~movably within 
it anew. The Word was made fie' h t a en nature m order to create 

s o rescue man fr d' • restored human nature to unity b b . . om per 1tion. God 
and soul in the person of Chris/ Fi~f~~!e~ogth~r the natures of body 
na_ture of man , except sin, in order to free him hnst to_ok on the whole 
bemg born of a non-carnal act of ener . . from sm. Moreover, by 
way of multiplying mankind was p~ssib~t101 ~hnst rev:~l~d that another 
had only been made necessar b an t at the d1v1s1on of the sexes 
level of dumb beasts by misusing ~~aul~eb man had lowered himself to the 

Th" . 1s I erty. 
is umon of human nature and f d. . . 

of man. The end of our restlessnes~ is ~~1::j~~tu;~ I~ the ver~ _redemption 
Now, for a mind to move is to kn T m e immutability of God. 

' ow. o move toward God then is to 
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88 . l ·n him But God is the good and 
strive to be assimilated to hu? by t {~:7~ git. In. knowing God man begins 
one cannot know the go?d wit~?u lf . ~he object of his love man under
to love him. Placed outside of im~e at with an increased velocity, nor 
aoes a sort of ecstasy; he rushe~ e~ o:g d within his Beloved and , so to 
;ill he stop until he is complete y a sor ef fear as well as from desire 

d b h" all sides Free rom d 
say, embrace y un on. . h th"s very saving envelopment an 
man then wishes for nothmg more t adn . i G d who embraces him . Man 

f b . thus embrace m o . b th the awareness o emg fi rke air wholly illummed Y e 
then is like unto iron liquefied by re, ohr i nature shares in the divine 

1. ht Bl ed ecstasy where uman "th presence of ig · ess . th t very resemblance so that , wi -
resemblance to the_point ?f becomi~~o ~od. When this happens, man no 

. out ceasing to be itself , it p~sses_ m 
longer lives; rather, Christ lives m ;a\ dge and love man is simply re

In thus moving towar~ God b~ now :.le he himself' is wandering away 
turning to his own Idea m_ God. ven :r i man is a part of God ( moira 
from God, his Idea remams t~ere. E h"y essence is eternally pre-existent 

t theou) to the extent that, by h1s Idfeal,.f ist come when the divinization 
E . an earnest o i e o 11 h. in God. cstasy is . h" ved by the returning of a t mgs 

(theosis) of the universe will be ac ie d causes from which they now 
to the eternal Ideas , essences, natu:es anhen the universe will be brought 
are separated. Maximus fore_sees a ~: ~o his Principle. For man is the 
back to God b~ the retur_mng of his defection , the other beings were 
center of creat~on, _an~ smc~, by to God will bring about the return 
exiled from their principle, hi~ retut~ beinas into two distinct sexes 

' of the whole world. The divisio~ o -~r:t:arth ;ill be metamorphosed by 
will be the first to go; next, the mhabi eth ·11 then be like unto heaven 

thl radise . the ear wi uniting with ear Y pa . ' 1 . finally the difference between 
because men_will ?:come ~ike ~~o b:n:iotshed. H~ving been the first ones 
sensible and _mtell_ig_ible bei:1gs will be the last ones to disappear, but 
to appear' mtelhgible bemgs . t 1 t that they will not eternally 

t . h in this sense a eas l 11 b they finally mus vams ' . Ultimately all things s 1a e 
remain in their present state of separati;r God will then be All in All, 

·ted with their eternal essences, or eas. reum 60 
to everything, ~nd foreve~h . f n thought could retain of Origen's ~each

This synthesis of what ns ia k f the doctrine of John Scotus Engena. 
ing will become the very framewolr ? f God. whose creation is but the 

h • b t the self-reve ation o , . h" h h" A world t at is u . th ·ntelliaible essences m w lC is 
act whereby God declares, as it were, e i intelligible entities, fall away 
Word is so rich; where these essen,ce~, dorment and owing to the incarna
from their origin by an errorbof ;t :~~r goriain thr~ugh man 's knowledg_e 
tion of Christ, are brought ac o_ -I p~int of fact after being pun-

h vast perspectives . n ' h · f and love-t ese were . d t lated into a metap ysics o 
fied of their excessive neoplat~m~m an . rant God these views will domi-
being more suitable to the Christian notion o ' 
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nate the Sums of theology and the Commentaries on the Sentences during 
the whole age of scholastic theology. The general plan of the scholastic 
theologies will always remain: God, the divine names, the creation of the 
world, the fall , the restoration of creation by the incarnation of the divine 
Word and the final return of creation to its creator. The long and slow 
maturation of Christian philosophical thought will take place, during cen
turies within the general framework set up by Denis , John of Scythopolis 
and Saint Maximus Confessor, while the development of speculative mys
ticism will draw its inspiration either from its doctrine of ecstatic love 
(Bernard of Clairvaux) or from its invitation to intellectual contemplation 
( Albert the Great). Both tendencies will unite in the mystical theology of 
Thomas Aquinas . 

3. JOHANNES PHILOPONUS 

The obvious influence of neoplatonism on Christian speculation should 
not make us forget the no less manifest resistance of Christian thinkers 
to the doctrines of the eternity of matter or of the transmigration of 
souls. Two Syrian teachers, Aeneas of Gaza61 and Zacharius Rhetor, 62 

bear witness to the survival of this controversy during the sixth century. 
Johannes Pbiloponus , who belongs to the same period, 63 is a more impor
tant representative of this permanent dialogue between Christianity and 
Platonism, but the very versatility of his mind makes it difficult to encom
pass his thought within anything like a definition. 

As a theologian , Philoponus is known to have taught that there are in 
God three "partial essences," plus an essence common to the three divine 
persons. The treatise in which he maintained this "tritbeistic" position, The 
Arbiter, is now lost. In another lost treatise On the Resurrection, Phil
oponus upheld the view that resurrected bodies will not be identical with 
our present bodies. We still have his commentary On the Creation of the 
W odd, in which he begins by forcefully stating that the biblical account 
of creation is neither a scientific nor a philosophical explanation of the 
origin of things, but an invitation to seek after God and to live in con
formity with his laws. In bis treatise Against Proclus on the Eternity of 
the World, which has also been preserved, Philoponus continues the classi
cal controversy between Christians and neoplatonists on the precise mean
ing of the notion of creation. 64 His commentaries on Aristotle, especially 
that on the Third Book of On the Soul, are the only part of his work 
which has exercised a deep and lasting influence upon mediaeval thought. 

Himself a Christian, Philoponus could not write commentaries on Aris
totle without stumbling upon many difficulties. In point of fact, he some
times found himself at grips with the very same problems which Saint 
Thomas was to solve later on in refuting Averroes. The controversy 
between Philoponus and Simplicius foreshadows that of Thomas with 
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Averroes in the thirteenth century and even that of Brentano with Zeller 
in the nineteenth century. Absolutely speaking, it has not yet come to an 
end. 

According to Philoponus, all the interpreters of Aristotle agree in admit
ting that every man has a possible intellect of his own, but they differ on 
the agent intellect. Some say that the agent intellect is universal, since 
it is God. The reason they give is that since it is sometimes in potency the 
being of the human intellect cannot be that of an act; hence the only 
intellect that can be essentially act is God. This doctrine of God as uni
versal agent intellect will be taken up and blended with the doctrine of 
Augustine on divine illumination by several theologians of the thirteenth 
century. Yet, Philoponus adds, others say that the agent intellect is not 
God, but a being both inferior to God and superior to man ( demiourgos), 
which illumines our souls and confers upon them a light proportionate to 
their nature; still others, on the contrary, place within the soul itself the 
principle of intellectual knowledge. Consequently, the latter posit two 
intellects in every soul: the one, which is the "possible intellect," belongs 
to each soul in virtue of its own nature and is always present in it; while 
the other one, the "agent" intellect, acts intermittently every time it 
illumines the possible intellect. Philoponus notes that the supporters of this 
thesis quote Plato as an authority in its favor, but without valid reason. 
The fourth interpretation of Aristotle is the true one: every man possesses 
his own intellect, and it is the same intellect that is now in potency, then 
in act. 65 Was this interpretation of Aristotle correct? This is a debatable 
question. Aristotle's own text is obscure on this point and his interpreters 
have understood it in many different ways. At any rate, Philoponus has 
interpreted it in a way which permitted its reconciliation with the teaching 
of Christianity concerning man. Unless every human soul has its own 
intellect, personal immortality is impossible. In Philoponus' own words, 
this interpretation makes it possible to uphold the immortality of the 
rational soul at least, even though all the other parts of the soul were 
mortal. The Christian Philoponus was thus breaking away from the doc
trine of Alexander of Aphrodisias on the oneness of the agent intellect 
common to all human souls, just as, in the thirteenth century, Thomas 
Aquinas was to break away from Averroes, and for practically the same 
reasons. 

In kinetics, Philoponus gives proof of the same freedom of mind. In 
his commentary on Aristotle's Physics ( ca. 517), he turns against the 
doctrine according to which the shock communicated to air by someone 
throwing a missile, accompanies it and thus keeps it going. Against this 
explanation of the continuation of motion, which will be maintained by 
most mediaeval philosophers on the authority of Aristotle, Philoponus 
upholds that when we hurl a ball, we impart to it a certain moving force, 
or "kinetic energy," which continues to propel it after it has left the hand. 
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reaches completion in a third argument which proves, contrary to Epicurus, 
that the order and distribution of things cannot be the result of chance. 
This God whose existence is thus proven is unknowable to us: " It is 
evident that God exists; but what he is, as far as his being and his nature 
are concerned, we are entirely unable to grasp or to know (akatal epton 
touto pant el6s kai agnoston)." We know that God is incorporeal. He is 
not even made of that incorporeal matter which Greek scientists call the 
"fifth essence" (quintessence). Similarly, God is non-begotten , immutable , 
incorruptible and so on; but with such words we tell what God is not, not 
what he is. All we can understand about him is that he is infinite and 
consequently incomprehensible. As to the positive names we give him, 
neither do they tell what he is nor describe his nature, but only what is 
predicable of his nature. We say that the Incomprehensible and Unknow
able, which is God, is one, good, just, wise and so forth; but the enumera
tion of these attributes does not enable us to know the nature or the 
essence of the one to whom we attribute them. In fact , like the Good of 
Plato, the God of John Damascene is beyond knowledge because he is 
beyond entity. John Damascene interprets in this sense even the name 
God is given in the oft-quoted text of Exodus (3, 14): "I Am Who Am 
( ho 6n) ." Properly understood, this name designates his very incompre
hensibility, since it signifies that God "possesses and gathers within 
himself the totality of being, like some infinite and boundless ocean of 
entity (ousias)" (I, 9). This formula, borrowed by John Damascene 
from Gregory N azianzenus, was frequently to be taken up and commented 
upon during the middle ages, in particular by Saint Thomas Aquinas. 70 

In its comprehensive plan which includes the study of the angels, the 
visible heavens, the stars, the elements, the earth and man ,71 the De fide 
orthodoxa already presents itself as a work distinctly scholastic in aspect , 
whose very technicality was to interest the theologians of the thirteenth 
century and to serve as a model for their Comm entari es on th e Sent ences 
or their Sums of Theology. Not only was its plan to be their inspiration, 
but it was to be exploited as a ready mine of notions and definitions , many 
of which could be immediately taken up by theologians familiar with 
Aristotle. Chapters XXII-XXVIII of Book II, on will, on the difference 
between the voluntary and the non-voluntary, on free will considered in 
its nature and its cause ,72 have handed down to the middle ages a great 
many notions , most of them Aristotelian in origin, but probably col
lected by John Damascene from the works of Gregory of Nyssa or 
Nemesius. Althou gh he does not rank as an out standin g thinker , John 
Damascene has been a useful transmitter of ideas. One must certainly 
acknowled ge him to be one of the most import ant intermediaries between 
the culture of the Greek Fathers and the Latin culture of Western the
ologians in the middle ages, includin g the greatest among them , such as 
Saint Bonaventure and Saint Thomas Aquinas. · 
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5. THE PLATONISM OF THE FATHERS 

':f'he general impression left by Greek . . . . 
philosophical inspiration was Pl t ' d patristics is that its dominating 
suredly not the only one O th a o s an the neoplatonists'. This was as-

. · n e contrary we have 
~cceptmg a materi alistic conce f f ' seen some early Fathers 
its survival between the death P /~~ \ the soul,_ and hesitatin g to admit 
of Aristotelian or Stoic o .· . ho e o?y and its resurrection. Elements 

· ugm ave sometimes be l 
writers of Greek culture Yet h" t .· h en we corned by Christian 
ism of the Fathers," a~ if 'th~~/~~ans ~ve often SJ:>Oken of the "Platon
~eop_latonism. The problem goes beyo:~of~:s were simple adaptations of 
it arises with regard to Saint A . bounds of Greek patristics as 
t . d . ugustme as well b t 11 th d , 
ame m the work of the Greek F h ' u a e ata are con-

cases_ 73 at ers and the answer is the same in both 

It is important first of all to be f 
error of perspective The orewarned against an almost inevitable 

. very attempt to disce th h. 
ments which theologians have used . th . rn e P ilosophical ele-
into an exaggerated relief with m eir work throws these elements 
they are taken. For the Fath res~ec~ to the very theologies from which 
fai~h, nor the dogma definin ~:s Je t e Ch~rch, neither the truth of the 
their mind, faith was the es~ential p~~de~ m any way on philosophy. In 
Fathers " would lead to an ab d : e ormula "The Platonism of the f 
~hat the Fathers were Platoni:~r ~~terpretation if (t were meant to say 
is to say, teachers of a doctrine ;f sal~~ti:;r~ ess~nti~lly Christians , that 
not at all the disciples of a philoso her Y fa1th ~n Jesus Christ, and 
natural reward for the philos h. 1 p _who conceived salvation as a f 

If the formula is legitimate o~t ~~a. exercise of reason. 
Fathers ~f the Church open!; ado I~e~n~t~er s~nse. I~ ?oint of fact, the 
Greek philosophies, and the ·udo-e~ h efin1te_ pos1t10n toward some 
t~em to achieve a rational ~e:pr:tati1n e:;: ~~c~r~mg a: they could help 
difficult to deny that Plato offered h" lf nstian faith . Now it seems 
several important points· th d t _imse as an ally of Christianity on 

. . e oc nne of a make f th . 
a provident God ; of the existence of . . . r o e umverse ; of 
which the sensible world is o l . an mtelhg1ble and divine world of 

d . n Yan image· of the sp· ·t J" 
an its superiority over the body. of the ·11 . . m ua ity of the soul 
of its enslavement to the body and of th I um1~at1011 ~f the _soul by God; 
last , not the least the doctrine of th . e necel:s1ty for it to liberate itself· 
beyond the grav~ where it w·11 e_ immhorta ity of the soul, and of a lif~ 

t T I receive t e reward o . h 
ac s. he list of these Christian-Platoni ffi . . r pums ment for its 
especially in the domain of theol c a mt1es could be lengthened 
discovered in Plato and . ogy properly so-called. The Fathers hav; 

m some neoplato · t 
presentiment of the Christian Trinit th;1s s, ~ more or Jes: vague 
Father , the Nous correspondino- to th \v d Demmrge announcmg the 

"' e or ' and the World Soul to the 
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Holy Ghost. Besides, the whole doctrine of Plato was animated with such 

' 

a love of truth and of those divine realities which every true philosopher 
strives to attain that one could hardly imagine a philosophy that would 
come nearer being a religion without actually being one. The Greek 
Fathers have felt this , and this alone would explain their predilection for 
a doctrine which, while it was not their own, appeared to them as the 
most easily assimilable by Christian thought. In the course of this task 
of assimilation errors were the more to be expected as Christian dogma 
itself was then in the process of being formulated; the fact remains, however, 
that most of these acquisitions have been immediately definitive, and that 
even where it was calling for rectifications, Platonism has been a whole
some challenge for Christian speculation to seek a philosophical formula
tion of its own truth. 

Through Ammonius Saccas and Plotinus, this influence of Plato has 
reached the Latins as well as the Greeks. The striking difference which 
obtains between the respective styles of thought of Greek theology and of 
Latin theology must therefore have another cause, and, as we seem to see 
it, this cause is a theological rather than a philosophical one. What domi
nates the theology of Augustine, and that of almost all the Latins after 
him, is the relation of nature to grace. Hence, in the Latin world, the 
interminable controversies on the relation of grace and free will. It goes 
without saying that the same problems arise in the Christian theology of 
the Greeks, but their data are not identically the same. The central notion 
in Greek theology is rather that of "image" than of nature. As is said in 
Scripture ( Genesis, i, 2J), God has created man "in his own image"; the 
effect of sin has been the loss of this likeness or, at least, its blurring, and 
the main problem which Christians have to solve is how to recover this 
divine likeness by restoring it to its pristine purity. This is what the 
Greeks call "divinization." For this reason, the notion of image plays, in 
Greek theologies, a part analogous to that performed by the notion of 
grace in Latin theologies. In comparing them, the main difficulty arises 
from the fact that, when a Greek speaks of man as of a being created in 
the image and likeness of God, it is not easy to know if, for man, to be \ 
"image " is his nature or if it is a grace added to it. When Pelagius some- li 
what clumsily identified nature with grace, he fell the first victim to the 
risky undertakin g of directly translating the language of Greek theology it 
into that of Latin theology. Centuries were to elapse before the time a 
when, owing to the efforts of Saint Bernard of Clairvaux and of William tc 
of Saint-Thierry , this difficult task would be successfully completed in st 
the field of mystical theology. As to the field of metaphysics proper, the ti: 
subtle and somewhat laborious commentaries of Thomas Aquinas on The or 
Divine Names, as well as on the Liber de Causis, make it abundantly in 
clear that it is not easy to speak, at one and the same time, the language so 
of the One and the language of Being. Tc 
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ing to the objects to be known, practical philosophy is divided according 
to the acts to be accomplished. It is made up of three parts: one which 
teach es how to conduct oneself by the acquisition of virtues; one which 
consist s in having those same virtues of prudence, justice, fortitude and 
temperance hold sway in the state; and finally , one which presides over 
the administration of domestic society . Three other disciplines make up 
the triv ium: grammar, rhetoric and logic. The se are concerned less with 
the acquisition of knowledge than with its method of exposition.

83 

A difficulty arises, however, with regard to logic; is it an art, or is it a 
science? In other words, is it an instrument at the service of philosophy, 
or is it part of philosophy itself? Boethius is of the opinion that the two 
theses can be reconciled. As the art of distinguishing the true from what 
is false or only probable , logic has its own object and can therefore be 
considered as one of the parts of philosophy; but since logic is useful to 
all the other parts of philosophy, it can be said to be their instrument . 
Logic is like the hand , which is, at one and the same time, both a part of 

the body and an aid to the whole body.
84 

The logic of Boethius is a commentary on Aristotle's in which the desire 
to interpret it according to Plato's philosophy frequently shows through. 
This is explained by the fact that Boethius closely follows a commentary 
by Porphyry and , in turn, it explains the swarm of contrary opinions 
which were to ari se in the twelfth century on the meaning of Aristotle's 
doctrine. For all professors will comment on the text of Boethius, but while 
some of them will retain what he bad kept of Aristotle , others, on the 
contrary, will cling to anything of Plato's which Boetbius had introduced 
into it. In this respect the crucial problem is that of the nature of gen
eral ideas , or "universals. " Mediaeval philosophy has long been spoken of 
as thou gh it bad dealt almost entirely with the problem of universals. In 
fact the problem of universals is a battlefield where the adversaries join 
battle only when provided with all their armament. Conflicting meta
physics have tested their strength in attempting to solve it, but they did 
not spring from the solutions they proposed for it. 

A passa ge from Porphyry 's lsagoge (Introduction to Aristotle 's Cate-
gories) is rightly considered to be the point of departure of the contro
versy. After having announced that he will deal with genera and species, 
Porphyry adds that be is postponing until later bis decision as to whether 
genera and species are subsistent realities in themselves or simple concep
tions of the mind ; furthermore , supposin g they are realities, be declines 
for the moment to say whether they are corporeal or incorporeal; finally, 
supposing they are incorporeal, he declines to investigate whether they 
exist apart from sensible things or only as united with them. As a good 
professor, Porphyry simply avoids raising problems of advanced meta
physics at the beginnin g of a treatise in logic written for beginners. Never
theless, the very questions which he declines to discuss will remain, for 
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the men of t~e middl: ages, as a standing challenge to choose between 
Pl~to and Anstotle without having at their disposition either Plato or 
Aristotle , at least up to _th~ middle of the thirteenth century. Boethius 
was the_ ~rst one not to 1m1tate Porphyry's discretion and , in his desire 
to con~1hate Plato and Aristotle, be has proposed two solutions. 

~n his , two commentaries on the Introduction to Aristotle 's Cat egories 
Aristotle s answer naturally prevails. Boethius first demonstrates that gen~ 
eral concepts cannot be substances. As an example suppose we take th 
conc~pt of the genus "animal" and that of the speci~s "man" Gener ~ 
spe~1es_ are, by definition , common to groups of individu;Is- now a ~:t 
:"'h~cb 1s ~ommon to several individuals cannot itself be an ~divid~al. It 
is 1mposs1bl~ be~ause the genus belongs entirely to the species (a man 
~ossesses ammaht)'. ~ompletely), whereas if it itself were a being, the 
oenus should be d1v1ded between its various specific participations. But 
let us suppose, _on the c~ntrary, that the genera and species represented 
by our general ideas (umversals) are only simple notions of the mind ; in 
othe~ words , let us suppose that absolutely nothing corresponds in reality 
~~- t / conc:pts _we h~ve_ of them; in this second hypothesis our thought 

m s nothmg 1~ thmkm g them. Now, if every thought worthy of the 
name has an obJe~t, universals must be thoughts of something, so that 
the proble~ of t?eir_ nature arises once more, and in the same terms. 

Faced with this d1l~1?ma Boethius rallies to a solution he borrows from 
Alexa~der of Apbrod1s1as. The senses turn things over to us in a state of 
conf~s1on_ or, at least, of composition; our mind (animus), which is able 
t~ d1ssoc~at~ and _recompose this data, distinguishes between elements 
give~ to it m a mixed state and considers them separately. Genera and 
species are of this number. Either the mind finds them · · 1 b · m mcorporea 
emgs, whe~e they are separated from matter and already distinct. or it 

finds them lil corporeal b~ings, in _which case it extracts from th; body 
whatever the body contams that 1s incorporeal in order to consider it 
separately ~s a naked and pure form. That is what we do when in 
sense expenence, we draw abstract notions of man and ani·mal f ! 

t 
· ct· ·ct I rom given 

concre e m 1v1 ua s. Perhaps someone will ob1·ect that th· · th f h" k" . 1s 1s ano er case 
? t m mg :"'hat 1s n~t; but the objection would be superficial, for there 
is no error m separatmg in thought what is united in reality provided 
one ~nows that wha~ one t~us separates in thought is united \n reality. 
For mstance, ~ere IS nothmg wrong in conceiving line separate from 
surface. -~he ~1stake. would be in thinking of things as joined which 
are not JOmed m reality; the chest of a man and the hindquarter f 
horse, for example. Nothing forbids us to think of genera and :p:cie: 
sepa~ately then, although they do not exist separately. And such is the 
~oluJtn of the problem of universals; subsistunt ergo circa sensibilia 
inte. igunt~r aut em praeter corpora: "they subsist in connection with 
sensible thmgs, but we know them separate from bodies." 
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Boethius therefore did more for the middle ages than to posit the 
problem of universals. He solved it, and the solution he proposed was in
deed that of Aristotle, but he did not propose it as its own: "Plato," he 
added, "thinks that genera, species and other universals are not only 
known separately from bodies , but also that they exist and subsist outside 
them; while Aristotle thinks that incorporeals and universals are 
really objects of knowledge, but that they exist only in sensible things, I 
had no intention of deciding which of these opinions is true, for that rests 
with a higher philosophy. I clung to Aristotle's opinion, therefore, not 
because I favored it particularly, but because this book (i.e. Porphyry's 
Isagoge) happened to be written in view of the Categories, whose author 
is Aristotle." 85 

Examining Boethius a little more closely one could easily see that the 
question was indeed not completely settled in his mind. The whole Aris
totelian theory of the agent intellect, which gives its full meaning to the 
notion of abstraction because it explains why one can think separately 
of that which does not exist separately, is absent from the text of Boethius. 
He simply tells us that the mind abstracts the intelligible from the sensi
ble without giving us any information on the nature and condition of that 
mysterious operation. Besides, even if they subsist only in individuals , 
these universals must needs be something! It is no wonder then, that in 
Book V.. of the De consolatione philosophiae, where he expresses his own 
views, Boethius propounds a rather different doctrine. Any being whatso
ever, for example a man, is known in various ways according as he is 
known by the senses, by imagination, by reason, or by intellection. The 
senses see only a figure in a matter; the imagination pictures the figure 
alone, without the matter; the reason transcends the figure and grasps in 
one general view the form of the species present in all the individuals; but 
the eye of intelligence sees still higher, for, clearing the wall of the uni
verse, it contemplates that form, simple in itself, with a pure glance of 
the mind. 86 

These formulas, which are to unite in the De Anima of Gundissalinus 
with Platonic notions coming from other sources, bear witness to the fact 
that, for Boethius, the reality which corresponds to universals is that of 
the Idea. For him, as for Augustine, sensation is not a passion suffered by 
the soul in consequence of some action on some part of the body , but it 
is indeed the very act by which the soul judges the passions suffered by 
its body. Sense impressions invite us simply to turn to Ideas. Acquainted 
as we are with history , we cannot fail to see the fundamental Platonism 
of Boethius, but some of his mediaeval readers have hesitated over the 
true meaning of his thought. They have imagined him hesitating between 
Plato and Aristotle, listening first to the one and then to the other , 
without ever reaching a decision. 

.·.·.·.·.·.·.·~-:.:.:,-.-.·.· 
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B. Problems in psychology and theology 

In fact, the real Boethiu f h · • 
lofty knowledge was the s_ o istory did not waver. For him the most 

science not even of the . t 11 · "bl . 
reason, but of the "intellectible " 'b . . m e ig1 e, ob3ect of 
to him the " int ell t"bl " ' o Ject of pure mtellectual intuition. Now 

' ec I e par excellence G d W ' 
knowledge of God which rep t h" was O 

· e have an innate 
. resen s im to us as the Sove . G d 
is to say, accordina to the same d fi ·r reign oo ' that 
ploit, a being than ~hich no b tt e m b1on t~at Saint Anselm was to ex-
h . e er can e conceived In d t bl' t e existence of this beino- Boeth. r · or er o esta 1sh 

perfect can only be a dim. f ms r; ie~ upon the principle that the im
ifuperfect in any order wh tmu 10n oh t e perfect; the existence of the 

a soever t erefore pres h . 
the perfect Now the existe f . f upposes t e existence of 

· nee o imper ect beings is b · h . 
of a perfect being that • f G d O vwus; t e existence 
other goods, cannot be do~~te~ ~ 00 

Id t~; source an? principle of all 
ing that this perfect being is G de c_ou ' ~ need be, dispense with prov
thing we can conceive B o ' smce t e perfect is better than any 
is not the perfect wouid ~~ ;~t a~~ftnder this fa~t: to _admit that God 
consequent! h" · · . a perfect bemg pnor to God and 
therefore , J;0 ~: ~~,;~~;;~c~o;h~~d ~s t~e ~ri~ciple of all things; he it is: 
infinity then a perfect and s.u r ob ~ nuttmg an absurd regression to 
Anselm was later on to follow pre_m:l e1l~g, who is God, must exist. Saint 

B . a s1m1 ar me of thouaht in h' M l . 
emg perfect, God is beatit d I f "' . is ono ogzon. 

Boethius defined beatitude: "a ~o:diti:n a o;mula which becam~ classic, 
that is good." God is therefore blessed ma e perfect ?Y the _umon. of all 
hence the corollary that men ca b ' o;l rather he is beatitude Itself; 
God and by becoming themsel n eJome essed only by participating in 
beatitude of man will never ;;s. g\ ~' so to speak. "So to speak," for the 
beatitude of God. m Im more th an a participation in the 

Being the primary cause of the un. 
to show, this God escapes the det i~er~~' as the order of things suffices 

fec_t,_ God is absolutely One. The ;~~~~\t~sot ~i; ~~:uf t. _Being per-
Spmt, God. The reason for their unit B .' '. od '. the Holy 
ference ~ indifjerentia)' a formula Willi::U o~e~hms says, IS the_1r non-dif-
to explam how· a universal notion can hampeaux was later to use 
several individuals at one and the b: both_ one and yet common to 
Boethius adds he evades all th sant1e t1?1e. Smee God is perfectly one, 

1. ' e ca eaones. What one f h" 
app res much less to God himself than t~ th . c~n say o rm 
ters the world. For instance we d "b h: manner m which he adminis
things, or as exercisina his ' pro "descn e Im as the immobile mover of 
11 h . . "' v1 ence over everything d 

a t e d1vme attributes When man h "d 11 ' an so on for 
not yet attained what God is.s1 as sa1 a he can about God, he has 

All these theological doctrines are stated in the De consolatione philoso-
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. the Seri tures, which is not surpnsmg a 
phiae without the support of k' LP t us however note the case, appar-
all since it is Philosophy spea mg. eh Boethius says of the Sovereign 

' . . B k III prose I 2 w ere h' 
ently umque, m 00 

, d t' d mightily and ordereth all t mgs 
Good that it "reacheth fr?m en ho e.~ fon of ; well-known text from 
sweetly." This is undemablyA t e t1 a ~ad indefaticrably quoted. If one 
Wisdom (8, I) which Saint h~;~~ i~~e Preamble t; the De Tr·initat_e,ss 
takes into account the fact t . h' authority one hardly nsks s · t Augustme as is , . 
Bo_ethius_ openl;(_quote: am. where the doctrine of the D~ consol~tione 
bemcr mistaken m saying that fne the coincidence is not 
philisophiae coincides with. that t Au;:is i as' a philosopher Boethius 
fortuitous. Even when he is spea mg y 

thinks as a Christia~. . . d comes the intelligible, which is the 
After the intellectible, which is G~ '1 "th the origin of the soul, but 

soul. Only two texts of B~thius d :~a~~hey say is rather curious . The 
these two confirm one anot er an p hyry where he speaks of 
first is found in Boethius' commenta? ~ ;{er ha~ing all been with the 
the state and condition of human sous w ~' have however degenerated 
first intellectible substances (i.e: thell ant?bels) '·nto i~telligible~. As a conse-

. h h b d from mte ec i es i .. 
at contact wit t e o Y, fi . b. cts for intellectual intmtion, nor 
quence, souls are no long_e: t!tgA~ i~ey can do is to recapture hap?i
are they capabl: of exercising i h time they apply themselves to the m
ness, for a fleetmg moment, eac 'th the angels they must have been ?re
telligibles. If souls have all beend~i t utlines tbe same position and lmks 
existe11t to the body. ~he secon e\x~stence of souls.s9 
it with the same doctrine o~_the p~e- f cognitive activities with regard to 

We have descri_bed ~he i:r~:~l Yw~th this point to any extent, ~ut he 
universals. Boethms did no h ·11 t some lencrth The very subJect of 

• · s on t e w1 a "' · · h developed his o~n view. . . vited him to do so. Threatened wit_ 
the De consolatione philosophia~ 1~ . the thought of a divine prov1-
death, he could only find cons\at~~nt;~f one wished to be happy what
dence, whose wi~l-one had to su ;iht be. Natural beings tend naturally 
ever the adversities of fortun: gtheir intecrrity will be preserved; man 
toward their natural_ pla~es, w er~ does so by means of his will. Will is 
can and should d~ hkew1;,il~~st fr!e only because man is endow~d with a 
the synonym for hbert~ . d h . The better a man uses his reason , 

bl f knowmcr an c oosmg. . kn 1 
reason capa e o "' . ·ntellectible substances enJ0Y a ow -
the freer he is. God and ~h~ supenor i_ . f ll'ble. their liberty is -therefore 

h t their JUdcrment IS m a i ' d' . 
edge so perfect t a . ."' 1 the freer as it patterns itself on ivme 
perfect. As to man , his soul ~s ;1 away from. God to the knowledge of 
thought; it is less free _when it ur~ ·t allows itself to be governed by 
sensible things , and still less ~o w enTi ·11 what the body desires is the 

. f th b dy it ammates. o wi 1 
the passions o e o . ·11 hat God wills love what he oves, 

d er ee of servitude; to wi w . ' 
extreme . . e,,,r f l 'b t . it is therefore happmess. 
is the highest form o I er y' 
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The objection will perhaps be raised that the problem is still untouched; 
if God's foreknowledge is infallible , either our will cannot decide other 
than he has foreseen, and it will not be free , or else it can, and the infalli
bility of providence will prove at fault. This is th e classic problem of 
"future contingents." A simple question of logic in Aristotle , who did not 
ascribe to God the foreknowledge of human acts, it raised for the Chris
tians this most difficult metaphysical and theological problem: how is one 
to reconcile human liberty with the prevision of our acts by God? Boethius' I 
answer consists in dissociating the two problems of prevision and liberty. I 
God infallibly foresees free acts, but he foresees them as free; the fact 
that these acts are foreseen does not make them become necessary. 
Furthermore, God is eternal and eternity is the complete possession, per
fect and simultaneous, of a life without end (aeternitas est interminabilis 
vitae tota simul et perfecta possessio) ; God lives, then, in a perpetual 
present. It is not so with the world, for it endures in time, and even if 
one were to admit, with Aristotle, that it had always existed , one would 
have to call it perpetual (perpetually changing), but not eternal (im
mobility of a complete presence). There is, then , before-ness and after
ness in events, but not in the totally-present knowled ge that God has of 
them. He does not foresee, he provides; his name is not "fores ight" but 
"providence." He therefore eternally sees the necessary as necessary and 
the free as free . When I see that the sun is risin g, the fact that I see it 
is not the cause of its rising. When I see that a man walks, that does not 
force him to walk. In like manner the immobile and permanent view that 
God has of our voluntary acts does not in the least detract from their 
liberty. 

Sparing as he is of precise details concerning the origin of the soul, 
Boethius is even less prodigal with those concerning its end. He emphasizes 
the sanctions immanent in moral life itself; the good become godlike from 
the fact that they are good, it is their reward; the wicked grow beastlike 
from the fact of their wickertness, it is their punishment. Interpreting in 
the moral sense the mythology of Plato's Phaedrus, .Boethius teaches th at, 
through livin g as he does , the miser becomes a wolf because of his rapacity, 
the crafty person becomes a fox, the lazy one is changed into a donkey and 
the libertine into a pig. Boethius has not the slightest doubt that there is 
a purgatory after death for guilty souls and torture for criminals, but it 
is not his intention to hold forth on the subject. 90 

C. Problems in the philosophy of nature 

After psychology comes physiolo gy, or the philosophy of nature. The one 
Boethius proposed in the beautiful poem of the De consolatione phito
sophiae, Book III, metr. 9, is nothing but a resume in twenty-eight verses 
of the Timaeus annotated by Chalcidius. Prompted by the generosity in
herent in the good, God adorns chaotic matter with forms after the pat-
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tern of Ideas; the doctrines of numbers, elements, of the world-soul and 
the liberation of the soul by contemplation are briefly but clearly sketched. 
This cosmological scenario has nothing original about it, but Boethius has 
gone more deeply into two of its points: the relation of providence to 
destiny and the metaphysical structure of beings. 

Following the example of Chalcidius, Boethius subordinates what he 
calls destiny to providence. Considered in the directing thought of God, 
the order of things is providence; considered as the inner law, which regu-
lates the course of things from within, it is destiny. These are two distinct 
realities , for providence is God and subsists eternally in his perfect im
mobility, while destiny , which is the law of the succession of actual 
things, unrolls with them in time. Destiny, the realization in time of the 
eternal decrees of providence, does not oppose providence, it only serves 
it. But neither does it detract from human liberty. In a series of con
centric circles in movement, the center remains immobile; the more man 
turns from God and away from his center, the more he is swept along by 
destiny ; but the closer he draws to God, the more immobile and free he 
is. Whoever remained firmly fixed in the contemplation of the supreme 
Intellectible would t]:ierefore be both perfectly immobile and perfectly 
free. There is, in all this, a curious escape from Stoicism by means of a 
sort of Christian Platonism. 

The second problem closely studied by Boethius is perhap s the one in 
which his thought was to become most influential. He identifies, as do 
Plato and Augustine, being with good, and non-being with evil. For every
thing that is, then, to be and to be good are one and the same thing. But 
if things are good substantially, in what do they differ from good in itself, 
which is God? 

Boethius ' answer is contained in a formula so dense that it was to pro
voke numerous commentaries: div ersum est esse et id quad est. What does 
that mean? Every individual being is a collection of accidents unique and 
irreducible to any other. Such a collection of determinations linked to-
gether ( dimension, sensible qualities , figure, etc.) is that very thing which t, 
is (id quad est). "That which is" is therefore the result of the collection 
of the parts which make it up: it is all these parts collectively , but it is o 
none of them taken separately. For instance, since man is made up of a p 
soul and a body , he is body and soul at the same time, but he is neither fc 
a body nor a soul. And so, no single part of man is what man is (in parte sl 
igitur non est id quad est). That is the case with every compound being, D 
since it is the collection of its parts, but is no one of them alone. In a ca 
simple substance such as God, the case is quite different; we might say th 
that , by reason of his perfect simplicity, his being and what he is are one be 
and the same thing. wl 

It remains to be seen what that being (esse) of compound substance is, tia 
which is different from "that which is" in it. Since being in this case de-
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but he left Elements of Music (De institutione musica), Elements of 
Arithmetic (De institutione arithmetica) and a Geometry (De geometrica) 
which is a summary of Euclid. These school text-books were to represent 
for a long time about all that the middle ages knew on those subjects. 
The influence of Boethius was manifold and profound. His scientific 
treatises nourished the teaching of the quadrivium; his works on logic 
took the place of Aristotle's during several centuries; his theological 
tractates set the example, which was to obsess certain fine minds in the 
middle ages, of a scientific theology, systematically deduced from previ
ously-defined terms. 92 His De Trinitate will dominate the theology of 
the twelfth-century schools of Chartres. As to the De consolatione philoso-

/ phiae, we find it present and active in all epochs. Annotated for the first 
time by the Anonymous of Saint Gall, then by Remi of Auxerre and Bovo 
of Carvey, it was later to be commented on by William of Conches, Nicho
las Trivet, Peter d'Ailly (about r3 72) , to mention only a few names, and 
Badi us Ascensius was to do it again toward the end of the fifteenth cen
tury. Its literary composition, alternating between prose and verse, made 
no slight contribution to the success of the "chantefable." King Alfred 
translated it into English, Notker Labeo into German, and John of Meun 
into French; it was to enter into the composition of the Roman de la 
Rose, and was put to good use by Chaucer. Finally, as supreme homage 
to the Sacred Science, the last days of the middle ages were to give as a 
counterpart to the Philosophical Consolation, which presided over its 
origin , the Th eological Consolation of John Gerson. To be sure, the 
importance of the philosophical element is overwhelming in the writings of 
Boethius, even in his theological tractates, but this is precisely the reason 
why he is rightly conside red as one of the founders of scholasticism. His 
whole doctrine is an example of putting to work a precept which he him
self has formulated; "Co njoin faith and reason, if you can." There again 
Boethius could have quoted Saint Augustine. 

4. FROM CASSIODORUS TO GREGORY THE GREAT 

The treatise of Cassiodorus 93 On the Soul belongs to a sort of literary 
genre. Theolo Aians will write treatises De anima just as, later on, they 
will write treatises De intellectu. The work of Cassiodorus betrays the in
fluence of both Augustine (De quantitate animae, De origine animae) 
and of his more immediate predecessor Claudianus Mamertus (De statu 
animae) . Like Augustine and Claudianus, Cassiodorus affirms the spiritual
ity of the soul. A finite substance, since it is mutable and created , the 
soul is wholly present in the entire body, yet it is non-material since it is 
capable of knowing , and it is immortal, since it is spiritual and simple.94 

This treatise was to be quoted frequently and still more frequently pla
giarised in the process of time. As to the Institutiones, their Book II was 
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PART FOUR 

FROM SCOTUS ERIGENA TO SAINT BERNARD 

The origin of the ninth-century philosophical movement is the effort of 
Charlemagne to improve the intellectual and moral state of the nations 
he governed. Hence the name of "Carolingian Renaissance" which it has 
sometimes been given. In point of fact , this intellectual movement was the 
continuation, in France, of the missionary work initiated in Great Britain 
by Augustine of Canterbury (?-604) and which had found its most per
fect expression in the writings of the Venerable Bede (673-735). This \ 
Anglo-Saxon culture of Latin origin has been the starting point of the 
restoration of Humanities in continental Europe. Among the many scholars 
whom Charlemagne invited to share in this important work, one of the 
British masters of the cathedral school of York played an outstanding 
part. His name was Alcuin ( 730-804). About 580, Gregory of Tours had 
written in the preface to his History of the Franks: "The cities of Gaul 
have allowed the study of humanities to decline, or rather to die out ... 
One could not find anyone who, as a grammarian versed in dialectics, 
could recount events, either in prose or in verse. Most of them lamented 
this and said: Woe to our times, for the study of Letters has perished in 
us!" After the death of Alcuin, the situation was entirely different. His 
personal ambition had been, in his own words, "to build up in France a 
new Athens," or, more exactly, a Christian one. It is worth noting that, 
at the very beginning of the Chronicle of Saint Gall, the monk Notker 
could write (about 885): "Alcuin's teaching was so fruitful that the 
modern Gauls, or Frenchmen, became the equals of the Ancients of Rome 
and Athens." 1 

This statement, which was to reverberate through centuries, was a mani
fest exaggeration , but it was not a complete illusion. At any rate already 
during Alcuin's lifetime, a modest revival of philosophical interest can be 
observed. Fredegisus ( d. 834), compatriot, disciple and successor of Alcuin 
as abbot of Saint Martin of Tours (804-834) has left us an Epistola de I 
nihilo et tenebri s, in which he maintains that nothingness and darkness 
are something, and not simply the absence of something. His argument 
rests upon the assumption that any word with a definite meaning signifies 
something; a man, a stone , a tree, for example; therefore, nothingness re
fers to something, that is, to some actually existing thing. 2 This gram-
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CHAPTER I 

JOHANNES SCOTUS ERIGENA 

THE personality of John the Scot (Johannes Scotus Erigena) dominates 
his era, and his doctrine occupies so unique a place in the history of 
Western thought that it deserves our close attention. 5 It offered to the 
Latins the possibility , one might almost say the temptation, of entering 
once and for all the way initiated by the Greek theologians, Denis and 
Maximus the Confessor. Had this invitation been accepted , a neoplatonist 
philosophy would no doubt have prevailed in Western Europe up to the 
end of the middle ages. The fact that Eri gena 's example was not followed 
is, on the contrary, a sure sign that what we today call Europe was already 
groping its way toward a different type of metaphysical speculation. 

I. FAITH AND REASON 

Erigena's doctrine has received divergent interpr etations. Gorres, for · 
instance , accuses him of having confused philosophy with religion, an 
error , which , however , he considers as suitable for a pantheist. On the 
contrary , B. Haureau calls him "a very free thinker, " thus awarding 
him the highest eulogy at his disposal. 6 The true meaning of Erigena's doc
trine results from his conception of the relations which obtain between 
faith and reason. 

Man has been in three successive states with regard to truth. Between 
original sin and the coming of Christ , reason was clouded by the conse
quences of error and, pending the complete revelation of truth by the 
Gospel, it could only construct a physics in order to understand nature and 
to prove the existence of God who is its cause. As early as that epoch, 
however, the Jewish revelation began its work, until it reached its height 
with Christ. From that moment forth, reason entered a second stage, in 
which it still is. Since it now receives truth from an infallible source, the 
wise thing for reason to do is to accept this truth as God reveals it in Holy 
Writ. Faith must now precede the exercise of reason. Yet, far from 
suppressing it, faith engenders in us a twofold effort, first , to make it pass 
into our acts so as to purify our moral life, next , to explore it rationally 
through the exercise of contemplative life. A third and last state will later 
on replace the present one. In the beatific vision, faith will disappear and 
be replaced by the direct sight of Truth. Just now, however, human rea
son is a reason taught by a divine revelation and this remains equally 
true whether the reason at stake be that of a philosopher or that of a 
theologian. From this point of view, philosophy is exactly in the saine 
situation as religion. 
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Johannes Scotus Erig ena lE 

This position is a simple application of the principle, admitted by all 
mediaeval theologians, that God alone is infallible. Let us not, therefore, 
imagine John the Scot as a rationalist in the modern sense of the word. 
True enough, since he considered philosophy as a meditation on the sub
stance of faith, it can be said either that he never had any philosophy, 
since all that he says presupposes faith , or that he never had any theology 
since, according to him, to theologize and to philosophiz e in the proper 
way are one and the same thing. The very least that can be said on this 
point is that Erigena consistently refused to distin guish between these 
two orders of speculation. Yet we should also remember that most of the 
Fathers would have approved his saying that , after Christ, the righteous 
use of reason, in all matters pertaining to God and to man, pr sup
poses the acceptance of divine revelation. When we read Erigena'sJ 
famous statement: "It is therefore certain that true religion is true philoso
phy, and, conversely, that true philosophy is true religion," let us not 
forget that he is merely repeating Augustine. 11 On the whole, his own 
position is simple; it even is a traditional one, and the bluntness of some 
of his formulas is mainly responsible for the misrepresentation of his 
thought by several of his historians. 12 

2. NATURE AND ITS DIVISION 

The method reason uses to achieve the understanding of what man be
lieves is dialectics, whose two fundamental operations are division and 
analysis. Division starts from the unity of the highest genera and pro
gressively distinguishes their less and less general species, until it arrives 
at individuals, which are the terms of division. Analysis follows the op
posite course. Starting from individuals , and going back up the steps 
division came down, it gathers them up on its way and reinstates them 
into the unity of the supreme genera. These two operations are comple
mentary moments of one and the same method. In fact, they may be con
sidered as a single movement which, after descendin g from the unity of 
the highest genus to the multiplicity of individuals, reascends to the 
original unity from which they came.13 

It is a typical feature of this doctrine that division and analysis are not 
simply abstract methods of decomposing or recomposing ideas, but the 
very laws of nature are those which have just been defined. The explana
tion of the univers e has to follow the ways of division and analysis because 
these are constitutive of its structure. Erigena's doctrine is not a logic. It 
is a physics, or rather, as he himself says, a "physiology" (IV, I; 741 C). 
To understand the book of Genesis is to know "nature" (III, 29; 705 B); 
science is found in a proper understanding of revelation. 

What is nature? The Greeks often used its name (phusis) as synony
mous with being ( ousia). Yet, their exact meanings are not identical. Being 
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( ousia) designates the essence of that which , in any being, can neither 
become, nor be increased or decreased. Nature (phusis) properly signifies 
being inasmuch as it can be begotten in place and time (Div. nat., V, 3; 
867 A). Thus understood , nature extends to all that which is able either 

' to be or even not to be. It divides itself into four main distinctions: first, 
nature which creates and is not created; secondly, nature which is created 
and creates ; thirdly , nature which is created and does not create; fourthly, 
nature which does not create and is not created (I , 1; 441-442. II, 1; 
526 A C. III , 23 ; 688 C-689 A). In reality, the four parts of this division 
are reducible to two. Since the second and third are created, while the 
first and fourth are uncreated , we are faced with only two main divisions: 
the Creator and the creature. And indeed , nature which creates and is not 
created is God considered as the principle of things , whereas nature which 
is not created and does not create is God considered as having ceased to 
create and entered in his rest. On the other hand, the second division 
corresponds to archetypal Ideas, which create things but themselves are 
created by God, and the third includes those very things which are 
created by Ideas but themselves create nothing . In short , God is posited 
as creator or origin in the first division , and as end in the fourth, creatures 
all being included between this principle and end (II, 2; 52 7 B. III, 1; 
621 A. V, 39; 1019-1020). 

Let us now consider the division of nature insofar as it includes what is 
not. In a doctrine which, directly or not , derives its inspiration from 
Plato 's Sophist, the concepts of being and of non-being have only a rela
tive value. All being is the non-being of what it is not; moreover, there are 
cases when what is said not to be is more real than what we usually call 
being. For indeed being can be reasonably defined: that which can be 
perceived by the senses or understood by the intellect. Consequently , what
ever escapes the grasp of these two cognitive powers can rightly be called 
non-bein g. Applying this definition , Erigena distinguishes five types of 
non-bein g. First , that which escapes our senses and our understanding on 
account of its very perfection; for instance , God, or even the essences of 
thin gs, which we know only through their accidents. Second, within the 
hierarchical order of beings, the affirmation of the inferior is the negation 
of the superior , and conversely, so that what a being is implies the non
being of what it is not. Third, potential being is the non-being of what 
it will be once it is actualized. Fourth , beings subject to generation and 
corruption are not , at least in comparison with the immutable Ideas, which 
are their models . Fifth , in the case of man one can say that he is insofar 
as he carries the image of God and that he is not insofar as he loses this 
image throu gh his fault (I , 3-7; 443-44 7). 

It is important to understand correctly the nature of this division. To 
a large extent , the pantheistic interpretations of Erigena's doctrine rest 
upon what is perhaps a misinterpretation of the word "division." We 
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should not imagine "nature" as a whole of which God and creatures would 
?e parts; or ~s a genus of which God and creatures would be species. God 
rs not al! thmgs, nor are all things God. To say so would be to say a 
monstros~ty (II~, IO; 6_50 ~). In point of fact, it would be to say that 
the One rs !11ult1ple, which rs absurd. The division of nature signifies the 
a~t by which God expresses himself and makes himself known 

111 
a 

hierarchy of beings which ar_e other than , and inferior to, him. 
When w~ want to determme the nature of a being, we must resort to 

the cate~ones. 1;he categories of Aristotle apply to creatures, that is, to 
th?se bemgs w~1ch are, because they can be perceived by sense or con
~erved by th~ mtellect. All such beings are included in some genus and 
111 s~me spe~1es. Now, as has just been said , God is neither a genus nor a 
spec~es. He rs so far above all particular beings that no cate aory applies 
to ha:1 (I, 15; . 4~3 C). This is but another way of saying tl1at, strictly 
speakmg, God rs meffable. In order to talk about him we must use the 
me~~od adv~cated by Denis. It follows three successive' stages. First , that 
of ~ffirmative _theolo~y," which speaks as though the categories validly 
applied_ to God. God 1s substance; God is good (quality); God is great 
(quantity) , . etc. Next, the method of "negative theology," which corrects te affirmatio~s of the preceding one: God is neither substance , nor qual-
ty, nor_quantity, nor _anything that enters any cate gory. Let us note that ' 

affirmat_ron and ~egat1on are equally justified , for it is true that God is 
~veryth_mg that 1s, since he is its cause, and it is likewise true that God 
rs nothmg of what is, since he is above being. Hence the third moment 
of the method,_ whic~ is that of the so-called "superlative theology. " It 
says that God 1s not mcluded in any particular category , because he tran
sce~ds them all . For instance , the whole truth about God is neither that 
~e IS substance, nor that he is not substance· the whole truth is that G d 

_rs "supersubstantial." Yet, we must admit th;t even the whole truth abo~t 
God, ~t least as we can express it , remains a predominantly negative one 
In saymg that _ God is be~ond substance, we say what he is not much mor~ 
than what he rs. So also, m saying that God is beyond being ( est qui plus 
quam e~se est), w_e are not saying what he is. What is he? We do not 
~now. Smee God Is beyond all categories, he is superior to any affirma
tion and to any negation. 14 

3. THE DIVINE IDEAS 

The second division of nature includes those created beings which 
the?1selves creators. Philosophers have known both their existence a:l 
their nature , but they have given them many different names such as 
"Ideas " "prototy " " d · · ' , . pes, pre estmat10ns," "divine volitions," etc.15 What-
ever their _name, t_hese b~ings are the archetypes , or original patterns, of 
created thmgs. Engena hrmself uses different terms to express the way in 
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which these beings are produced by God. He says , for example, that Id~as 
" formed " "established " "formed ," or "made," but the meanmg 

are pre , ' " d " p · l because 
of these various expressions is always that of create . recise Y 
they are "beings," the Ideas are not God; 16 hence they must needs be 

creatures of God. . . • f 11 
Created by the Father in the Word, Ideas subsist m him rom ~ 

etern ity. Since they have had no beginning in time, they can be said 
to be co-eternal with God. Yet, the title of "eternal" properly belongs to 
that only which has no beginning nor principle in any sense of the word; 
in short, God alone is eternal , and since Ideas are crea~ures of God, they 
cannot be said to have true eternity. This is why Engena teaches t~at 
Ideas are, in a sense, eternal, and even co-eternal ~ith Go~; but not qmte, 
because they depend upon God for their eternal existence. 

This doctrine of the eternal creation of Ideas in God will be often 
criticized and even condemned, by later theologians. And indeed, ~ow 
can it be' admitted that creatures are subsisting i~ God fro~ all eterm_ty: 
Yet, we should remember that, in Erigena's doctrine, God is ab?ve bemo. 
Like the God of Denis and of Plotinus, he is th_e O~e: Now, ,3ust as all 
numb ers are eminently included in the perfect sunphcity ~f tne ?n~ , so 
also all Ideas are in God without altering his absolute umty. This is so 
true that the divine Word himself may be considered as t~e sup~e~e Idea 
(idea), the reason (ratio) and the form (forma) of ~11 thmgs visi~le ~nd 
invisible. He is moreover their cause, since all that is to develop m_ tune 
is eternally in him as in its principle. In short, the W~rd ~f God is_ the 
reason and the creative cause, both perfectly simple and mfiI~1tely multiple, 
of the created universe (Ill, 1 ; 624 A C). The Word of Engena see~s to 
have inherited the main attributes and functions of the nous of P~ot_i~us. 
He is a unity which, itself simple, contains the seeds of_ future multipli~ity. 

Let us admit, however, that this doctrine of Ideas mvolves a consider
able difficulty. If the archetypes of things are creatur~s, t~ey are. neces
sarily finite, but, if they are finite, how can they be identified with the 
Word? Erigena himself has been obscurely aware of the problem, so muc? 
so th~t he has made several attempts to eliminate it.

18 
Yet, w~e~ all is 

said and done, the main data from which it arises cannot be ehm'.nate?· 
Whether we call them "c reatures" or not does not alter the fact ~nat, m 
Erigena's doctrine, the Ideas are "made" by C?od; that , for this very 
reason whereas the Word is strictly co-eternal with the Father, th~ Ideas 

no't. "I believe absolutely that the Son is wholly co-eternal with the 
~:ther." as to the things the Father makes (fa,cit) in the Son, I say they 
are co-~ternal with the Son, but not quite co-eternal" (II, _21; 561 C) • In 
short, the reason why they should not be called creatures is ~ot that they 
are not made, but that they are being made from all etermty. fl:ow else 
could Erigena posit Ideas as the second division of na_ture, t~at which both 
creates and is created? Obviously, his own thought is movmg on another 
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plane than that of the metaphysics of being. The true reason why what 
appears to us as self-contradictory did not raise insuperable difficulties in 
his own mind can only be made clear by an analysis of his notion of 
creation. 

4. CREATION AND REVELATION 

!n a metaphysics of being, the word "creation" signifies the giving of l 
bemg, to what we call creatures, by a supreme Being, whom we call their 
creator. In a metaphysics of the One, the word "creation" signifies the 
manifestation of unity through plurality. In the doctrine of Erigena sev
eral different metaphors are used to convey this meaning. Creature~ can 
be said to be, with respect to God, in the same relation as numbers are to 
absolute Unity; or they can be compared to light beams radiated from 
some intelligible Sun ; or else they can be said to be in the same relation to 
God as the radii of a circumference are to its center. Whatever the imacre 
~he meaning is the same. The God of Erigena is like unto a principle whi~h'. 
mcomprehensible in its simplicity, reveals itself at a stroke in the multi
plicity of its consequences. This self-manifestation of God is the true 
meaning of creation in Erigena's doctrine. This is why he often calls it a 
"theophany," that is to say, an "apparition of God." For God to create 
is to reveal himself , and since to create is to reveal, to say that God re
veals himself is tantamount to saying that he creates himself. 19 In other 
words, just as revelation is creation, creation is revelation. 

This remark first applies to the so-called creation of Ideas. Their crea
tion is ~he first of all the?phanies :..}.~ Ideas God begins to emerge from the 1 
most hidden secret (lf his nature and he reveals himselftobimsel[ nu 
111 eed, smce God is beyond being, he is norr-being; as sue , God f; un-

1 

knowable not only to us, but to himself, unless he begins to reveal himself 
to himself under the form of the only objects accessible to intellectual 
knowledge , namely beings. This is why we had to say that, in producing 
Ideas, God creates himself, because, instead of remaining in his own 
inaccessible transcendency, God then "begins to be in something" which 
is his self-manifestation. 

From this moment on, the multiplication of beings continues without 
interruption until it reaches individuals. Creation properly so-called is the 
work of the Father , and it consists in producing Ideas in the Word. Strictly 
speaking, creation is from then on complete: "the cognition of that which 
is, is that which is." In other words , for Ideas, to be known and to be are 
one and the same thing. Nor should we imagine that this creation of Ideas 
has to be followed by another one, which will be the creation of things. 
All beings are already implicitly contained in the Ideas as in their universal 
causes. All that still remains to be done in order to produce the world as 
we see it is to let the Ideas externalize their content, from the universal to 
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the particular. By a continuous process of division which follows a down
ward hierarchical order aenera follow from Ideas; then, from genera follow 
the sub-genera , then ;b: species, and , lastly , t~e individual substanc:s. 
This emanation of the multiple from the One is the work of the third 
person of the Holy Trinity , the Holy Ghost. He is the fecun~ato~ a~d 
distributor of divine largesse. And so every creat~.1re,_ repr?~ucm g m its 
own way the image of God, is defined by a constitutive t:imty: essence: 
which corresponds to the Father ; active virtue , correspondmg to the Son, 
operation, corresponding to the Holy Ghost. 20 

5. CREATION AND ILLUMINATION 

The notion of creation conceived as a revelation introduces into the 
Erigenian universe another theme , that of "illumination. " ~h ere were 
scriptural reasons to stress this notion. I~ a text _of paramount importance 
to mediaeval thinkers, and which En gena himself has often quoted 
and commented it is said that: "Every best gift (datum), and every 
perfect present '(donum) , is from above, coming down ~rom}be Fath~r 
of lights " (James, i, I 7). Moreover , Saint Paul bad _said: All t~at is 
made manifest is light" (Ephes ., 5, 13) . Thence comes, m many mediaeval 
doctrines , the two-fold illumination of grace (donum) and nat~re (da-
tum). Thus conceived, nature is a light given by the Father of l_ights . In 
other words, all created beings are lights: omnia quae s:'nt, lumina ~u~t, 
and their very essence consists in being so many refle?tions of the ~ivi~e 
light. Made up of that multitude of tiny lamps that thmg s are , creation is 
only an illumination intended to show God.21 • • 

This conception of the creative act entails a cor:e!ativ~ not10n of the 
nature of created things. A manifestation of the divme hght, the world 
would cease to be if God ceased to radiate . Each thin g is therefore essen
tially a sign a symbol , wherein God makes himself known to us: In 
Eriaena 's ow~ words : "There is nothing , in visible and corporeal thmgs , 
that does not signify something incorporeal and invisible" ("!, 3 ; 865-
866). This statement could be said to be the charte~ of mediaeva~ sym
bolism, not only in theology and philosophy : but even m the decorative ~rt 
of the cathedrals. The universe is a revelation comparabl _e to Holy Scnp
ture. Let us look at things: each and every one of them is a word spoken 
to us by the Word . . . . 

The hierarchical illumination, or theophany , which consti_tutes the um
verse divides itself into three worlds: that of purely immaterial substances, 
nam:ly angels, that of corporeal and visible substances , and b~twee? the 
two, sharing in the natures of both and linking the~ toget~er , ~bis un~v~rse 
in reduction man. God is present in all these bemgs as m his participa 
tions . Let u~ remember , however, that the word "participate " is here a 
misleading one. No creature is, in any sense, a "part " of God. In the 
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doctrine of Erigena , "participation" signifies "distribution." Exactly it ' 
signifies the hierarchical distribution of the graces and of the natures which 
enter the structure of the universe (III , 3 ; 631 A). Here , as in many 
other cases, Erigena speaks Latin , but he thinks in Greek. The notion 
which, in his mind , answers the word parti cipatio is the Greek notion of 
metousia which does not mean "to share bein/in common with " but 

th " h · 0 
' ' ra er, to ave bemg after " and as a consequence of another beina (III 

3 ; 632B). ' b ' 

. The ~a-called "pantheistic" formulas of Eri gena should always be read 
m the light of this precision. When he says for instance that God is in 
all_ things, whatever they are, or that God i~ the entity ;f all things ( est 
enzm omnium essentia) , we should never foraet that to him God is in 

b 1 I 

each and every thing as the sun is in each and every liaht. But even this 
• • b 

is not qmte true , for indeed, whereas both the sun and its radiations are 
light , God himself is in beings as what is beyond being. Erigena has always 
u~derst?od in this sense the famous formula of Denis: "the being of all 
thI_ngs IS the Deity which is above being" (esse omnium est superesse 
deztas) . The most extreme formulas of Eri gena should be read in this 
sense, not in order to palliate them , but because this is the meaning they 
had in his own mind . We are used to considering creation as a relation be
tween beings and Being ; consequently when we read in Erio-ena that "G I I:) 

od and creature are one and the same thing," we naturally label him as 
a ~antheist. No error could be more excusable, yet, in point of fact , 
Engena only means that each and every creature is essentially a manifesta
tion, under the form of being, of what is above being. The esse of a beina 
is but a light radiated by the superesse, which is God.22 

0 

If correctly understood , the very notion of "hierarchy" implies both the 
relation of beings to the Divinity and the distance they are from 
their source. The word itself does not simply mean a system of ranks and 
orders , but , exactly, a system of "sacred " ranks and orders. Just as the 
natur e of a being is to be a light which shows God, its degree of perfection 
corresponds to the very amount of superesse which it reveals. The most 
perfect creatures , which we call angels, owe their dignity to the fact that 
they are the most perfect manifestations of God under the form of beings. 
Angels, then , occupy the summit of the universal hierarchy of beings. In
corporeal beings, they have , nevertheless , spiritual bodies, simple and not 
perceptible to sense. Unlike man, they enjoy an immediate cognition of 
the Divinity . This does not mean that the angels see God face to face. No 
one has ever seen God; no creature will ever see him directly and in him
self, that is, in his unmanifested transcendency. What angels see by im
mediate and direct sight are the first "theophanies " or manifestations of 

' ' God. ?f course, since, in a sense, the theophanies of God are God, to see 
them IS to see God. It even is to see his whole being, since, beyond these 
theophanies he is the supreme non-being. The fact remains, however, that 
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the angels do not even see the archetypal Ideas , which would be for them 
to see the divine Word; they contemplate the first theophanies of the Word 
manifesting himself out of himself. Nothing could help us more to realize 
how, despite its misleading language , this doctrine is anxious to keep God 
above all finite being. Even the blessed, in the beatific vision, will 
not be able to see the innermost secret of the divinity. Strangely enough, 
while some theologians will accuse Erigena of confusing God and crea-

\ tures, others will accuse him of completely separating creatures from 

God.23 

6. THE HIERARCHY OF BEINGS 

The divine theophanies do not communicate themselves to the angels 
equally; on the contrary , they are distributed according to a hierarchical 
scale, the most perfect angels receiving the first theophanies and transmit
ting them gradually downward. Here again , let us mind our expressions: 
this hierarchical transmission is not something added to the nature of 
angels and of their ordered hierarchy ; it is their very nature and hierarchy. 
Every angel is part of the universal tbeophany; it is a particular theoph
any, and its place in the world order is determined by its relations to all 
the higher angels which illuminate it from above , and all the angels below 
which it itself illuminates. Its very being and essence can thus be defined 
by the amount of intelligible light which it both receives ( or is) and 
transmits to others. Its individual nature is that of a unique moment in 

the universal manifestation of God.
24 

Thus distinguished and hierarchized, the angels make up an "order" 
whose intrinsic beauty is that of the universe. For , indeed , what is true 
of angels is equally true of all other creatures. All of them participate 
in the divine illumination through the intermediary of the angels, and the 
amount of perfection which constitutes its own being is, for each and every 
creature, exactly proportional to the degree of illumination which it repre
sents. Such is precisely the case of man. Still less than the angels from 
whom he receives his illumination is man capable of illuminating himself 
by his own means. Just like air, which is only shadows as long as the 
light of the sun does not penetrate it , man is capable of wisdom only 
insofar as the light of the divine tbeophanies reaches him through the 
hierarchy of angelic substances. Because be is made up of mind and body, 
man is the lowest of all beings whose nature is capable of intellectual 

illumination. 
To conceive correctly the nature of man , however, we must consider 

him in two different conditions; first , such as be was created by God; next, 
such as he now is in consequence of original sin (IV , 9; 7 80 B). 

In his primitive condition, man was much more like an angel than 
he now is. True enough, man bad a body, but mankind was not then 
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iv1 e 111to sexes. The division of h . . 
together with the animal d f umal} be1~gs mto males and females 

E 
· , mo e O reproduction I · h • . ' 

ngena s own words an dd"t· 1 d . w 11c attends it is in 

h 
, a 1 10na ev1ce t · d ' ' 

t e remedies to original sin 25 Th con nve by God as one of 

f th 
· e same remark ap r · h" 

o e two sexes, to the multi r . . . . pies, wit 111 each one 
kind of life, customs and tho: ~~at1~; of_ 111d1v1duals_ differing in figure, 
true man is the Idea of . gG ( ' 7' 533). Basically speaking the 

man 111 od In thi Id 1 . ' 
human beings were eternally contai~ed d s_ . ea, a 1 possible individual 
t~a~ ~hey have now become separated fro: . it is _through t~eir own fault 
d1v1s1ons are more the re lt f . . it . Stnctly speak111g, these two 
. . su s o ongmal s. th h . . 
itself. The trao-1c side of the . t . m an t ey are this sm 

h 
O pie ure 1s that · 

as been able to stop th1·s f ' once it got started nothing 

Th 
. process o separaf th h .' . 

ere is no stopping point for er t . 10~ roug mult1phcation. 
unity. ea ures 111 their wandering away from 

_Nor _is this all. In separating himself from G d 
with him, in his fall, all the beina . . o ' man so to speak carried 
contained in his own and h" hos ?f mfenor nature whose Ideas were 
realities en3·oyed a m'u ch w_ ic ' fsmce they were there as intelligible 

' more per ect type f b • 
now have in their present state of . o emg than the one they 
seems difficult to conceive let separat10n. If the nature of this change 

th Id 
, us remember that a d" . 

e_ eas occupy a sort of interm d" . . ' ccor mg to Engena , 
(Ill, 20; 683 B) so that havin e iat P?s1t10n between God and creatures 
very same realiti~s migr~tina g :ea bemg, they c_an be considered as the 
God to their condition of mo,lts? 1·0-tsa~, from their condition of unity in 

b 
. u 1p 1c1 y m the p . 

emg more real now than th d . resent umverse. Far from 
ey use to be m th · 

~reatures have in fact degenerated. The h si _e umty ~f thei~ Ideas, 
is only a drawn representation of the i ~ iJ· ~~~ tn~ngle which we imagine 
defines in the purity of 1·ts . 1 n e 1g1 e tnangle which geometry 

. um versa essence Of th . 
tr~er tnangle? Obviously, the intelli ibl . ese_ tw~, which is the 
umty an infinite number of material g e pattern w~1ch 111cludes in its 
the thought of the o-eometer only ~n~~ The tr~e tnangle then exists in 
metrical figures (IV 8. C ' an e same IS the case with all geo
less truly real in the'ms~1Jis\h~~\Sh A). In_ the s~me sense, all bodies are 

To this conclusion the read b" ey _are '.n their own Ideas in God.20 

1 
. Y o 3ect10n 1s that the . . 

corporea bemgs cannot poss1·b1 . t . . very matenahty of 

b 
• . Y ex1s m a mmd . 1 

emgs can exist in a mind inas h h ' consequent Y, material 
s~lves and with their material :a~~r/sBtu:y ~re_ know~, b~t not in them
sider material bodies their s "fi f . this is an illus10n. If we con-. ' peo c orms appear to . 11· . 
quantity is also submitted to intelliaible law . us ~s 111te 1g1ble; their 
are made up of intelligible element~ who s' eve~ theu- sensible qualities 
corporeal matter but wh1'ch se confusion begets what we call 

· ' we can analys · · 
components. The genesis of sens.bl e aga111 mto purely intelligible 

1 t I b 
. . 1 e matter then ca b 1 . 

p e e y y pr111c1ples that do not f 11 d ' ' n _e exp amed com-
In point of fact, matter itself . ~th un er. the perception of the senses. 

is ne1 er sensible nor imaginable ·t . , 1 1s con-

. . 
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point of the return trip , the death of man is the initial stage of his 

return to God.
33 

. f bodies which will be the 
The second stage will be the resurrection o will then be abolished and 

I 
joint effect of both nature and ;race_-£ '"-g1ed s~:~ not foreseen his fall at the 
man will be as he would have een i . o b d of each individual 
time of creation. In the course of_ a t~ird stage, t~\e~ iy way of division. 
will return to ~he soul. from w?ich it ;:is ::ru~: stages: the body will 
This reunion itself will require seve ·n become reason and 
become life again; life will become sense ;h se~s\ w~ill return the human 
reason will become pure thought. A fourt s ag "th the soul the body it 
soul to its primary cau~e or Idea a~d, t~g~~~:: w~eings whos~ intelligible 
has reabso'.be~. By !his movem:a~ ~ill be brought back to God. The 
forms subsist m the mtell~ct of_ 1 " lysis " will brina the terrestrial 
fifth and last moment ~f th is u~~~:r:ov:::nt will propa;ate itself from 
sphere back to Paradise. ~s all its causes will let themselves be progres
sphere to sphere , nature an . . b r ht From that time and on, there 
sively permeated by God ads air dis th? ig_ll .be the end of the great return , 
Wi·n be nought else but Go , an is wi 
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"when nothing else will be left ~t ~ . ·mplies the work of grace , since, 
This first process of return . a rea . y 1. led e of our own resurrec

without the '.esurrection of Chnst w~c~ I~ ~~Jid bge impossible; but it is 
tion, the umversal movem~nt _towar o f race alone. Good or bad , all 
completed by a seco?d ':hich is the work_ o er~ections with which they had 
men will once more mev1tably recover the p . added to the pre-

d d b th ·r creator If then a new grace is 
bee~ en ow~ ·ii e{onaer be for the purpose of restoring all na~ures, but 
cedmg one, it w1 no o t l " pernatural " state. Such will be the 

· ome of them to a ru Y su . h 
to raise s . . 1 . h will lift the chosen souls accordm g to t ree 
effect of beat1fymg grace, w 11\ ht a ain that is a pure Intellect , man 
stages. Havin? become pre ;l:;age of ~11 {he intel,ligible beings in which 
will first attam plenary. no h o h ·n be raised from this knowledge 
G d k s himself mamfest ; t en e w1 "f t 

o ma e . . lf which is the self-subsisting plenary mam es a-

~! Ider~~~ -~::~:r~t:nd last degree will be the loss of even _pure t~~~tt 
ion o ' k f that inaccessible Light wherem are I en 

in the transcendent d~r ~s: o we call "beatific vision" will therefore t~ke 
the causes odf al_l :hatiits.will ~:t be the seeing of a light, but, rather' bemg 
place beyon vision. 

engulfed in Light_-35 h th t this return of human nature and all 
Let us not beheve, owe~er: ..; . 's own words their "deification ," 

other natures to _God, _t~at ~s, m _ngena ntrar . si~ce, as has been said , 
wi~l result in their an?ih~a~~o;de~~i:~::~~~hems~lves, all nature wi~l then 
thmgs are more real m ~ e1 h. h . ·ts intelliaible reality in God. Air does 
recover the plen~ry reahty ; ic I~ \i ht illu~ines it; red-hot iron is still 
not cease to be air because t e ~un s gf ed into fire. so the body will 
iron, even though it seems to e trans orm ' ' 
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still be a body when it is spiritualiz ed, and the human soul will still be 
what it is in becoming transfi gured to the light of God. In short , there will 
be no blending or confusion of substances , but a reunion , without mixture 
or composition , where all properties will immutably subsist. 36 

All this eschatology accounts for the chosen without difficulty, but what 
is to be done with the damned? In a universe where matter shall be dis-1 
solved into its intelli gible elements , there is no place for a material hell. 
Like Origen, Eri gena considers the notion of a material Gehenna to be a 
remnant of pagan superstition that the real Christians should get rid of. 
At least in the D e divis ione natura e, for the D e praedestinatione seems to 
speak otherwise , Eri gena considers the Valley of Josaphat (Joel, 3, 2) , the 
cankerworms and the pools of sulphur , so dear to preachers , as childish 
imaginings, and he defends himself with great verve against those who 
attack him on this point. Where there is no corporeal matter left , how could 
there be valleys , worms or pools? Moreover, corporeal or not , should these 
punishments be considered eternal? To answer "yes ," is to concede the 
final victory of sin, evil and the devil, in a creation which Jesus Christ has 

1 
redeemed by his sacrifice. Unless we consent to the defeat of God by the 
devil, we must , on the contrary , affirm the final victory of good over evil. 
And the two problems are solved at the same time. With the reab
sorption of matter into th e intelli gible , all trace of evil will one day dis
appear from nature. This done, the supernatural distinction between the 
chosen and the condemned will remain whole and will persist eternally , 
but each one will be beatified or punished in his own conscience.37 Beati
tude is eternal life, and since eternal life is to know truth , knowledge of 
truth is eternal beatitude. Conversely , if ther e is no other misery than eternal 
death , and if eternal death is ignorance of truth , there is no other eternal 
punishment than ignorance of truth , and who is truth , if not Christ? 
"Nothing then is to be desired but joy of the truth, which is Christ, and 
nothing is to be shunned but his absence, which is the one and only cause 
of all etern al sadness. Take Christ from me and nothin g good will be left 
me, no torment can terrify me; for the deprivation and absence of Christ 
is the torment of any rational creature . That , and nothing else, at least in 
my opinion." 38 

It is easy to imagine the stupefaction of Scotus Eri gena's contemporaries 
before that immense metaphysical and theological epic, hardly believable, 
and yet guaranteed at practic ally every point by the authority of Denis , 
Maximus Confessor , the two Gregories, or any one of the many ecclesias
tical writers whom the astonishin g erudition of its author enabled him to 
invoke. This "barbarian , placed on the outskirts of the world," of whom 
Anastasius the Librarian spoke with surpri se to King Charles the Bald, 
aroused many misgivings. To us, be appears as the Latin discoverer of the 
immense world of Greek theology, that is to say , of a hitherto unknown 
mental universe whose wealth he bad no time to sort out nor to assimi-
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late.s9 Condemned and recondemned to destruction, his. writings_ have 
neverthel ess survived and they even seem to have exercised a kmd of 
underground activity. No one, after him, has ever_ dared to take _up as ~ 
whole a doctrine so little suited to the sober teachmgs of the Latin tradi
tion but it was to remain as a sort of permanent temptation against which, 
fro~ century to century, doctrinal authorities were never to cease strug-

crling without ever succeeding in killing it. 
0 ) 

CHAPTER 11 

SAINT ANSELM OF CANTERBURY 

/ THE movement initiated by Scotus Erigena did no~ survive its author. 
Even apart from the aberrant character of some of its features, the doc
trine did not find a political and social environment favorable to the devel
opment of a philosophical school. Soon after the death of Ch~rlemagne 
(8r

4
), the Normans had begun to invade and to plunder the Loir~ valley, 

in France, up to the monastery of Tours (838). In 845, they sailed t~e 
river Seine up to Paris and plundered the famous abbey of Samt ?erm~m 
des Pres. Paris was attacked a second time , in 885, by Rollo , their c~ief
tain who finally settled with his warriors in what we now call the provmce 
of Normandy ( 9 II). Moreover, the decadence of the Carolingian dynasty 
in France after the death of Charles the Bald (877) was attended by a 
political disorder no less harmful t? cultural li!e t~an the Scandinavian 
invasions. The revival of philosophical production m France was not to 
take place before the restoration of the royal power by Hu gh _Capet (987). 
This is not to say that intellectual life died completely dunng the tenth 
century. It survived in some Benedictine monaste_ries, owing to the per
sonal endeavors of obscure men whose good ~ervices _sho~ld not be_ for
gotten.40 Yet, when all is said and done, there is for historians of philoso
phy little to reap on the desolate ground which extends from the death of 
Erigena up to the early eleventh-century theolo~ical controversies between 
"dialecticians" and "anti-dialecticians." In pomt of fact, they all were 
dialecticians, but they disagreed on some applications of dialectics to 
Christian faith. 41 The conflict which then arose between the defenders 
of a strictly monastic ideal of Christian life and those of a wise use of 
secular culture found its first satisfactory solution, between the walls of 
a monastery, in the writings of Saint Anselm of Canterbury. 

I. REASON AND FAITH 

Saint Anselm42 is clearly conscious of his attitude with regard to the 
relation of reason to faith. The Monologium was written especially at the 
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request of certain monks of Bee who desired a model for meditation on 
the existence and essence of God~ in which everything would be proved 
by reason and wnere absolutely nothing would be based on Scriptural · 
authority. 

Two sources of knowledge are at the disposition of Christians reason 
and faith. Against the excesses of some dialecticians, Anselm affir'ms that 
one must first ?ecome fir~ly established in faith, and, consequently, he 
refuses to submit Holy Scnpture to dialectics. Faith is for a Christian the 
given point from which he is to start . The facts that he is to understand 
and the re~lities that his reason shall have to interpret are given to him 
by revelat10n; one does not understand in order to believe but on the 
c?ntrary, one believes in order to understand: neque enim ~uaero intel
ligere ut credam, sed credo ut intelligam. 0 Understanding of faith in 
shor:, pres~pposes faith. But, inversely, Saint Anselm takes sides against 
the meduci~le ad~ersa_ries of dialectics. For him who begins by being 
fir~ly established m faith, there is no objection to striving to understand 
rat~onally what he believes. To object to this legitimate use of reason, of 
~h1ch the Apostles and Fathers have already said all that has to be said 
1s to forget, first, that truth is so vast and profound that mortals can neve; 
succeed in exhausting it; that the days of man are numbered, so that even 
the F~thers were not able to say everything they would have said had 
they lived longer; that God has never ceased and never will cease to en
lighten his Church; last , not the least, it is to forget that between faith 
and the beatific vision to which we all aspire there is here below an in
~ermediary which is the understandin g of faith. To understand one's faith 
1s to draw nearer to the very sight of God. The order to be observed in the 
search for truth is therefore the following: first, to believe the mysteries 
of faith before discussing them through reason; next, to endeavor to under
stand what one believes. Not to put faith first is presumption· not to 
appeal to reason next is negligence. Both of those faults must therefore 
be avoided. 45 

Such being the rule, it remains to be known just how far reason can 
actually go, in the interpretation of faith. One must believe in order to under
stand, but can everything one believes be made intelligible? Is faith which 
se~ks knowle~ge assured ~f findin~ it? It can be said that, practically, 
Samt Anselm s confidence m reason s power of interpretation is unlimited. 
He does_ not confuse fai~h and reason, since the exercise of reason presup
poses faith; ~ut everythmg hap~ens as though one could always mana ge to 
un?erstand , if ~ot what ~ne believes, at least the necessity of believing it. 
Sa'.n: Anselm did not shrmk from the task of proving the necessity of the 
Tnrnty and the Incarnation. 

In _orde: to reali~e Sain~ Anselm's exact position on this point, we must 
bear m mmd certam defmite conditions under which he took up his task. 
He had an excellent knowledge of Augustine, but none at all of Plotinus, 
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. ld have enabled him to continue the work 
whose metaphysics alone wou 1 · I the eleventh century philosophy 
of his master along the same1 ,med .. ln t1·c No physics no anthropology ' 

d d t Aristot,e s 1a ec • ' 
proper was r~ uce o . . "1 ethics were known to the men of that 
no metaphysics, no purely rat10n~ t t was therefore first of all to seek 
period. To. unders_tan~ the sa~:~ o:Xwhat resources a dialectician ha~ at 
understandmg of it with the i d'd with the philosophical technique 
his disposal. Saint Anselm there ore i t' do over again in the thirteenth 

d h t s ·nt Thomas was o . 
, then at ban ' w a . a1 f the entire works of Aristotle. Argumg a~ a 

century after the discovery o d t t rend er the mysteries of faith 
I pure dialectician , Anselm Pi:_P~se nl~ h~ve been to suppress them, but 

intelligible in themselves , ';, ic w:: reasons" that rational inquiry well
to prove by what he called . necess Y_ them That was a high ambition, 
conducted necessarily ends m suhpt!m\ver s.tronoly he might trust the 
but it must not be forgotten t a o~ ·ned th"'at it would succeed in 

S · t Anselm never imagi d 
power of reason, am b 1 oically necessary reasons that Go 
understanding mystery. To prodv~ tyh oo Persons and that the incarnation 

. h . single Go m ree ' h exists, that e 1s one k' d 1·s not to understand t e 
d ary to save man m , 

of the Wor was necess f God maoe man for our salva -
secrets of divine nature or the myste\~ ~e amuch more than to understand 
tion.46 To understand a mystery wou 
its necessity. 

0 IN TJIE Monologium 
2. THE EXISTENCE OF GO 

. . . . established on the strength of revela-
The Monologium, where nfthm~ 1\ entirely upon its demonstrations of 

tion, but on that of reason al·one,. resths mselves these demonstrations pre-
. t f God 47 Ta -..en m e ' . h . . the ex1s ence o · . . 1 s. first a principle whic 1s given 

suppose the acceptance of btwo prbmlc1pfa~t. nam~ly that things are unequal 
. . ence as an o serva e , ' ' 1 th t 

to us m expen f . d'ate intellectual evidence, name Y, a 
in perfection; next, a sort o n~me_ i bioher or a lower degree, derive it 
things which possess a perfelctio~ l~t asup~eme degree. In other words, the 

h Perfection ta ten m I s . 1 . , from t e same . "ll be that the relative a ways is a 
. . f these demonstrations wi . d b th t 

mamspnng o . l t h e existence is therefore require y a 
participati?~ in _the abso u e, w os 

of its participations. h fi t . f is the oiven fact that there is good-
The starting point of t e rs prboo d ·ed "'tor indeed we desire things , 

. h' Th"s fact cannot e em , . h ness m t mgs. .1 . d them to be aood. It is t ere-
and we only desire them because we J_u g~t ble one to ;sk: whence come 

1 f and almost an mev1 a . , . 
fore a natura ques ion, . the one hand we experience 
all those thin gs we consider rod? No;ha~nthere are many' different types 
by sense and we know throu g 1 r~ason that these ooods must have a cause. 
of aoods; on the other hand , we mowh d tb "1n"'g has its own particular 

0 11 d hether eac goo · • 
but we may we won e_r w . 1 cause for all these goods. Now it is 
cause or whether there is not a smg e 
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absolutely certain and evident that all that possesses a perfection to a 
greater or less degree owes that perfection to the fact that it participates I 
in one single and same principle. Everything which is more or less just is \ 
so because it participates more or less in absolute justice. Therefore , since 
all particular goods are unequally good, they can only be good by their 
particip ation in a single and same good. But this good by which everything 
is good can be only one great good. All the rest is good by it and it alone 
is good by itself. Now nothin g of what is good by another is superio r to 
what is good by itself. This sovereign good then surpasses all the rest to 
the point of having nothing above itself. That is to say, what is sovereignly 
good is also sovereignly great. There is, therefore, a primary being , superior 
to everything that exists , and it is him whom we call God.48 

We can broaden the basis of this proof. Instead of arguing from the per
fections not ed in different beings, one can argue from the perfection they 
have in common , although in varying degrees, and which is being. As a 
matter of fact, everything which is has a cause; the only question arising 
with regard to the totality of things is, then, to know whether it is derived 
from several causes or from one single cause. If the universe has several 
causes, either they lead back to a single cause, or they exist by themselves, 
or they produce one another. If they lead back to a single one, it is evi
dently that sole cause which is the cause of the universe. If they exist by 
themselves , it is because they possess in common at least the faculty of 
existing by themselves, and it is this common faculty which causes them 
to be; they can therefore still be considered as coming under one same 
cause. There would be left only the third hypothesis, according to which 
these causes cause one another; but it is self-contradictory to admit that a 
thing exists in virtue of that to which it gives being. That is not true even 
of the terms of a relation , nor of the relation itself. The master and the 
servant are relative to one another, but each one does not exist in virtue 
of the other , and neither is the double relationship which unites them 
generated by itself, but it comes from the two real subjects between which 
it obtains. Thus, therefore, one single hypothesis remains acceptable; 
namely, that everything which exists , exists in virtue of a single cause, and 
that cause which exists by itself is God.49 

The third proof bears on the degrees of perfection which things possess. 
It is enough just to cast a glance over the universe to note that the beings 
which constitute it are more or less perfect. This is an estab lished fact to 
which no one can take exception. One could not be a man oneself and 
question whether horses are superior to trees, or men superior to horses. 
Now, granted that natures are superior to one another, one must admit 
either an infinity of beings , so that no being is so perfect that there is not 
one still more perfect; or else a finite number of beings, and consequently 
one being more perfect than all the rest. Now, to admit the existence of 
an infinite number of things is an absurd supposition. Therefore, there 
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necessarily exists a nature that is superior to all and inferior to none. True 

enough , still another supposition is possible. One might imagine that 

several natures , equal in perfection , occupy the peak of the universal 

hierarchy . But this hypothesis is no less absurd than the preceding one, 

for if these several natures are equal , they must be so in virtue of what 

they have in common; now, if what they have in common is their essence, 

then they have a common essence and are only one single nature, whereas, 

if what they have in common is something else than their essence, then 

this common element is another nature , superior to them and in which 

they participate. 50 This proof rests upon the impossibility of not ending a 

series by a single term , when the series is a hierarchy which includes a 

finite number of terms. 

3. THE PROOF OF THE Proslogion 

Anselm had always desired to find proofs of the existence of God as 

simple and as immediately evident as possible. The three demonstrations 

of the Monologium seemed to him, though valid , still too complicated. 

After protracted investigations he finally discovered a new one, whose 

only presupposition was the knowledge of the word "God" and of the only 

meaning that can be ascribed to it. As it is presented in the Proslogion, 

this proof is one more application of the general rule: "faith seeking 

understanding." In point of fact, such was the title which he himself had 

first given to his treatise and which he changed later on to that of Pros

logiom. 
We know at least the word "God"; we even believe that God exists, and 

that he is what we believe him to be, namely , a being than which no 

greater can be conceived. The question is to know whether or not what 

we believe to be true is true. In other words, can what we believe to be 

true be demonstrated in the natural light of reason? 

This is not evident. In fact, some deny the existence of such a being. 

According to the testimony of Holy Scripture, "The fool has said in his 

heart , there is no God" (Ps. 13, 1). Yet, if we say: a being than which no 

greater can be conceived , even the fool understands what we say, and what 

he understands exists in his understanding, even if he does not understand 

it to exist in reality. It is indeed possible for a thing to exist in an intellect 

without that intellect knowing that the thing exists in reality. When a 

painter pictures to himself the work he is going to paint , he bas it in his 

intellect, but he is not conscious of its existence, as he has not yet painted 

it; when he has painted his picture, on the contrary , he both has his work 

in his intellect and is conscious of its existence , since he has already made 

it. We can , therefore , convince the fool himself that, at least in his mind , 

there is a bein g than which none greater can be conceived, because , when 

be bears these words , be understands them and what he understands is in 
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is mtellect. Now that which is such that . 

cannot exist only in the intelle t F . d nothmg gr_eat~r can be conceived 

than to exist in the intellect onlc . If o;~n eei, to e~1st. m reality is greater 

conceive nothing oreater exist y. 1 '. e:, t at which IS such that one can 

ing greater can boe conceived s i~nt~:; tth e intel!ect , that t~an which noth

be conceived , which is contradictory Th:\ ~bich somet~m g greater can 

can be conceived then ·1 . e111g than which none greater 

. necessan Y exists b th . h . 

reahty.51 
° m t e 111tellect and in 

The pri nciples on which this aro 

of God given by faith. 2) t . to~mehnt rests are as follows: I) a notion 

, o ex1s m t ouoht · t b 1 

ence of the notion of God in thou ht o . IS o . e tru y; 3) the exist-

that he exists in rea11·ty H _g . requires log1cally that one affirm 

· ere agam mdeed 

from a fact which belonos to a s e . ' ' we start from a fact , but 

abstract dialectic which :nf Id b c1al order, that of revelation. The whole 

to its point of departure r~acsh. eretfoes from ~aith to reason and returns 

by faith is rationally intelligibl I~ e conclus10n t~at what is proposed 

A certain idea of God e . t _e. horeover, our startmg point is a notion 

xis s 111 t ouoht • th h . · 

no~ this existence , which is real looi/ 11 . d ere we ave the g1_ven fact ; 

reality: there we have the pro r' rt° a Y emands that God exist also in 

the thought beino and the actiai b :ome1~bout through a comparison of 

the second as sup~rior to the fi t Aemg 7 ich compels our rea son to posit 

ness of that proof has been rs . f s ear Y as the 1:1idd!e ages, the decisive

Saint Anselm it met a sh qdues wned, and dur111g the very lifetime of 

rew contradict · th 

Gaunilon. Gaunilon raised t . . or_ 111 e_ person of the monk 

distinct notion of God from woh.mham ~b3ect10_ns. First, that we have no 

w 1c to 111fer his · t 

cannot rely upon existence in thou ah ex1s en:e; next, that one 

thought. As a matter of fact t . o t to prove existence outside of 

h 
' o exist as an ob3·ect f th h . 

ave a true existence. it is s1·mpl t b . o oug t is not to 

. ' Y o e conceived N . 

a quantity of unreal or even impossibl b. . . ow, one can conceive 

are in thought certainly have . t e o 3ects, which even though they 

only notions i~ the understand:o ex1s _ence out:ide of thought. They are 

reali~ies. Why should it be otherwist!~~: t~on~e1ves them , and not at all 

the idea of the Blessed Isles 1 t e idea of God? If we conceive 

inaccessible riches , it will not f~~lo:o~where in the Ocean ~nd full of 

most perfect of all , also exist in realit a~ these_ lands'. conceived as the 

~at the passing from existence in tho:,;ht ~ wh~ch Sa111_t Ans~lm replies 

s1ble and necessary only when ·t . o. o existence m reality is pos

conceive. The notion of the I BI: a ci;e~t10n of t~e greatest being one can 

which forces thouoht to attr'b t esse_ sles obviously contains nothino 

al 
o i u e existence to th I b 1 ° 

one that one cannot think h d . em. t e ongs to God 

Th• e oes not exist 52 

is demonstration of the existence of G .. 

pure dialectic operatino on a d fi ·t· od IS assuredly the triumph of 

d 
o e Ill 1011 It der· ·t 

eep awareness of what is inde d . . . Ives I s stren gth from a 

the absolute. Even those who \. u~1que 111 the notion of being taken in 

o Jee to the proof as such will no doubt 
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acknowledge that Saint Anselm took the right view of things in underlining 
the irresistible force with which the notion of absolute being, that is to 
say, of a being than which no greate r can be thought, calls as it were for 

( 

the affirmation of its existence by the thought that conceives it. An indication 
that this was a valid intuition can be seen in the vitality of which Saint 
Anselm's argument has given proof in the course of succeeding centuries. 
There have always been philosophers to take it up and refashion it in 
their own way, and its implications are so manifold that the sole fact of 
having rejected or admitted it almost suffices to determine the doctrinal 
group to which a philosophy belongs. Saint Bonaventure, Descartes, 
Leibniz and Hegel took it up again, each in his own way, whereas Saint 
Thomas Aquinas, Locke and Kant rejected it, each in his own way. What 
all those who accepted it have in common is the identification of real 
existence with intelligible being conceived by thought; what all those who 
condemn its principle have in common is the refusal to consider any prob
lem of existence aside from an empirically given existent. 

4. ATTRIBUTES OF GOD AND CREATION 

Once the existence of God has been proven by any one of these proofs, 
it is easy to deduce his principal attributes. Since God is that which can
not not exist, he is Being par excellence, that is, the plenitude of entity. 
We, therefore , give him the title of essenti a, and this term, which signifies 
"plenary entity, " can be applied properly to God alone. That is why we 
have been able to prove that he exists even from the simple notion that 
we have of him: to say that essentia is not, would be to say that that 
whose very nature is to be, is not. On the contrary, nothing of what is not 
God is being in the full sense of the term; then all the rest, W:q.ich is 
not God, and which nevertheless exists, must necessarily derive its being 
from God. How can one conceive this dependence of the universe with 
regard to God? 

Notice first that to exist through oneself and exist through someone else 
are two different ways of existing; one does not possess being in the same 
way in both cases. In God, who alone exists through himself , essence and 
being are identical; his nature is, just as light shines. Just as the nature 
of light is not separate from the brilliance it diffuses, so divine nature 
is not separate from the being it enjoys. It is quite another thing with 
beings that derive their existence from others; their essence is not such 
as necessarily implies existence and, in order that their nature may exist, 
being must be conferred on it by God. It remains to be seen how God 
confers it. 

Only two hypotheses are possible: either God is the productive cause of 
the universe , or he is the very matter from which the universe is made. 
If we admit the latter hypothesis , we implicitly admit that everything is 
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1 SO . . d b · comes . the rime entity; it is, an emg . 
and being itself, that is_ to say , h f 11 that is participates in the simple 
from it, precisely for this :eason t a_ a where being is act, and where act 
entity itself." 83 ~n short '. m a _doctn~~e absolut e act and to the abs~lute 
is form, all that is owes its_ bemg_ to God is the form of all things. 
form which is God. In this precise sdense ed from unity All things are 

' . h it must nee s proce . Since there is ot erness, h th forms born of these pure 
one in God, but the divine Ideas , ~ ~n f ~he multiplication of beings. 
and eternal substances, ar~ at the o_ngmt o this point. But he does not 
Clarenbaud follows Boethms an? G1l~er ~n the problem of individua
follow the "bishop of Poitiers " (1.e., G1~ber \ ~~e dogma of the Trinity.85 
tion 84 no more than in his interpretatio_n o t· to note on the problem 

' G"lb t . rticularly rnteres mg Th His opposition to 1 er is P~ era and individuals. e 
of the relation which obtains be~we~n t~~; controversy. Gilbert main
nature of the universals was at st\ eh~n humanity whereas Clarem
tained that each man is man throug is :tn h one ;nd the same bu
baud maintains that all men are. men rougqua singuli homines sunt 

d humanitatem esse t d manity: unam et ean em . l . therefore more accentua e 
homines 86 His "realism" of umversa f is b d seems to have been a 
than th;t of Gilbert. On the w?~le, Ch arehrr:1 auaster Thierry of Chartres. 

taphys1c1an t an is m tl much less adventurous me h f St Victor may at least par y 
The influence of his other master , Hug ol .. l mis;dventures of Gilbert 

h . d fon but the thee og1ca him account for is mo era i ' ld h been enough to warn 
and of Abelard, whic~ he q~otesta;~;sicat~:agination. 
against unnecessary flights o me 

4 . JOHN OF SALISBURY 

. . l f the refined spirit of Chartres was 
The manifestation most typ1ca o ) Th works of this Englishm~n, 

John of Salisbury (about . r I2 s:1;80 .f Ch:rtres anticipate the Ren~1s
educated in France , w~o died b1~ op i° d the delicacy of their inspira
sance by both the quality of their sty el a~ the long humanistic effort 
tion. In the Polycraticus and t~e Me!:r~:o\vorks. Nothing can give a 
of Chartres finally blossomed i_nto ~ f thge middle acres than to linger 

· of the d1vers1ty o O d ·t more vivid impression b" h p who was a goo wn er, 
the writings of that twelfth-century is o over 1 87 

a man of parts and a fine scho ar. d to distincruish wisdom from 
John of Salisbury would not h~~~ 1~:e type of culture he consciously 

eloquence as Willia:11 of Conches lo1 ~ntia of Cicero and Quint~ian, that 
desired to have revived was the e q l formation of an upnght man, 
is to say , the complete intellect~al a;d m~t~ ,ell On philosophical grounds 
but a man capable of expressing ~mse t . s his authority the sect of 

d h f and again quo es a h properly so-calle ' e ime h tyle he strove to imitate and w ose 
Academicians. The great man ~ ose s Aristotle but Cicero. Not that he 
thought he admired was not p ato, nor ' -
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in any way professes a complete skepticism, but, as Cicero himself did, 
he begins by setting aside a certain number of acquired truths and he 
abandons all the rest to the sterile play of interminable controversies. To 
doubt everything would be an absurdity. The animals give proof of a 
certain intelligence; now man is more intelligent than the animal; there
fore it is false that man is incapable of knowing. We can, in reality, derive 
certain knowledge from three different sources: the .s@s.es, !eason, and 
faith. He who has not a minimum of confidence in his senses is inferior to 
animals; be who does not believe in his reason at all and doubts every
thing arrives at a point where he does not even know whether he doubts; 
he who refuses bis assent to the obscure but certain knowledge of faith sets 
his face against the foundation of all wisdom. It is, therefore, ridiculous / 
to be uncertain of everything and nevertheless to claim to be a philosopher. 

evertheless, it must be acknowledged that the modesty of Academicians 
is, in most cases, the wisest example we could follow. In almost all dis
puted questions one must be content to reach probapilities. The philoso
phers wanted to measure the world and submit the skies to their laws, but 
they had too much confidence in the forces of their reason; they fell 
down therefore the moment they arose and, when they thought they were 
wise, they began to talk nonsense. Just as the men who raised the tower 
of Babel against God fell into confusion of language, so the philosophers 
who undertook against God that kind of theomachy that philosophy is, 
fell into confusion of systems. And therefore they are now scattered into 
the infinite multiplicity of their insanities and their sects of error, all the 
more miserable and deserving of pity as they were not aware of their 
very misery. 

The Academicians, on the contrary, avoid these errors by their very 
modesty. They recognize their ignorance and know enough not to affirm 
what they do not know. Their moderation is precisely the quality which 
commends them to our esteem and should lead us to prefer them. One 
must hesitate in all matters where neither the senses, nor reason, nor faith 
give us incontestable certitude, and the list of such questions is a long 
one. We should reserve judgment on the substance, the quantity, the 
faculties, the efficacy and origin of the soul; on destiny, chance, free will, 
matter, movement, elements, the infinity of numbers, and the indefinite 
divisibility of quantity; on time and space; on the origin and nature of 
speech; on sameness and otherness, divisibility and indivisibility , the na
ture of universals, the origin and end of virtues and vices, whether one 
possesses all the virtues if he has one of them, whether all sins are equal 
and equally punishable; on the causes of phenomena , the ebb and flow 
of the sea, the floods of the Nile , the increase and abatement of humors 
in animals according to the moon's phases; on nature 's various hidden 
secrets, on evil spells; on nature and its works; on the true nature and 
origin of those things which our reason cannot grasp, for instance: have 
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. what nature? Or what is God? Many more questions 

~?~~s b:;~es~r:n~ti~{ unsol vehd for dsc~ol~~\{er~:::eo;f ~;~!nt:~:~~:::p!~ 
know all the answers, but t e mo es y 

reserve judgment. th t we should neglect to study these ques-
It does not follow, however, _a d fin'te solution must finally elude our 

tions und~r the pretext that :h~i~or:nc~ that makes philosophy dogmatic, 
grasp. Qmte the contrary. It is ig A d .. n When one knows only one 
and it is erudition that makes} t~e ~a em~~\;oblem he is naturally in
single system or one sole so ut10n o so ince he ha~ no choice? Freedom 
dined to accept it. _How could one choose,~ that is why John of Salisbury 
of mind is proportional to knowflehdge, a? m aaainst the Philistines of his 
took sides with the defenders _o . umams ' b 

own tirn~, th~ so-called ;'~~rn:-~iire~: which John of Salisbury deem~d 
A typical mstance o e . the could not answer it, 

insoluble is that of _universals. :re~_s;;;y ~e~:~:~ion ydiscussed it at length 
the philosophers se1~ed upon t isd 1 ~~ey gave the appearance of main-

d th y used words at ran om, f t 
an ' as e . . d left their successors a wealth o con ro-
taining' different op1mons an f hn says there are at least five solu
versial material. At the present ime, J~d that ;he world itself has aged in 
tions to this problem, a prob em so h~ h more time has been lost than the 

. . 1 ·t a problem over w 1c 
stnvmg to so ve 1 ' . . th orld and more money than ever 
Caesars have spent m conque~ng d'e; to s~me universals exist only in 
filled the coffers of Croesus. cc~~ m conceive 'forms as separated after 
the sensible and the sing~lalr ;b ~ e~s thers make of them either words 

f mathematica emgs, 0 I 
the man~er o 11 still others identify universals with conc_epts. ~ 
or nouns, and, fina Y, the mode of existence of umversals, 
fact, we know nei:her t::~t~~ei~o;eal condition is, at least the way in 
but we can sa~, if no Th Aristotelian doctrine of abstraction enables 
which we acqmre them. e modest than the first. To seek the 
us to solve this second prob~em, 7ore nsidered as thinas is an infinite and 
real mode of existence of umver~a ~ c~ what they are in the intellect is an 
almost fruitless task, but to tryh o n . that considering the substantial 

f 1 it What appens 1s , . . 
easy and use u pursu .. 11 different individuals we obtain species; if we 
resemblance of numencably h'ch obtain between different species, we 

·d the resem ances w i . . . d' 
next consi er O r intellect achieves universals, then, by stnpp~ng m t 
have the genus. u f the forms and accidents by which they differ. A -
vidual substances o . . d' 'dually universals can at least be thought 
!ho~~hd thlel y do ::~t~:~gt ;nt~:; do n~t exist separately' they can be con
md1vi ua Y, an 

ceived separately. h of Salisbury 's attitude is clear. This humanist 
The nature of Jo n nse and simple solutions , and a horror of mere 

has a__Jaste for commbo~. se hn of Salisbury needs to feel sure of some-
hodge-podge and ver a ism. o 
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thing before allowing himself to affirm it. Confronted with the logomachy 
of his contemporaries in the question of universals, he suspends his judg
ment after the fashion of Academicians, but not at all because of any taste 
for uncertainty. When he can see a reasonable way out of some labyrinth, 
he does not hesitate a moment to take it. Besides, John of Salisbury knows 
that philosophical speculation is no idle game. If the true God, he says, is 
the true Wisdom, then the love of God is the true philosophy. The com
plete philosopher therefore is not he who is content with a theoretical 
knowledge, but he who lives the doctrine he preaches; to follow the true 
precepts one teaches is truly to philosophize. P hilosophus amator Dei est: 
in that appeal to love and piety lies the completion and consummation of 
this conception of life. John was a mind more delicate than powerful, but 
so fine, so rich and so perfectly cultured that its presence ennobles and 
graces in our thought the image of the twelfth century. 

CHAPTER IV 

PETER ABELARD 

THE history of mediaeval philosophy cannot be reduced to that of the 
controversy concerning the nature of universals. Yet there is much to 
say in favor of such an interpretation. Up to the time when Avicenna, 
Averroes and Aristotle provided them with complete philosophical explana
tions of nature, the men of the middle ages had practically no other strictly 
philosophical problem to discuss than that of universals. Boethius had 
offered two solutions of it, the one according to the metaphysics of Plato, 
the other according to the metaphysics of Aristotle; but while Boethius 
himself knew both metaphysics, the men of the early thirteenth century 
knew neither one. What they could guess of them, through Chalcidius 
and Boethius on the one hand, and through the logic of Aristotle on the 
other hand, was not enough to provide their choice with a complete justifi
cation. At any rate, not one of these logicians has been able to reconstruct 
the psychologies and the metaphysics which, in the doctrines of their Greek 
predecessors, fully justified their epistemological conclusions. 

This is the reason why, at the end of the twelfth century, John of 
Salisbury could denounce the striking sterility of these purely dialectical 
discussions. Each professor had figured out an answer to the problem. This 
answer was generally a word. After coining it, or accepting it, its defender 
would stick to it and fight for it with dialectical weapons. When he re
visited the schools of Paris after an absence of twelve years, John says 
that he still found there the very same professors saying the very same 
things. None of them bad either learned or unlearned anything-a striking 
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Aphrodisias, was to become a decisive factor in the evolution of mediaeval 
thought. History of philosophy, which aims to attribute to each philosopher 
his own doctrine, and no other one, is a comparatively recent discipline. 
Mediaeval scholars would seldom hesitate to ascribe to a philosopher 
the works of someone else, provided only they could find a way to reconcile 
their stateme nts. The so-called Theology of Aristotle has long passed for 
an authentic production of the master. In point of fact, its content was 
borrowed from Plotinus' Enneads, Books IV-VI. 2 The second treatise, 
namely the Lib er de causis, or "On Causes," which we have already seen 
quoted by Alan of Lille, was largely excerpted from the Elementatio 

! 
th eologica, or "Elements of Theology," of Proclus. 3 The most important 
consequence of this fact is that the Arabian philosophers have circulated, 
under the name of Aristotle, a mixture of Aristotle and Plotinus, who him
self was very far from representing the pure doctrine of Plato. The Arabs 
have never felt the need to choose between these two philosophies. As a 
matter of fact, they never imagined that they were two philosophies. As 

' has rightly been said: "They believed that there was only one philosophy, 
I whose two masters were Plato and Aristotle." 4 

Like Christian faith, Islamic faith soon felt the need of an intellectual 
interpretation , be it only in order to correct the literal interpretation of 
the Koran upheld by the fundamentalists of those times. The early con
tacts of Islam with Greek philosophy gave rise to a philosophico-religious 
speculation which is represented by the "mutazilite" school. The "muta
zilites" stressed the need of resorting to reason in the interpretation of 
revelation. They were especially concerned with establishing the absolute 
unity of God, to the point of refusing any distinction between his essence 
and his attributes. Moreover, they insisted on the justice of the divine will 
and refus ed to admit that good and evil were only such because God had 
willed them to be either good or evil. Last , not least, they fought against 
all anthropomorphic representations of God by consistently applying the 
negat ive method (tanzih), which consists in denying of God all the de
terminations that apply to his creatures. These positions had far-reaching 
applications. For instance , to submit the will of God to an intrinsic law 
of justice was implicitly to admit the existence of an objective good and 
of an objective evil which reason is able to discover and to which men 
have to conform their acts. In short, these Moslem theologians were endow
ing man with moral liberty. 

The muta zilites were succeeded by another group, that of the "mutakal
limoun ," (from halarn, discourse) whose members were exactly those 
whom Thomas Aquinas was to call the loquent es in lege Maurorum, that 
is to say, the Moslem theologians. The "mutakallimoun" represent a the
ological reaction against the somewhat unorthodox activity of the "muta
zilites." We shall have to recall later on the doctrine of Al Ash'ari who, 
after many years of teaching as a "mutazilite," publicly renounced his 
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former attitude and built up a complete justification of the absolute free
dom of God: ~is s~cond_ doctrine finally became the orthodox theology of 
Islam, and It IS still bemg taught today in some Mohammedan schools 
This repudiation of Greek philosophy by orthodox theologi ans had for it~ 
consequence that son:ie Arabic thi~kers, without losing touch with religion, 
began to pursue ph1~osophy for its own sake. In striking contrast with I 
what _was to happ en m Western Europe, where the greatest contributions 
to ph~losophy were to be made by theologians, the greatest contributions 
to philosophy by Mohammedan thinkers have been made by philosophers. 
Such men as Alkindi, Alfarabi, Avicenna or Averroes who were neith er 
theologians nor even what the West would have call;d clerics were not 
~o be seen at ~he unive:sities of Paris, of Oxford, nor , in fact,' anyw here 
m Europe durmg the middle ages. On the other hand no Moslem theolo
gian ever succeeded in re_interpreting Greek philosoph; in the light of the 
K~ran, as !homa~ Aqumas or Duns Scotus was to reinterpret Greek 
philosophy m the light of the Gospel. A curious consequence of this situa
tion was that,. since Islamic theolo gy was progressively separating itself 
f:om Greek philosophy, up to the point of repudiating it, the great Chris 
tian theoloa1ans were to become the pupils of the Mohammedan philoso
phers much more than of the Mohammedan theologians. This is the reason 
why, dealing as we are with the speculation of Arabic thinkers as with one 
of the so~rces of mediaeval scholasticism, we have to pay more attention 
to the philosophers of Islam than to its theologians.5 

I. ALKINDI AND ALF ARABI 

The first great Arabian philosopher among those whom the Christian 
w_orld_ was t~ know is Alkindi , who lived in Basra, then at Baghdad, and. 
died m 873. He was an encyclopaedist, whose writings cover almost the 
wh~le field. o_f Gree~ learnin g: arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, music, 
optics, med1cme, logic, psychology, meteorology and politics. The middle 
ages knew but a small part of this extensive work. His treatise "On the 
~tellect" (De int ell~ctu) de:erves ~articu!a.r attention because it belongs 
'.n a well-~efined family of _philosophical wntmgs. The origin of this family 
1s the section of the De anima of Alexander of Aphrodisias that deals with 
the nature of the intellect , isolated from its context and published as a 
separ~te work under the title D e intellectu et intellecto (i.e., "On Under
stan_dmg and th: Understood"). The object of this De intellectu was to 
clarify the meanmg of the distinction introduced by Aristotle between the 
poss!ble intellect (which receives intellection) and the agent intellect 
(which produces intelligible objects). In Aristotle himself , such a treat
ment of the problem of universals implied a complete theory of the soul 
and of human nature of which, up to the end of the twelfth century the 
Latins knew nothing. All they knew about the problem was its lo~ical 
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position, as they had found it defined in the introd~ct~on of Boethiu_s to 
the Isagoge of Porphyry. The De intellectu of Alkmdi could_ not fail to 
interest Latin translators because, in describing the operat10~s of ~he 
intellect it threw licrht on the nature of abstraction, the operation which 
produce~ universal/ Two points deserve to be not~d ~n Alkindi:s treat
ment of the question. First, he claims to discourse m it on the mtell~ct, 
"followincr the doctrine of Plato and of Aristotle" (secundum sententiam 
Platonis ~t Aristotelis). Secondly, he considers the agent . i?tellect ,. or 
"intellect always in act," as an Intelligence, that is, as a ~pmtua~ bemg, 
or substance distinct from the soul, superior to it , and actmg on it so_ as 
to turn a soul intelligent in potency into a soul intelligent in act. Arab philo
sophy therefore admitted from the beginning, under the influence of A~ex
ander of Aphrodisias, that there is only one agent inte~lect for all_mankmd, 
each individual possessing but a receptive power which the action of the 
agent intellect carries from potency to act. In ~t?er wor~s, all our co_ncepts 
flow into our individual souls from a purely spmtual bemg, or Intelligence, 
which is one and the same for all mankind. 

The second great name in Arabian philosophy is Alfarabi,
7 

who _studied 
and taught at Bacrhdad and died in 950. In addition to translat1ons of'. 
and commentaries" on Porphyry's and Aristotle 's logical works, Alfarabi 
wrote treatises On the Intellect and the Intelligible (De intellectu et 
intellecto), On the Soul, On Unity an_d the On~, etc. The ~ame ~en?ency, 
which prevailed in Alkindi, to deal with Platomsm and Anstoteham:m as 
with a sincrle philosophy is stilf at work in Alfarabi. Moreover, now is the 
time for u~ to remembe; that, although these men were philoso~hers, ~ot 
theologians, they had a religion, namely Islam , wh_ich was ?ot without ~n
fl.uence on their philosophical speculation. What is more important still, 

, their religion had something in common with Christianity. The Prophet 
had been careful to distinguish between the "infidels," properly so called, 
and those whom the Koran calls "the men of the Book," or of the Bible, 
that is the Jews and the Christians. Like the God of the Old Testa~ent, 
the God of the Koran is one, eternal, all-powerful and creator_ of all thmgs; 
before the Christians , the Arabian philosophers came ~p ag~i~st the_ prob
lem of reconciling the Greek conception of a necessarily existmg umverse, 

led by a strictly intelligible necessity, with the Biblical notion of a freely 
~eated world ruled by a free and all-powerful divine will: 

Shortly before the time of Alkindi a Moslem theological school had 
strongly stressed the rights of the God of the K~ran and of the Old Testa
ment. Accordincr to Al Ash'ari ( d. 936), the third reformer of Islam and 
the founder of ~he school of the Ash'arites, everything is created by the 
sole fiat of God, nothing is independent of hi~ power, and good _as well as 
evil only exist in virtue of his all-powe:ful wil_l.8 !h~ metaphysic~l elabo
ration of this religious belief led Ash'an and his disciples to a cunous co~
ception of the universe, which Thomas Aquinas was to know, at least in 
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a summary way, through Moses Maimonides and which he was to refute 
on the strength of his own philosophical notion of God. According to the 
Ash'arites, the world was made up of moments of time and points of space 
connected together by the sole will of God, and whose combinations were 
therefore always liable to be altered by free interventions of the divine 
power. A matter composed of disjointed atoms, endurin g in a time com
posed of disjointed instants, accomplishing operations in which each 
moment was independent of the preceding one and without effect on the fol
lowing moment, the whole structure subsisting, holding together and func
tioning only by the will of a God who prevents it from relapsincr into 
nothingness and quickens it by his efficacy-such was the world ~f the 
~sh'a_rites. These theologians have achieved a true "Moslem philosophy ," 
m this sense at least that their conception of the universe was in deep 
agreement with the Koranic conception of God. A world as wholly innocent 
of intrinsic necessity as that of the Ash'arites was completely un-Greek · 
it was a perfectly plastic matter permanently open to the free intervention~ 
of Allah's all-powerful will. Because the God of the Old Testament was 
common to Christianity and to Islam, a similar tendency will sometimes 
affirm itself in the history of Christian philosophy. It can be recognized by 
the fact that it criticizes the Greek notion of "nature" as a thoroughly 
"pagan" notion, inseparable from those of natural necessity and of natural 
law, impossible to reconcile with the absolute freedom of the all-powerful 
Christian God. In the French seventeenth century , Malebranche 's Occa
sionalism will be another attempt to reconcile the notion of a created world 
empty of all intrinsic efficacy with the Greek notion of natural and neces
sary laws. 

No such thing is found in Alfarabi, but that great logician was also a 
profoundly religious spirit, and it is at least probable that this same senti
ment inspired his epoch-making distinction of essence and existence in 
created beings.it marks a date in the history of metaphysics. Alfarabi , as 

. orten so aptly remarks, showed himself capable of adapting the over
whelming richness of Greek philosophical speculation to the nostalgic feel
ing for God that the Orientals have, and to his own mystical experience. 
Indeed, he himself was a mystic , a Sufi: "His notion of contingence is a 
turning point in philosophical evolution; essence and existence are distinct 
that is to say, natural beings are contingent; they are not necessaril; 
bound to existence; consequently, they can either possess it or be deprived 
of it and lose it. Since they are endowed with existence and form . . . 
natural beings must have received existence from some cause to which it 
?elongs essentially and which, for that very reason, cannot lose it, that 
is, from God." 

In order to formulate this distinction technically, Alfarabi resorted to a 
logical remark made by Aristotle: the notion of what a thing is does not 
include the fact that it is. Carrying that observation from the logical to 
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the metaphysical plane , Alfarabi declares , in his Gem of Wisdom: "We 
admit that essence and existence are distinct in existing things. The essence 
is not the existence and it does not come under its comprehension. If the 
essence of man im~Iied his existence, to conceive his essence would al~o 
be to conceive his existence and it would be enough to know what man is, 
in order to know that m~n exists so that every representation would 
entail an affirmation. By the same ~oken, existence is not included in the 
essence of thincrs · otherwis e it would become one of their constitutive 

t'"'I ' •• 

characters , and the representation of what essence is would re~am mco~-
plete without the repr.esentation of its existence. ~nd :"ha~ 1s more , !t 
would be impossible for us to separate them by the 1magmation. If mans 
existence coincided with his corporeal and animal nature, there would be 
nobody who havina an exact idea of what man is, and knowing his cor-

' 
0 h . t poreal and animal nature, could question man's ~xistenc~. But t at is_ no 

the way it is and we doubt the existence of thmgs until we have direct 
perception ot' them through the senses, or mediate pe_rception through a 
proof. Thus existence is not a constitutive character, it 1s only an accessory 

accident." 9 

This important text marked the moment when the logical distinction 
introduced by Aristotle between the conception of ess~nce a~d- the_ affirma
tion of existence became the sign of their metaphysical distmct10n._ The 
new doctrinal position thus defined is made up of three moments: a ~ialec
tical analysis of the notion of essence, which shows that the notion of 
existence is not included· the affirmation that, since it is so, essence does 
not entail actual existen~e · the affirmation that existence is adventitious 
to essence. In order not to ~onfuse this important metaphysical move with 
later ones it should be noted that the primacy of essence dominates the 
whole ara~mentation. Not for an instant is there any doubt that existence 
is a predicate of essence, and because it is not essentially included i~ i_t, 
it is considered an "accident." We are still far away from the Thomistic 
position, which will deny both that existence _is inclu?ed in e~sence and 
that it is accidental to it. With Thomas Aqumas, existence will become 
the "act" of essence, and therefore the act of being; we are not yet there, 
but we are on the way to it. 

From this point of view, the mental universe of Alfarabi appears as 
similar to that of the thirteenth-century Christian theologians. It depends 
on a primary cause in its existence, in the ~ovement _whi_ch_ animates it 
and even in the essences which define the bemgs of which 1t 1s composed. 
Moreover , the source, or cause, of what things are is also the s_ource, or 
cause , of the knowledge we have of them. In his De intellectu et intellecto, 
which frequently appears in mediaeval manuscripts after those of _Al:x~n
der and of Alkindi and before that of Albertus Magnus, Alfarabi d1stm
auishes four mean~as of the word "intellect": r) the intellect in potency 
;ith regard to the knowledge it can acquire; 2) the intellect in act with 
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regard to that knowledge while acquiring it; 3) the acquired intellect 
( intellectus adeptus), that is, the intellect considered as already possessed 
of _that knowledge; 4) and finally, the agent intellect, a subsisting spiritual 
bemg, who presides over this sublunary world and confers both forms on 
its matter and actual knowledge on all its intellects . We should not imagin e 
this separate substance as eternally busy providing either this piece of 
matter with a certain form , or that intellect in potency with some actual 
cognition. The agent intellect is immutable in his action as he is in his be
ing. Eternally radiating all the intelligible forms, he does not care in what 
matters nor in what intellects they may happen to be received. When a 
certain matter has been conveniently prepared by prior forms to receive 
that of "man," a man is born; when an intellect has been conveniently 
prepared and trained to receive the intelligible form "man," it conceives 
the essence of man. The diversity of effects produced by the eternally uni
form action of the agent intellect is simply due to the fact that the matters 
and intellects which come under it are not all , nor always, similarly dis
posed to receive it. Let us add that this Intelligence is not the supreme 
cause. Other Intellects rise in tiers above it according to a hierarchical 
or~er, and all are subordinated to the First, who resides in his inaccessible 
solitude. Man's ultimate end is to be united throuoh intellect and love 

' e, ' to the separate agent intellect , who is the immediate immovable mover 
and the source of all intelligible knowledge for the world in which we 
live.10 The Prophet supremely realizes this union. 

~abj was also interested in political philosophy and he dreamed of a 
world-wide society including all the nations of the earth. Yet according to 
him, this 5

terrestrial city could not be in itself its u~n end; ~erfect as one 
may assume it to be, it would remain only a step toward the superterres
trial city and its bliss. On leaving this world, the troops of the living go 
to join the troops of the dead and are intelligibly united with them each 
~!ting with those whom he resemble , and by this ceaselessly re~ewed 
u~on of soul to soul, the joys of the dead are fostered, increased and in
oefi_nitely enn~hed. The doctrine of Alfarabi, no less striking by the force 
of its express10n than by the originality of its thought, deserves to be 
studied for itself. Avicenna probably owed him much more than we ima
gine; yet, as a matter of fact, and be it only by reason of his remarkable 
literary fecundity, Avicenna has exercised a much stronger influence on 
the evolution of mediaeval philosophy than Alfarabi, not only in Moham
medan countries but even in the Christian world. 

2. AVICENNA 

The influence of Avicenna on mediaeval philosophies and theologies is 
only one of the many aspects of the all-pervading influence of Aristotle. 
Yet, his own interpretation of Aristotle's doctrine was so personal on many 
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answers necessary beings such as God or the separate Intelli gences; sec
ondly, non-necessary truth, that is to say, truth about objects whose 
existence is only possible, or , at least , not impossible. If we consider intel
ligible objects in their state of separation from matter, then our knowledge 
of them will apply to essences, irrespective of the matters in which these 
happen to subsist; if, on the contrary, we consider them in the matters 
wherein they happen to subsist, then , again, their consideration becomes 
a twofold one. For indeed, we can consider them together with their own 
particular matter, for instance the unity of air, the plurality of the ele
ments, etc.; or else we can consider them apart from any particular matter, 
as we do, for instance, when we speak of aggregation or of segregation 
with respect to bodies in general. 

The division of philosophy follows that of its objects. Its first part deals 
with those objects which are involved in motion and whose existence 
depends on that of their proper matters: it is called "natural science." Its 
second part deals with those objects which exist in matter, but which our 
understanding can consider apart from matter: it is the science of number, 
the intellectual "discipline" par excellence (i.e., mathematics). The third 
part deals with those beings which are separate from motion and from 
matter both in themselves and in our understanding; we call it scientia 
divina, that is "divinity." 

Our quest for truth deals with essences , that is to say , with the natures 
of things. Essences are to be found in three different conditions: in them
selves, in concrete things, or in our intellect. Considered such as they are 
in themselves, they constitute the proper object of metaphysics; con
sidered such as they are in singular things, they constitute the proper 
object of natural science, or physics; considered such as they are in our 
intellect, they constitute the proper object of logic. In other words, the 
proper j,~ ... ct of l~c is to study what happens to essences in consequence 
o e fact that t ey are in our intellect. Many things happen to them, in 
consequence of this fact, which would not happen if they only existed 
either in themselves or in the singular individuals which make up the 
objects of physics. Concepts, judgments , propositions , reasonings, inquiries 
in order to discover unknown truths by means of already known ones 
would simply not exist if there were no intellects to perform such opera
tions. These all are about the essences of things, but they do not belong 
to these essences as such. The essence of man, for instance , is not a con
cept, nor a definition; it is that of which our intellect can form the concept 
or the definition. Obviously , we need a science dealing with all these intel
lectual determinations added to essences by the various operations of the 
mind. We need it because it provides us with an instrument which, if we 
use it correctly , will greserve us from error in our quest for truth. In itself, 
this instrument is a science. It is the science of how to go from what we 
already know to what we still do not know. There have been many discus-
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sions as to whether logic is an instrument of phil osophy (an art) , or one of 
its parts ( a science). Such discussions are futile because there is no contradic
tion between th ese two possibilities. In fact , logic is both an instrum ent of 
philo sophy and a part of philosophy. It is that part of philosophy whose 
proper object it is to study and to direct the operations of the mind. 

In its content, this logic follows the general lines of that of Aristotle , 
not however without inte rpretin g some of its theses from the point of view · 
of the metaphysics of Avicenna himself . Its starting point is the distinction 
between simple apprehensions (intentiones, i.e., concepts), and composite 
enunciations (i .e., judgments). "Man " is a simple apprehension; "man is 
an animal" is a complex enunciation. Simple apprehensions do not imply 
any assent; we just conceive them . Complex enunciations are always 
attended by assent ( credulitas) , in this sense that we are bound either to 
believe them as true or to disbelieve them as false. Because such enuncia
tions are either affirmations or negations, they are attended by truth or 
by error. Assent is therefore distinct from simple intellection. I understand 
the simple apprehensions of "whiteness" and of "accident"; unless I do, 
I cannot unite them in any judgment ; but I cannot say that "whiteness 
always is an accident" without assenting to the truth of this proposition . 
If it is neither true, nor probable, nor false, an enunciation does not 
deserve its name; it is just words. 

The true function of nouns is to signify concepts. When we use a noun 
to signify wpat a certain essence is, this noun is a predicate. Predication 
does not say that the essence of the subject is the essence of the predicate. 
For instance , in saying that "a triangle is a figure" I do not' mean to say 
that the essence of the triangle is the essence of the figure. I only mean 
to say that, such as I am considering it just now, the thing called "tri
angl e" is the thing called "figure." Predicates are of three different sorts. 
Some are "essential ," that is to say, constitutive of a certain essence or 
quiddity. For instance, "figure" is an essential predicate of "triangle, " 
because it is of the essence of a triangle to be a figure. Other predicates 
are inseparable accidents, or concomitants; such determinations follow 
from the essence, or quiddity , although they do not constitute it. For 
instance , it is of the essence of the triangle to be constituted by three 
sides, but the fact that its angles are equal to two right angles is only a 
concomitant inseparable from its essence. In this sense, as Aristotle had 
already said , it is an "accident" (M etaph., IV, 30, 102 5 a 30-33). Other 
concomitants , or accidents , are separable; for instance , whiteness with 
respect to triangle. The Avicenni an application of this distinction to "ex
istence," introduces into the logic of Aristotle a metaphysical notion of 
being borrowed from Alfarabi. Aristotle had only said that since a demon
stration can prove only one thing at a time, the reasoning which proves 
the essence of a thin g does not also prove its existence ; in short , "what 
man is, is one thing , and the fact that man exists is another thing" (Post. 
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a body to be that which it is. For instance, in a wooden bed, wood is 
the matter, and the shape which turns wood into a bed is its form. 

The first and most universal of all physical forms is that which makes 
matter to be a body (corpus). It is called the form of corporeity (f orma 
corporeitatis). This form is to be found in all bodies, together with other 
forms. It gives them extension according to the three dimensions of 
space. The influence of Avicenna can often be detected in a thirteenth
century scholastic theology, owing to the presence of this form of corpo
reity. In doctrines where "corporeity" remains present under the higher 
forms ( animality, rationality, etc.), the form of corporeity entails the 
plurality of forms in physical beings. Each being then is made up of a 
matter plus at least two forms , that of corporeity and, for instance , that 
of animality. In any case, as Avicenna says, the form of corporeity is 
prior to all the other forms of physical genera and species, which can 
never be separated from it (Suffici entia, I, 2). 

Matter never is without the form of corporeity, but it always has other 
forms. Taken in itself, it is called hyl e (matter); taken as endowed with 
its specific form (f orma specialis), or with its accidental forms ( whiteness, 
position, etc.), it is called a subject ( sub jectu m) ; taken as common to 
all physical beings, it is called element. 

Apart from these intrinsic principles, bodies have two extrinsic ones. 
The efficient cause impresses the forms into their matters and it thus con
stitutes composite beings that act by their forms and undergo by their 
matter the actions of other forms. The final cause is that on account of 
which forms have been impressed into their respective matters . Since, 
in physics, these principles of nature are considered in their absolute 
generality, they can be said to be the common natural principles, that is, 
the principles common to all natural beings. For this reason, Roger 
Bacon and other scholastics will call the physics of Avicenna the com
munia naturalium. 

Privation is often quoted as another physical principle, and rightly so, 
but it should not be understood as something superadded to matter; it 
is matter itself considered as lackin g any one of the formal determinations 
which it is able to receive. Thus understood, privation is the very aptitude 
of matter to receive. It is its receptivity. This aptitude is not a desire; it is 
the mere possibility, .inherent in a subject, to receive further formal deter
minations and perfections. 

The efficient principle common to all natural beings is called "nature." 
Nature is the intrinsic force, or energy, in virtue of which natural beings 
perform their motions and operations, without choice and in a necessary 
way. Souls are natures ; forms are natures; in short all internal energies 
are natures, or spring from natures (I, 5). Every natural being, then, 
has a matter , a form which determines its essence, a nature which causes 
its motion, and accidents which are its extrinsic determinations. In simple 
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of Avicenna is due, not to some intervention of the First Cause, but to the 
matter which enters the structure of the sublunary world, and whose 
intrinsic imperfection often prevents the form from fully achieving its 
natural end (IX, 3-5). 

The world of Avicenna is not ruled by a particular providence intend
ing the welfare of each individual being. Yet, since it necessarily follows 
from a perfect cause, it is good, at least on the whole, and even particular 
imperfections are there in view of the common good. Floods are bad, but 
the presence of water in the world is in itself a good thing. Fires are dan
gerous, but fire itself is excellent and, by and large, the world is better 
with it than without it. There is providence, then, in this sense that the 
universe is as good as it can possibly be (IX, 6) . Besides, since evil is but 
the privation of the good, just as blindness is but the privation of sight, 
it has really no cause. And let us not forget that, frequent as it is, evil is 
much less common than good; otherwise, since non-being would overcome 
being, there would be no world. 

The ultimate end of man is what it had to be in a universe thus con
ceived. The religious law given by the prophet Mohammed announces the 
resurrection of bodies, but this is a matter of faith; it cannot be demon
strated by philosophy. The same revelation promises fleshly pleasures to 
the good and corporal punishments to sinners, as sanctions to be received 
after death in future life, but philosophers know better. They are expect
ing a much higher felicity, which consists in the union of their possible 
intellects with the supreme truth. The perfection and blessedness of the 
rational soul is to become an intelligible world, that is to say, a contempla
tion of the universal order of beings known in its intelligible necessity. 
Those who begin to philosophize during the present life do not cease to 
seek for knowledge after the death of their bodies. They then continue to 
do what they have done up to then, only they do it much better than was 
possible for them while they still were in their bodies. Like paralytics sud
denly cured of their disease, souls relieved from their bodies can at long 
last achieve what had always been the end of their desire. Such is their 
ultimate end and supreme beatitude, to be conjoined with the lowest 
separate Intelligence, which is for man the source of all light. Naturally, 
moral life is a necessary preparation for this reward (IX, 7). And not 
only moral life, but also political life, including the respect of the religious 
law established by the Prophet. For indeed, prophecy and revelation teach 
the same truth as philosophy, only they teach it under a form accessible 
to the imagination of all men. In the prophetic mind, revelation and phil
osophical knowledge are one. Religious cult and philosophical speculation 
are therefore tending toward the same end (X, 3). 

The deeply religious inspiration of the doctrine is obvious. Even apart 
from this, it contained many elements which could not fail to interest the 
thirteenth-century Christian theologians . A universe of essences distinct 
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from their existence was a good technical description of a creat~d u'.1iverse. 
A human soul substantially distinct from its body, immortal. m ~irt~e of 
its own substantiality and open to the illuminations from on high. m virtue 
of its total immateriality, was eminently suita~le to thos~ theolo~1ans who, 
while anxious to maintain the tradition of Samt Augustme, ~esired to re
state it in the language of Aristotle. Last, n~t least, _a umverse whos~ 
cause was the Necessary Being, a pure existent without essence o. 
quiddity was exactly what was needed by men whose God was much less 
the Pri~e Mover of Aristotle than the WHO IS of the Old Tes!ament. All 
these positions will be re-interpreted by the Christia~ theolog1a_ns of the 
thirteenth century. On the other hand , the same Christian theologians ~ould 
not fail to realize the fact that the God of Avicenna, alth~ugh o_ntolog1c_ally 
separated from merely possible beings by his own necessity, still remamed 
tied up with them in a necessary way. From !he ve_ry fact that !he Neces
sary Being is, the Avicennian universe of fimte bemgs necessarily _follows 
and except that accidents occur owing to the presence of_ m~tter, 1t must 

' ·1 be that whi·ch it is Where there is no free choice m God, there 
necessan Y · . • l · · th · · I vi·cenna has thus confronted Chnst1an theo ogians w1 
1s none m man. - b · 
the problem of reinstating liberty in a world created by a necessary emg. 
We shall see, in due time, how the greatest among them successfully per-

formed this task. 

3. AVERROES 

However careful he was to leave to revealed t~eology a~ open door, Avi
cenna did not succeed in placating the theologians. _Obviously, he was _a 
philosopher before anything else. Among the theol?g1ans who oppos~d ~1s 
doctrine, one at least must be mentioned because, mstead ~f weakenm g it, 
he strengthened its influence. Al Gazali (Algazel), _w_ho died about IIII , 

wrote several important works (Restoration of R elif!~ous Kno wledge: Dej 
struction of Philosophers) none of which was familiar to the i_ned1ae".a 
Latin world. On the contrary , the scholastics have known well !11s treat~se 
On th e Intentions of th e Philosoph ers, wherein he cont~nted h'.mself with 
ex osing the doctrines of Alfarabi and of Avicenna, which h_e mtend_ed to 
r:iute later on. As a consequence , the scholastics have considered him ~! 
a faithfui summarizer (abbreviator) of the men he _w~nted !o refute 

d the history of his influence in the Latin world comc1des W1\h that of 
~n • na's The steady theological opposition met by Moslem philosophers 
d~c:~t st~p the development of philosophy, but it_may have_ been one of 
the reasons why it migrated from the East _to Spam, wh~re 1t was repre· 

t d b Avempace Ibn Thofail and especially by Averroes. 
senA:em;ace (Ibn B;dja , d. u38), an Arab living in Spain, equally versed 
in the sciences and philosophy , left treatises on logic, a. book On the ~~ul; 
the Guid e for th e Solitary and a work On the Connection of _the I_nt~ ec 
with Man (quoted by Albert the Great under the title Continuatio intel· 
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lectus cum homine). This title clearly suggests what was then the chief 
problem for the philosophers: to establish contact between rational 
individuals and the separate agent Intelligence from which they draw their 
beatitude. Th e Guide for the Solitary was a sort of soul's itinerary toward 
God, or rather toward the agent Intelligence by which man communicates 
with the divine world. This doctrine therefore assumed that it was possible 
for man to work his way up progressively from the knowledge of things 
to the knowledge of a substance separated from matter. Ibn Badja 
thought that such was the case. The aim of a science is to know the es
sences of its objects. From the essence of each object, we can abstract 
another; and if this latter had one we could extract it in turn; but as 
one cannot go on to infinity, it must come to a knowledge of an essence 
which has not in itself any other essence. Such is the essence of the sepa
rate Substance , on which our knowledge depends. Note that in such a doc
trine the knowledge of any intelligible whatever straightway reaches a 
separate substance. These reasons , which assimilate the knowledge of an 
essence abstracted from the sensible to that of an intelligible substance , 
appeared frivolous to Saint Thomas Aquinas; however Avempace will have 
the honors in a chapter of the Contra Gentiles (III, 41): Hoc autem 
quaestion em habet, Saint Thomas is to admit: that is a question. From 
time to time, in Albert the Great, Thomas Aquinas and still others, we also 
come across a certain Abubacer. He is Abou Bekr ibn Thofail, born in 
Cadiz about r 100 , died in Morocco in rr85, a man of encyclopaedic 
knowledge, like all those Arabs whose learning so far exceeded the knowl
edge of the Christians of their times. Abubacer's doctrine, like that of Ibn 
Badja, seems to have been known by the Christians of the thirteenth cen
tury particularly through the criticism directed against it by Averroes in 
his De anima. For them he was the philosopher who had identified the 
possible intellect of man with imagination (phantasia). Once suitably 
prepared, the latter could receive intelligible forms, so that no other "in
tellect" was required. The Latins were not acquainted with Abubacer's 
philosophical novel, the H ayy ben Yaqdhan, in which he showed how a 
man living in solitude can rise progressively, through the study of the 
sciences and the contemplation of the true, up to the knowledge of God 
and to bliss.14 

The greatest name in Arabian philosophy , along with Avicenna, is Aver
roes (Av errois, Ibn Rochd), whose influence spread, in many directions, 
throughout the duration of the middle ages, then in the epoch of the 
Renaissance and up to the very threshold of modern times. He was another 
Spanish Arab. Born in rr 2u at Cordova , he studied theology, jurispru
dence, medicine , mathematics and philosophy. For several years he held 
the office of a judge, while writing a considerable number of personal works 
on medicine, astronomy , and philosophy. Some of his commentaries on 
Aristotle, which earned him, during the middle ages, the title of "Com
mentator," have come down to us in three different accounts. The Arabian 
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originals of these works are now partly lost, but we know them through 
their Latin translations. They bear the names of great and lesser commen
taries, the shortest of them being paraphrases or "epitomes." Averroes died 
in II98 at the age of seventy-two. 15 

A. Philosophy and Religion 

One of Averroes' most influential efforts was his attempt to determine 
the mutual relations of philosophy and religion. He was well aware of the 
presence of a large number of philosophical and theological sects, whose 
perpetual dissensions were permanent danger for phi)osophy as_ well as 
for religion. In fact, it was essential to safeguard the nghts and liberty of 
philosophical speculation; but on the other band, one co~ld no! dispute the 
fact that theologians had some reason to be uneasy m seemg the free 
discussion of texts from the Koran spread through all quarters. 16 Averroes 
attributed all the difficulty to the fact that access to philosophy was 
authorized for minds incapable of understanding it; be saw the remedy 
in an exact definition of the various levels of comprehension of Koranic 
texts accessible to different minds, and in the prohibition given to each 
mind to go beyond the degree accessible to it. . 

, The Koran is truth itself, since it results from a miracle of God, but, as 
it is intended for mankind as a whole, it must contain what will satisfy and 
convince all minds. Now there are three categories of minds , and three 
corresponding kinds of men: first, men of demonstration, ':ho demand 
demonstrative proofs and insist on attaining knowledge by gomg from the 
necessary to the necessary by the necessary: second, dialectical men, who 
are satisfied with probable arguments: third, men of exhortation, for whom 
oratorical arguments suffice which call upon the imagination and the pas
sions. 

The Koran is addressed simultaneously to these three kinds of minds, 
and that is what proves its miraculous character; it has an exterior and 
symbolic meaning for the uninstructed, an interior and hidden_ meaning for 
scholars. Averroes' main point is that each spirit has the nght and the 
duty to understand and interpret the Koran in the most perfect way of 
which it is capable. The one who can understand the philosophical meaning 
of the sacred text should interpret it philosophically, for its most lofty 
meaning is the true meaning of revelation, and each t~me there ~ppea~s 
any conflict between the religious text and demonstrative conclusions, it 
is by interpreting the religious text philosophically that harmony should 
be re-established. 

Two consequences follow immediately from . this principle. Tb~ first is 
I that a mind should never seek to raise itself above the degree of mterpre

tation of which it is capable; the second is that one should ne~er divulge 
I to inferior classes of minds the interpretations reserved for superior classes. 

The error into which philosophers have fallen consist precisely in the 
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untimely communication of superior knowledge to inferior minds· as a 
result of this we have seen arise hybrid methods which mix oratori~al art 
dialectics and demonstration and are the inexhaustible source of heresies'. 
It is advisable therefore to re-establish in all its exactness the distinction 
of !he t~ree orders of interpretation and teaching: at the peak, philosophy, 
which gives absolute knowledge and truth; immediately below that the
ology, the domain of dialectical interpretation and of mere probability; 
and at the bottom of the scale, religion and faith, which should be left 
carefully to those for whom they are necessary. Thus are brought too-ether 
and graded the three degrees of intellection of one single and same ~rutb. 

In such a complex position, conflicts of jurisdiction are inevitable. What 
is _to be done when, on ~ definite point, philosophy teaches one thing and 
faith another? What did the Commentator himself really think? The 
answer is bidden in his mo~t secret conscience. Averroes never broke away 
from the_ Mosle~. commumt!; he never allowed himself the slightest at
tack a~amst rehg10n, a?~ bis v:ry doctrine forbade him to do anything 
that might weaken a rehg10us faith necessary to the social order· be recog
nized the reality of prophecy and put the Prophet at the peak' of human 
knowledge, since, in the Prophet's mind, religion and philosophy coincide. 
Yet, when all is said and done, there is no doubt that Averroes considered 
pbilos?pbical tr_utb as the highest type of human truth. When philosophers 
and simple believers affirm the same thing, for instance that there is a 
supreme felicity for man, the philosophical notion of this beatitude is 
vastly superior to what revelation says about it. In the doctrine of Aver
roes, there is absolutely nothing that philosophy does not know better 
than simple faith, and those who assimilate his position to that of Thomas 
Aquinas, which has been done, should also remember that accordino- 1 I 
~o. A ve:roes, theology is . the worst type of speculation precis~ly becaus; 
it 1s neither iaifh nor philosophy, but, rather a corruption of both. 
~n in itself, the work of Averroes was a conscious effort to restore in 
its purity the philosophy of Aristotle and of his legitimate successors. True 
e?~ugh, it retains a good deal of the Platonism which Alexander of Aphro
d1sias, among others, had injected into the authentic doctrine of Aristotle· 
it excl~des t_hose ~s?ects of the Platonic tradition which could easil; 
h~rmomze with religion ( e.g., the cosmogony of Plato's Timaeus). The 
thirteenth-century scholastics were not to overlook this aspect of his 
thought. 

Strangely enough , very few men have been more influential than Aver
roes in shaping the popular notion of mediaeval philosophy which is now 
currently received as historical truth. In fact, it was Averroes' firm and 
absolute conviction that philosophical truth and the philosophy of Aristotle 
were_ on_e and the same thing. The formulas in which he expressed bis 
admiration for the Stagirite are well known, and in fact they deserve to 
be known, for the exclusive cult of Aristotle which they express is a dis-
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less, his influence on the Christian thought of the middle ages has been 
considerable. A Jewish theologian, Maimonides shared with the Christian 
theologians their faith in the Old Testament; he therefore had to solve 
before they did the problem of making it harmonize with true philosophy, 
and they profited by his example, even when they did not follow him. What 
many of them retained of his teaching was the fact that, on a number of 
points, philosophy alone is incapable of attaining the truths contained 
in revelation. This might well be the most important lesson they learned 
from him. The criticism directed by Maimonides against the "kalam," 
that is, Moslem theology as he knew it, rested on his conviction that the
ologians have no right to call "philosophical" pseudo-rational arguments 
whose sole merit it is to agree with the teaching of religious faith. In this 
respect, Maimonides has been both an inspiration and a model to Thomas 
Aquinas. 44 

If we compare the Jewish twelfth century with the Christian, we shall 
immediately perceive what superiority Jewish thought owed to its close 
intercourse with Arabian philosophy. In Avicenna, and especially in Aver
roes, the Jewish philosophers found a whole technical equipment of con
cepts borrowed from the Greeks, which it only remained for them to 
utilize. What would have come of it had the powerful mind of an Abelard 
found itself, through the play of circumstance, the heir to the treasures 
accumulated by Greek speculation? But Abelard had to use all his lucidity 
and penetration to reconstruct, from incomplete documents, a substitute 
for the Aristotelian theory of abstraction. On the one hand, all philosophy 
already given; or, the other hand, a dialectic turned into an incomplete 
or uncertain metaphysics. We now are approaching the time when Chris
tian scholasticism is in turn to find itself confronted with those riches 
hitherto unknown to it. Will it have enough vitality to assimilate them, 
or will it, on the contrary, unable to dam their flood, allow itself to be 
swamped by them? Such is the significance of the truly dramatic move
ment and conflict of ideas which developed at the heart of Christian 
thought during the first half of the thirteenth century, and whose historical 
importance is such that even today we continue to feel its repercussions. 
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soon to put to good use. His still shorter tractate On Unity,5 so full of 
Boethius that it was attributed to him, blends the Platonism of this 
Latin writer with those of the school of Chartres, and of Gabirol's Source 
of Life. This booklet is full of striking formulas: unitas est qua quaeque 
res una est, et est id quad est ( unity is that by which every thing is 
one, and is what it is); again: quidquid est idea est quia unum est (all 
that which is, is, because it is one); and again: omne esse ex forma est 
( all being comes from form). All these principles were common to all 
the Platonisms, Christian or otherwise, which were to seize upon the 
scientific world of Aristotle, to take possession of it and reorganize it from 
within. 

The word "complex" has been aptly suggested to describe such doctrinal 
positions. A doctrinal complex is a more or less organic whole, made up 
of interrelated theses which are frequently found united despite the 
diversity of their respective origins. For instance, the Greek notion of 
entity ( ousia), is common to practically all theologians before the time 
of Thomas Aquinas; it comes to them from Plato and Plotinus through 
Saint Augustine, but it often expresses itself in the language of Boethius 
( quad est and quo est), and, after Denis the Areopagite, it sometimes 
blends with the metaphysics of the One. Still later on, the brand of 
Platonism proper to Avicenna will add a new feeder to the common Pla
tonic stream. The treatise of Gundissalinus On Unity is such a syncretic 
combination of elements united together by their common neoplatonist 
inspiration. 

What the Latins needed more than anything else was a cosmology, that 
is, a scientific and metaphysical description of the structure of the uni-

I 
verse. All they had at their disposal, before reading Avicenna, was a 
partial knowledge of the Timaeus. True enough, the Celestial Hierarchy 
of Denis presupposed a complete doctrine of the emanation of beings 
from the One, only its mediaeval readers could not guess it. As soon as 
they began to read Avicenna, what the Latins retained first was his 
metaphysical cosmology. All the Platonism diffused through the twelfth 
century found in it a system of the universe which gave its view a 
scientific consistency. There is no known instance of a Christian writer 
accepting the doctrine of Avicenna wholesale and as an absolute philoso
phical truth. In other words, there does not seem to have been a Latin 
Avicennism as there is going to be a Latin Averroism in the second half 
of the thirteenth century, and still more evidently later on. Many Chris
tians have followed Avicenna as far as they could get along with him, but 
when it came to positing a separate Intelligence as the cause and the ulti· 
mate end of man, they had to part company. The Christians owed it to 
their faith either to push beyond this separate Intelligence to go as far 
as God, or else to identify it with God. They tried both. 

The treatise of Dominicus Gundissalinus On the Soul (De anima) is an 
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meetings of the Faculty of Arts, or the general meetings of the university, 
and to act as their president. 

The two main methods of teaching were lectures and disputations. Lec
ture should be understood in its etymological meaning of "reading.'" The 
masters were all expected to read prescribed authors before their students 
and to explain these texts by appropriate commentaries. In the Faculty of 
Arts of the University of Paris, most of the reading material was provided 
by the writings of Aristotle, the list of the prescribed readings varying, 
however, according to the fluctuations of the church's attitude toward the 
Philosopher. At . the end of the thirteenth century, practically all his 
writings were on the prescribed list. In the Faculty of Theology, the 
prescribed readings were Holy Scripture and the Book of Sentences of 
Peter Lombard. Concerning the latter text, the master would often 
invite his students to read it and content himself with discussing specially 
selected topics suggested by the book. As time went on, the commentaries 
became less and less continuous, until they ultimately assumed the form 
of a series of "questions." 

A Disputed Question (quaestio disputata) was a formal exercise which 
occupied an important place in the regular teaching of the universities. A 
thesis .was chosen by the masters; objections could be raised against it, 
either by himself or by his students, not excluding occasional guests . A 
younger teacher ( baccalarius) then upheld the thesis by appropriate 
arguments and answered the question (respondens). The master had 
always a right to intervene in the discussion and the final conclusion was 
his. On his next lecturing day, the master could take up again the subject 
matter of the preceding dispute. He would then restate the thesis, make 
a choice of arguments against it, announce his own decision, justify it 
himself as if he were the respondens and finally refute the objections. If 
he wrote it himself, this lecture became a Quaestio disputata; if one of 
the listeners wrote it for him, it became the "reportation" of a Disputed 
Question. Since the master was free to determine the number of these 
disputes, he could decide to hold enough of them, within a year or even 
more, so as to discuss completely the different aspects of one and the 
same question. Hence the remarkable series of disputed questions found. 
for instance , in the works of Saint Thomas Aquinas ( Quaestiones dis
putatae de veritate, etc.), or of Matthew of Aquasparta (Quaestiones dis
putatae de fide, humana co gnitione, etc.) . 

Apart from these disputes, held in the class of a certain master at his 
own convenience and for his students, there were public disputations .. 
Each master was free to hold them or not, and they were such an ordeal 
that not all masters cared to do so. These public disputes had to take 
place about the second week of Advent and the third or fourth weeks 
of Lent. Anybody could submit a question on any subject; hence their 
name of '~uo 1ibetic Questions" ( Quaestiones de quolibet, or quodlibe-
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tales). Naturally , the master could turn down certain questions as unsuit
able for discussion. The dispute then followed the usual routine, with 
this difference however, that any number of masters could intervene in 
the discussion. In some cases, their number was large. Over and above 
these lectures and disputes , there were academic sermons preached by 
masters before the university; in some of these sermons, general questions 
pertaining to theology, sometimes even to philosophy, could be debated 
at length and the history of philosophy or of theology has often to learn 
from them. 

If we consider the course of studies and the conferrin g of degrees 
(which , like universities , seems to be a mediaeval innovation) , it appears 
that , despite numerous local variations and many irregularities in Paris 
itself, the complete and typical career, in the eyes of the univer sity people 
of the middle ages, was that of the Parisian master. According to the 
statutes of Robert of Courson in r2r5, at least six years of study and 
twenty-one years of age were required for anyone teaching the liberal 
arts , and at least eight years of study and thirty-four years of age for 
theology. A student in arts first passed his baccalaureate (B.A.) , then his 
licentiate's degree, following which he gave his first lecture and received 
the title of master of arts (M.A.). If he then wished to become a the
ologian, he passed three more baccalaureates: biblical ( baccalarius bib li
eus), sententiary ( baccalarius sententiarius), complete bachelor ( bac
calarius f ormatus). After this, the young theologian had to beg, and to 
obtain from the Chancellor , leave to teach theology. If and when it bad 
been granted, he could give his first lecture (principium) and thus receive 
the title of master in theology. The number of the chairs of theology 
being limited (twelve in 1254) not all masters could have one. A master 
provided with a chair was a full professor ( magister re gens). The Dean of 
the Faculty of Theology of Paris was the elder among those of the full 
professors who were secular priests. 

The teaching methods of the universities exercised a deep influence on 
the technique of theological and philosophical thinking . It became more 
and more technical according to the rules of the dialectics of Aristotle. 
The "question" ( aporia) is the typical expression of this method. All the 
main products of this school teaching are either isolated disputed ques
tions or aggregates of disputed questions ordered according to some organic 
plan. Naturally, variations were always possible. From time to time, a 
mediaeval master could write a continuous opuscule, or treatise , in the 
more traditional form used by the Fathers of the Church. Yet, by and 
large, the "question" remained , up to the end of the middle ages, the 
favorite mode of exposition of personal thought for the masters of the 
university. It was the living cell of school teachin g.22 

Since the reading of certain books was compulsory in both faculties, 
the commentaries of the master could be written by him and circulated 
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teaching as it was given at Paris; their masters were interchangeable and, 
like the scholastic Latin they used , their spirit was practically the same. 
All these universities shared in the doctrinal unity of the Catholic Church. 
Nevertheless, they seem to have undergone a twofold evolution. In the 
beginnin g, these universiti es were made out of masters and students, that 
is, of men. They had no special buildin gs, no libraries, no endowments , 
no personnel. Especially from the fifteenth century on, they progres
sively established themselves on a more solid material basis. Spiritually 
speakin g, they und erwent a still deeper chan ge. Instead of remainin g 
Church institutions, they progr essively became national ones. This change 
became unavoidable from the time when many centers of learning were 
created, in different European countries, by local authorities or local princes 
whose protection mediaeval schools had to buy at the price of their aca
demic freedom. Yet, the same tendency seems to have spontaneously 
germinated in the University of Paris itself , especially in its Law School, 
as early as the thirteenth century, on the occasion of the political difficul
ties arising between the Holy See and the French kings. The transition 
from the old universalist University of Paris to our modern type of na
tionalistically-minded modern universities , has been a slow and steady 
one. Without despairing of the future , those of us who still believe in the 
absolutely universal value of intellectual culture, and of truth, must look 
for their golden age in the · past. 

CHAPTER III 

EARLY THIRTEENTH -CENTURY THEOLOGIANS 

GuNDISSALINus' effort to assimilate the teaching of the Arabian philoso
phies but recently discovered had clearly revealed the difficulty of the 
undertakin g and what risks Christian faith ran in it. Pope Gregory 
IX 's warning to the theologians of Paris (July 7, 1228) , to teach a the
ology pure of worldly learning (sine f erm ento mundanae scientiae) , 
without any mixture of philosophical figments (non adulterantes verbum 
D ei philosophorum figm entis), was practically impossible to follow in a 
university where these figments had to be taught. To back up and return 
simply to the old liberal arts seemed desirable to many , but was averred 
impossible . Since nothing could stop the flow of philosophical studie s, 
the theologians attempted at least to dam it up. 

I. PARIS: W. OF AUVERGNE 

Little is known even yet of the first efforts in this direction. The earliest 
seem to date from the end of the twelfth centur y, such as the Comm entary 
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pi-oprie vel naturam lucis habens). Propagation or manifestation , it is all 
one. Augustine had already said, after Saint Paul (.Ephes., 5, 13), that 
all manifestation is light; moreover , light is not only life, but also "ex
emplary force," as is seen from the fact that the forms of thin gs only 
appear in light. Once these principles are posited, one can deduce a hier
archy of distinct substances , ranging from the noblest to the humblest 
according to whether their light is more or less separated from matter: 
God, the pure Intelligences , human souls as movers of their bodies, bodies 
in which light shades off into heat, and in which it causes life and move
ment, until it peters out in inert matter. 

The M emoriale is, if not exactly a de ftuxu entis, at least a picture of the 
universal illumination to which Denis, Augustine , Gundissalinus and Ga
birol all contributed something. The main current of Parisian speculation 
took, about 1230, a different direction . Not that the light-metaphysics 
disappeared then from Paris; on the contrary, it is clearly visible in Saint 
Bonaventure. Traces of it are generally to be found everywhere the 
Augustinian doctrine of the necessity of God's illumination of the soul for 
the cognition of truth is maintained. 

2. OXFORD 

It is an accepted view that while logic was dominant in France , scientific 
studies were flourishing in England. There is a sense in which this is 
undoubtedly true . Ever since the end of the twelfth century there had 
been in England men endowed with scientific interests and aptitudes, the 
like of whom could not be found in France during the early years of the 
thirteenth century. But the Parisian masters in theology were not slow 
in making some use of Aristotle. The Summa aurea of William of Auxerre 
(1215-1220) , Roland of Cremona (1229-1232), Philip the Chancellor 
(Summa de bono, 1230-12 36) William of Auvergne (D e univ erso and De 
anima, 1231-12 3 6) all bear witness to their awareness of the fact that there 
was such a thing as pagan philosophy. At that time, no such theological 
development seems to have taken place in England. Yet, as will be seen, 
Robert Grosseteste was pursuing there an entirely different type of the
ological work, which put to good use all the resources of optics and of 
mathematics . 

The explanation for this difference is to be found in the work of Adelard 
of Bath , of Daniel of Morley , of Alfred of Sareshel and several other late 
twelfth-century English scholars who spread the new Arabic learning in 
their country. Although the scientific value of some of their writin gs seems 
to have been somewhat overrated (for instance, in the case of Alexander 
Neckam) they certainly created a tradition of learning far superior in these 
matters to anything that could then be found on the continent. 39 

When we consider scholars and writers no longer interested in the 
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By fine-spun reasoning, Grosseteste thinks he can prove that the result 
of this infinite self-multiplication of form and matter must needs be a 
finit e universe. His main argument is that "the multiplication of a simple 
being an infinite number of times must produce a finite quantity." For 
indeed an infinite quantity exceeds a simple being, not only by infinity , 
but by infinity times infinity. 44 At any rate , light, which is simple, must 
extend matter, which is equally simple, until it reaches the limit of its 
propagation. Thus is formed a finite sphere, wherein matter is at the 
ultimate limit of rarefaction on the edges, becoming thicker and denser, on 
the contrary, the nearer it is to the center. After this first movement of 
expansion which sets the limits of the universe, central matter remains 
capable of further rarefaction. This is the reason why corporeal substances 
are endowed with activity. 

When the whole possibility of the rarefaction of light (lux ) is exhausted, 
the exterior limit of the sphere constitutes the firmament, which in turn 
reflects a light (lumen) toward the center of the world. It is the action of 
that reflected light (lum en) which successively generates the nine celestial 
spheres, the lowest of which is the sphere of the Moon. Below this lowest 
celestial sphere, inalterable and immovable, are spread in order the spheres 
of the elements: fire, air , water and earth. The earth concentrates within 
itself the actions of all the superior spheres; that is why the poets call it 
Pan, that is, the Whole; for all the superior lights are gathered in it and 
the virtues of all the spheres can be "educed from it into act and opera
tion." It is Cybele, the common mother from whom all the gods can be 
procreated. 45 

Robert Grosseteste's principal merit is not, perhaps, to have imagined 
this cosmogony of light; he must be lauded still more for having chosen 
that conception of matter because it allowed the application of a positive 
method to the study of natural sciences. Before his pupil , Roger Bacon, 
and with a clarity which leaves nothing to be desired, he affirms the 
necessity of applyin g mathematics to physics. There is an extreme utility 
in considering lines, angles and figures because, without their help, it is 
impossible to know natural philosophy: utilitas considerationis linearum, 
angulorum et figurarum est maxima quoniam impossib ile est sciri natural em 
philosophiam sine illis . Their action makes itself felt in the whole universe 
and in each of its parts: valent in toto univ .erso et partibus ejus absolute. 46 

That is why Grosseteste wrote his opuscule On Lin es, Angles and Figures. 
In it he defines the normal mode of propagation of natural forces, 
which follows a straight line, either directly or according to the laws of 
reflection and refraction. As to figures, the two it is indispensable to know 
and to study are the sphere , because light multiplies spherically; and the 
pyramid, because the most powerful action that a body can exert on an
other is the one which starts from the whole surface of the agent to con
centrate on one single point of the patient. The essential part of phy sics 
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sublunary world. And there is particular nature, which is the ruling virtue 
of each particular species as well as of each one of the individuals it con
tains. From the point of view of the operations of nature , the more univer
sal goes first: nature proceeds from substance to body , then to animal. 
But from the point of view of nature's intention , the particular goes 
before the universal: nature does not stop at producing animal, it pro
duces horse, or rather "horses," that is, not only a species, but com
pletely determined individuals. What is true in philosophy is equally true 
in theology. Each individual is more noble than its own universal ( singulare 
est nobilius quam suum univ ersale, II, 95). Now, Bacon says, since I deal 
with all matters in view of theology ( quia omnia quae tracto sunt propter 
theologiam, II, 95) , let us observe that God has not made this world for 
man in general, but for individual persons; God has not created mankind; 
he has redeemed, not man in general, but singular persons; he has not 
prepared beatific vision for universal man, but for a certain number of 
personally chosen men. All this shows that "the singular is better than 
the universal." This is what Aristotle says in the First Book of his 
Posterior Analytics: Farewell , genera and species! How could they bring / 
about anything? They are monsters (II, p. 95). 

This is a point which Bacon intends to enforce because he knows that 
the rank and file are against it. Ignorant persons, he says, love universals 
(homines imperiti adorant univ ersalia, II, 86). Hence their ceaseless ques
tions about what turns species into individuals. This is the big and 1 

insoluble problem of the principle of individuation. In fact, it is a 
foolish question. Since the intention of nature is to produce individuals , 
nature itself , which makes individuals, is the cause of individuation. 
When such people ask us what can be the cause of individuation, since 
neither the species nor something added to the species can cause it, we 
should ask them in turn what is the cause of universality, since neither 
the individual nor something added to the individual can cause it! Theirs 
is a silly question, because it supposes that an individual can be caused by 
nothing else than a species, plus something. Singulars are made up of 
singular constituents just as universals are made up of universal constitu
ents. God makes things as they should be: a man according to his nature 
and a donkey according to its own, a universal nature if many individuals 
are to agree in it and a singular nature if it is to be that of only one single 
individual. There is indeed a great deal of nonsense in this problem they 
raise about individuation (II , 101). 

This is a good example of how a doctrine can be at the origin of several 
other ones. Th<: plurality of forms, as Bacon conceives it, anticipates the 
similar position of Duns Scotus . i\t the same time , his insistence on the 
singularity of all that is real will find an echo in many early fourteenth
century doctrines, most of them opposed to Scotism. The remark of Bacon , 
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(XI, 160): namely, the essence, or quiddity, which is the complete reality 
of every being (X, 207-208). 

In investigating being and its causes, metaphysics has to posit a non
caused cause whose proper effect is esse, being (XII, 89-95). God is the 
first eternal efficient cause; acting by his will, he is the source whence 
all beings flow according to their natural order (VII, 57). He is one and 
eternal; great by his power, which is identical with the infinity of his es
sence; generous, as one who gives without needin g to receive anything 
(VII, 57-61). Since he is perfect, God is endowed with knowledge: not, 
however, a knowledge derived from things, but one which is their cause 
(VII, 78 and 84-85). Although his knowledge is identical with his essence, 
God knows not only himself, but all beings (VII, 88), whose ideal forms 
are eternally contained in him. His cognition of other things is achieved 
through that of their formal principles, or exemplars (VII, 93), in which 
they are known more truly than in themselves (VII, 95) . Possible beings 
are as well known to him as actual ones. Let us note that, since possibles 
are included in their eternal exemplars, they are not mere non-beings 
(VII, 98). 

The word "exemplar" signifies a form present in the mind of an arti
san.22 As a principle of cognition, it is called "Idea," or "species." As a 
principle of operation, it is called "form"; as a principle of both cognition 
and operation, it is called "exemplar" (VII, 111). In God, there is only 
one exemplar, neither created nor made, in whose unity the multiplicity 
of all possible beings is contained (VII, 112-115). 

God is immobile; he moves all things because he is their ultimate end 
(VII, 139-140). He can move them all because he knows them all through 
his own substance, which is the Idea of all that is (VII, 148). It is there
fore an error to posit, under the sphere of the moon, a separate substance 
such as the "giver of forms" of Avicenna, at least if we understand it as a 
natural and necessary cause of all motions and cognitions in the sublunary 
world. Like Albert the Great, Roger Bacon maintains that God is the 
agent intellect of all that is, so much so that, in comparison with him, man 
is merely "possible." No doubt, angels have in themselves intelligible 
forms, but these are not the very forms which are to be found later on 
either in matter or in our intellects (XII, 62). All forms ultimately come 
from the divine Ideas, through the will and power of God. Angels can 
help us in knowing; they even are, with respect to our intellect, active 
separate substances, because our own intellect has not enough natural 
light; in this sense, it is fitting that angels should irradiate our intellect , 
according to their will, in order to help us in acquiring merits (X, 3 7). 
Nevertheless, speaking in his own name as well as on behalf of the whole 
tradition, Bacon maintains that God is the prime and universal cause of 
all created forms, such as these are found either in actual existence or in 
human cognitions. 
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scientific knowledge and, in particular , of the most perfect of all sciences, 
experimental science. 

Experimental science ( scientia experimentalis) , whose name seems to 
°fppe'ar for the first time in the history of human thought under the pen of 
Roger Bacon, prevails over all the other kinds of knowledge by a triple 
prerogative. The first is that , as we have said, it engenders a complete 
certitude. The other sciences start from experiences considered as principles 
and deduce their conclusions from them by way of reasoning ; but if they
wish to have in addition the complete and particular demonstration of their 
own conclusions, they are forced to seek it from experimental science. 
This is what Roger Bacon proves at great length in a series of chapters 
devoted to the theory of the rainbow. The second prero gative of that 
science is that it can take up at the point w_here each of the other 
sciences ends and demonstrate conclusions that they could not attain by 
their own means. An example of discoveries that are found at the limit 
of the sciences without being either their conclusions or their princi
ples is the increased length of human life, which will crown medicine , but 
which speculative medicine alone could not achieve. The third prero gative 
of experimental science is not relative to the other sciences, but consists 
in the proper power which enables it to,peer into the secrets of natur~, to 
discover the past, the future and to· produce so many marvelous effects 
that it will secure power to those who possess it. This is what the Church 
should 'tak e into consideration , in order to be sparing of Christian blood 
in its struggle against the unbelievers. This science would enable us to 
foresee the perils that will attend the coming of Anti-Christ, perils which 
it would be easy for the Church to prevent , with the grace of God, if 
the princes of the world and the popes would favor the study of experi
mental science and carry on the search for the secrets of nature and of 
~~ I 

Roger Bacon 's Opus majus does not present itself as an exposition of 
Christian wisdom, for the learning necessary to it still remains to be ac
quired. Bacon only intends to urge the pursuit of research, and especially 
the practice of experiment. This is the theme he goes over tirelessly: here 
reasoning does not prove anything, everything depends on experience 
(Nullus sermo in his potest certificare, totum enim dep endet ab experien
tia). Beyond describing this method, of which he is sure, Bacon can give us 
only samples of its fecundity . This accounts for the encyclopedic character 
of his main work, in which we come across successively: the analysis of the 
conditions required for a serious study of scientific langua ges, an exposition 
of the mathematical method with examples of its application to sacred and 
profane sciences, a treatise on geography , a treatise on astrology and its 
uses, one on vision, a description of the experimental method and an ethi cal 
doctrine borrowed from Seneca and other ancient moralists. All these 
speculations attest a very extensive erudition , a lively taste for concrete 
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possession of a certain knowledge; doctrina is the communication of 
knowledge by the master , in the schools, by means of teaching; disci
plina expresses the spiritual link between the master and the pupil; 
ars signifies the method of exposition and the technique of a science; 
f acultas, the last, emphasizes the facility of elocution and expression, 
the alertness of mind and the resources to be drawn from a science, 
somewhat as we give the name facultates to acquired wealth. Follow
ing these indications , the handbook classifies the various sciences, or 
branches of philosophy, which it divides into natural philosophy, whose 
principle is nature studied in its various degrees of abstraction (mathe
matics , physics , metaphysics)· moral philosophy, whose domain is sub
ject to the will; rational philoso y, wnose princ1ple 1sreason. ext 
come the indications of books, principa y t ose by Aristotle , fn which 
these sciences are set forth, and the questions habitually propounded at 
examinations. By far the larger part of the question bears on "rational 
philosophy," which is here divided into grammar, rhetoric and logic. 
In grammar , the classical textbooks of Donatus and Priscian are used 
and great importance is ascribed to speculative grammar. On the contrary , 
comparatively few questions deal with the philosophy of nature and 
metaphysics; a larger number deal with ethics. If this document rep
resents the real situation obtaining at the Parisian Faculty of Arts 
between r 230 and r 240, we may safely conclude that, up to that date, 
the center of gravity of its philosophical teaching was speculative gram
mar, logic and ethics. The repeated interdictions to teach the other books 
of Aristotle, in 12 ro , r 2 r 5, and even as late ·as r 23 r , certainly exercised 
a delaying influence on the spread of the new philosophical learning. 
But another cause contributed to the same result. Professors of logic had 
been plentiful ever since the early twelfth century , whereas there were 
no masters prepared to teach biology, physics , astronomy , psychology 
or metaphysics. In these domains, there was no school tradition. The 
remarks made later on by Bacon, when he remembered the early efforts 
of "few" and often discouraged masters, who wrote nothing , to teach 
these difficult texts, throw a vivid light on the situation then obtaining. 
His own teaching of the philosophical and scientific writings of Aristotle 
did not begin earlier than 1240. Apart from always possible discoveries, 
there is little hope for us to gather precise information concerning the 
early attempts to teach the scientific books of Aristotle at the Faculty of 
Arts of the University of Paris. 

Not so with logic. The Introductions to Logic by William of Sherwood , 
an English master in Paris during the first half of the thirteenth century 
(d. after 1267), seem only to have survived thanks to a unique Paris 
manuscript which has recently been edited. 36 The circulation of this 
introductory work seems, therefore, to have been somewhat restricted , 
perhaps because of the extraordinary success of the slightly later but 
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simple faith, then , is to render "intelligible" this "credible" by adding 
reason to it. As he says in the first question of the Prologue to his 
commentary on the Sentences: the subject matter of theology is the 
believable turned into intelligible owing to an addition of reasoning ( credi
bile, prout tamen credibile transit in rationem int elligibilis, et hoc per addi
tamentum rationis). To study what may be called the "philosophy of 
Saint Bonaventure" is first of all to abstract from his theological specu
lation the rational elements which he intentionally added to faith in order 
to achieve its understanding. Here again , as in the case of all his contempo
raries, abstraction entails no separation. The connecting link between 
faith and reason is love. The human soul is destined to enjoy the infinite 
good which is God. This supreme good is now confusedly and obscurely 
grasped by man through faith; for a rational being, nothing is more 
desirable than to understand what he firmly believes and loves; thus , 
because theology is born of an effort to understand faith, a new rational 
speculation arises from it. 

A. God 

This theological speculation finds itself confronted with different ob
jects. Some exceed the power of human reason and belong to theological 
speculation alone because they necessarily require faith at the origin of 
argumentation. When the starting point either is, or includes, an act of 
faith , philosophy can still be put to good use by the theologian, but his 
conclusions are irrelevant to philosophy . On the contrary, when natural 
reason can grasp a certain object, then , even though it may be offered to 
man as a "credible ," this object retains the formal reason of "intelli gible" 
as common to all objects of rational speculation. To express in con
crete terms this general attitude, let us say that , in the mind of Saint 
Bonaventure , faith leads the way and reason is its fellow traveler. At a 
certain point , reason has to stop, because it ceases to see what faith is 
still able to grasp. Up to that point , however, reason is able to see, in its 
own light , something of what revelation offers us to believe. The larger 
part of these naturally knowable truths included in theological learning 
are related to God and to man , that is, to man and to his ultimate end. 

Saint Bonaventure's doctrine can be characterized as an "itinerary of 
the soul toward God," or, rather , up to him. It teaches "how man goes to 
God through other things. " Accordingly , his outlook on man and things 
will be dominated by a twofold tendency ; first , to conceive the sensible 
world as the road that leads to God ; next, to conceive man as a creature 
naturally open to the divine light and God as revealing himself to man 
throu gh the whole gamut of his illumination s. The mystical trend of the 
doctrine is immediately apparent to the reader of Saint Bonaventur e; it 
accounts for his effort to retain as much as he could of the doctrin es of 
Augustine and of Denis even while speakin g the language of Aristotle. 
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not without reason designated by the name "Augustinism." Although he 
combined Ibn Gabirol with Saint Augustine, it was really from the philo
sophical elements present in Augustine 's doctrine that the principles of 
Bonaventure's conception of God were borrowed, together with his con
ception of human knowledge and the nature of things. But, even after 
having redistributed between their numerous sources all the elements of 
that synthesis, the existence of a spirit of Saint Bonaventure and an 
attitude truly personal to him must still be recognized. One frequently 
imagines, in reading his Opuscules or even his Commentary on the Sen
tences, a Saint Francis of Assisi gone philosopher and lecturing at the 
University of Paris. The confident ease and deep emotion with which 
Brother Bonaventure discovers in things the very visage of God , closely 
resemble the sentiments of Francis, reading like an illuminated manuscript 
the beautiful book of nature. And no doubt , sentiments are not doctrines, 
but it happens that they engender doctrines. To that permanent emotion 
of a heart that feels itself near to God we owe the refusal to follow up 
to its very final consequences the philosophy of Aristotle, and the persist
ent maintenance of an intimate contact between creatures and their 
creator. 

D. The Bonaventurian School 

Representatives of this doctrinal complex are to be found everywhere 
in the second part of the thirteenth century, at Paris, Oxford and in Italy. 
These university centers were communicating at that time, as one did not 
leave Christendom in going from one to the other. Augustinians be
longed to all the religious Orders, but most of them were Franciscan 
Brothers, and it is the members of this group that we are to study. Some 
of their names are still for us only the symbols of important works, largely 
unedited and consequently not well known, whose meaning will perhaps 
appear some day to be quite different from what we suppose it to be. 

Such a surprise, however, is hardly to be expected with regard to 
Eustachius of Arras ( d. r29r). This disciple of Saint Bonaventure gives 
the appearance , at least in the texts already published, of a resolute 
partisan of the doctrine of divine illumination. 25 To explain our knowl
edge of bodies, he admits that their substantial form can attain the intellect 
through the senses. This invites us to imagine that , in spite of his Aris
totelian terminology, the substantial forms of which Eustachius speaks , 
differed only slightly from forms as Bonaventure conceived them. 

Another disciple of Saint Bonaventure , Walter of Bruges (d. 1307) , left 
a Commentary on the Sentences (Bks. I , II, IV) that is almost entirely 
unpublished, and important Disputed Questions, which give evidence of 
his fidelity to the principles of Saint Augustine. He himself declared that 
he trusted more to Augustine and Anselm than to the Philo sopher , and 
this statement is in keeping with the few published texts we already have 
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Scotus Erigena 's "theophanic" universe , the liber creaturarum 
of William of Auvergne and Saint Bonaventure , in fact the whole symbol
ism of the Lapidaries and the Bestiaries , without forgettin g the symbolism 
that decorated the porches of mediaeval cathedrals or shone in their 
windows, were so many testimonials of a general confidence in the trans
lucency of a universe in which the least of all beings was a living token 
of the presence of God. If , as is commonly believed, he was associated 
with the Franciscan Order , Lull had not far to look to make acquaint
ance with this universe . Saint Francis of Assisi and Saint Bonaventure 
had lived in no other one. Let us recall Saint Bonaventure 's words: "the 
created world is like unto a sort of book in which the Trinity which made 
it is read ," and let us compare them with those in which, speaking of 
himself, Lull describes that illumination he had one day in the solitude of 
Mount Randa: "It seems as though a light had been given him with which 
to discern the divine perfections , as to some of their properties and their 
mutual relationships, with all the connections there are between them ... 
By that same light , he knew that the whole created being is nothin g but 
an imitation of God" (eodem lumin e, cognovit totum esse creaturae nihil 
aliud esse quam imitationem Dei). Obviously the illuminations of the 
"Illuminated Doctor " and of the "Seraphic Doctor " coincide. It can also 
be seen how the vision of Ramon Lull became the very foundation of 
his doctrine: the Great Art is possible only if, all creatures being so many 
images of God, or at least his more or less remote imitations , their funda 
mental properties, and the mutual relations of these properties, enable us 
to know the nature and attributes of God. Inversely , if the Great Art is 
possible, the method which permits us to combine the perfections of 
creatures in all possible ways should yield at the same time all possible 
combinations of the perfections of God. Let us grant, however, that when 
it is used to this end, the science of things becomes theology , but this is 
what Lull had wanted it to be from the very beginning. 
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CHAPTER II 

SCHOLASTIC TH E OLOGIANS IN ENGLAND 

THE doctrinal continuity of the Franciscan School initiated by Alexander 
of Hales and promoted by Saint Bonaventure should not be construed 
as meaning that each religious order had its own theology. First, the 
Franciscan Order has never dedicated itself to the promotion of only one 
theology; Bonaventure, Duns Scotus, even Ockham , have always found 
Franciscan supporters. Secondly, up to the rise of Thomism, a large 
number of common theological positions were upheld by both Dominicans 
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With the exception of Robert Grosseteste , who heads the list of famous 
Oxonians , the great English masters of the thirteenth century belong to 
one of the two great Mendicant Orders. The study of the En glish secular 
masters is still much less advanced than that of their Parisian colleagues. 
Very little is known of Robert of Winchel sea ( d. 13 13) , the author of 
theological questions ; of Henry Wile (d. 1329) , who left Questions D e 
awima, or of Gilbert Segrave (d. 1316), of whom Leland remarked that 
his works were often met, in Oxford libraries and elsewhere, but none of 
which have been identified. The only one of these English secular masters 
who recently came out of obscurity is Simon Faversham (d. 1306), whose 
Questions on the Categori es and on Book III D e anima were recently 
published. 83 These are the clear and concise notes of a professor well
informed on the Greek and Arabian commentaries of the works he 
discusses, and whom his moderate opinions do not involve in any adven
tures. He carefully avoids A verroism, betrays no inclination toward Au
gustin ism, and generally stresses, in his Questions D e anima, solutions 
analogous to Saint Thomas Aquinas'. Ever since about 1270, but still 
more markedly by the end of the thirteenth century , it becomes impossible 
to interpret the philosophical or theological positions of the mediaeval 
masters without taking Thomism into consideration. 

CHAPTER III 

THOMAS AQUINAS 

I. THE THOMISTIC REFORMATION 

To TWO doctrines of the masters we have studied so far can be said to be 
identical, but they all had in common a certain number of fundamental 
positions , or, at least , they all shared in common a limited number of 
possible doctrinal positions among which they made their choice. 

Among these positions , one at least has been maintained by all the 
masters we have studied , and this without a single exception, since it 
includes even Albert the Great. It is the definition of the soul as a spiritual 
substance. This was the unanimous opinion of all. Taken in itself, the 
soul is a substance . Naturally , since man is one, this substance implies, 
in its very essence, some sort of relation to its body . Some would call 
it a "unibility ," others a love or an inclination ; still other s preferred to 
say that soul is, secondarily , the act and perfection of its body, but not 
one of them would uphold the view that the very essence of this subst ance 
was to be the form of a body. The origin of their position is well known. 
It is the definition of man given by Plato in the Alcibiad es, and inherited 
from him, through Plotinus , by Saint Augustine: man is a soul that uses 
a body. To the extent that all the masters we have studied are indebted to 
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Augustine , directly or indirectly, for their notion of the soul, they all are 

Augustinians. 84 
• • • • • 

In the doctrine of Augustine himself, this posit10n entails several other 
ones. In noetics, the active nature of sense perception conceived as ~~ act 
of the soul rather than a passion; the possibility. for _such a :pmtual 
substance to receive from God the complement of hght it needs ~n o_rd:r 
to form necessary judE}"J1ents about purely intelligibl~ obje~ts; an mt:msic 
aptitude to know itself directly and by a sort of. im1:1ediate experience. 
Among these corollaries, one at least has been 1:1amtamed ?~ all_ mas~ers 
before Saint Thomas Aquinas, namely, the doctrine of t~e. divme illurruna
tion conceived as a light required for the perfect cogmt10n o! necessary 
t th over and above the natural light of the changeable mtellect of 
~n. Even those amon g the theolo gians anterior to Saint Tho1:1as who 
accept the distinction between the po_ssible _intelle~t and the agent 1~tellect, 
not without interpreting it sometimes m cunous ways, unammously 
agree in positing, over and above the active intelle~t of man, a sup~r-

ent Intellect which is none other than the Interior Master . of Samt 
~~crustine or the Intelligible Sun of the Soliloquies. Peter of Spam , so_ far 
as ;.,e know, is the only one who, having exp:esscd himse~f on the s~bJec~, 
neglected to add to the separate agent Intelhg:nce of Av1c~nna the 1llumi-

t
·na God of Augustine. The reason for this probably is that he was 

na 1 0 • w·11· f A writing a De anima, not a metaphysics. All the others, 1 iam _o u-
vergne, Roger Bacon, John of la Rochelle , Alb_ert the Great, F1shacre, 
Kilwardby and naturally the whole Bonaventun~1: sch_ool, ~av: upheld , 
under some form or other, the doctrine of d1vme illummat101: as a 
divine light superadded , in true natural co~nitions, to the na~ural light of 
the human intellect. To the extent that tlus was an authentically Augus-

• • · 85 tinian doctnne , they all were Augustmians . . . 
Nor is this all. To posit the soul as a substance, either c~mplete or ~uas1-

complete in itself , leaves open this other_ question: what 1s the relat1011 of 
this spiritual substance to the matter of its body? 

Concerning matter itself , a large number of these_ masters, ~ut n?t all, 
posit a universal matter of which ~hey say two thmgs: 1) smc: 1t has 
been created by God, it is not nothmg: hence a t~ndency to attn?~te to 

tt r a minimum of intrinsic actuality proportioned to the mmmrnm 
mfabe·ng it has. 2 ) since mutability is the distinctive mark of created 
o ei ' 'b'l' f h 
b 

· matter should be identified with the pure possi i ity o c ange, 
emg, . Th . 

that is with the very mutability inherent in all that is. . ese two. notions 
are au{hentically Augustinian in origin. On the first pomt , Augu stine says 
that matter is "almost nothing" (prop e . ni_hil ) and, c~nsequently , not 
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tely nothina. Keepina in mind the disciples of Mam, he stresses the 
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hat matter has been created by God; he cal s it t e non - orrne 
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matter of things" which already "was " (iam erat : an a most no m,, 
which necessarily is, since it is good (Conj., XII, 18, 28-22, 31). On the 
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second point, Augustine clearly teaches that God has created in his Word 
"th f ' ' e unarmed matter of creatures both spiritual and corporeal" (Conj., 
?CII, 20,. 29); ~his is the "mutability " created by God, which is present 
m all bemgs, either permanent like "the eternal household of God " or 
else transitory like c~rporeal beings. In some texts, however, Aug~stine 
went further tha1: this. Th~ statements of Augustine concerning matter 
~re open to two mterpretations: I) matter was made "creatable ," that 
is, tra~smutable into form; 2) matter was created as a pure mutability 
det:rn:i~able by _forms. In both cases, there was in Augustinian matter 
an incipient seekmg toward form, the very "positive privation" which the 
Augustinians were to uphold against the mere absence of form attributed 
to matter _by Aristotle. The Stoic doctrine of seminal reasons, accepted 
by Aug~stme , . wa: not a necessary consequence of this position, but it 
har1:1omzed with It. Even those converts to Aristotle who gave up the 
semma_l reasons usually maintained in matter a sort of positive passivity 
very different from the total passivity of Aristotelian matter. At any rate 
all the scholastics who either maintained the seminal reasons or refused 
to_ deprive matter. of _all _actuality'. can be truly said to hav~ kept faith 
with the deepest mspiration of Samt Augustine. To this extent they can 
be called Augustinians. 86 

Naturally , no early scholastic reproduced the doctrine of Auaustine in 
its entirety. Many other influences combined with his own in° order to 
give rise to the theo~o~ical doctrines of the thirteenth century , but 
these fundamental posit10ns are all Augustinian and they dominate the 
rest as the f orma totius perfects, unifies and orders its whole. The ob
!ection that the term "Augustinian" should point out pure Augustinianism 
1s perfectly ~enab_le. Then there never was a single Augustinian, apart 
fro_m Au~usti~e himself; nor should we say that there ever was a single 
Anstotehan smce the death of Aristotle, nor even a single Thomist since 
the death of Thomas Aquinas. As to the other objection, that there can 
~a~e been no Augustinianism_ until there was an Aristotelianism to oppose 
it, It rests upon the assumpt10n that no doctrinal position can be held as 
true so long as nobody opposes it as false, which is not evident.8 7 

. If the ex!sten~e ?f any re~l Augustinianism in the middle ages can be 
nghtly demed, it is on a different ground , and , this time, Aristotle is 
t1:uly responsible for it. His logic spread in all the Christian schools a 
d1~lectical ideal of exposition which progressively invaded theology. Even , 
Samt Anselm of Canterbury, who expressly affirmed that he had said 
n?thin~ that could not be found in the writings of Augustine, used a 
d~alect~cal mode of exposition that little resembled the free and supple 
digressions _so frequent in the works of his master. Beyond this simple 1 

problem of mtellectual style, there was a deeper one. What is a "doctrine " 
or a teaching? On this point , the Aristotelian notion of "art" and still 
more that of "science," progressively invaded the minds of ihe masters 
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and their schools. Already in the twelfth century, we heard a grammarian 
affirming that, if a master does not assign the "causes" for grammatical 
constructions, be does not "teach." Since causes are principles, minds 
trained in logic would naturally infer that, in order to teach theology, the 
first thing to do was to lay down theological prin.ciples and to use them 
as the causes of theological conclusions. Such is the reason why, even 
before Thomas Aquinas, William of Auxerre bad posited the articles 
of faith as the principles from which theological conclusions should be 
deduced. Thus understood, theology was becoming a science teachable in 
the same way as all the other arts or sciences, but, at the same time, it 
was becoming very different from the teaching of Saint Augustine. Instead 
of rooting itself in the personal experience of the theologian, theology 
assumed the shape of an objective exposition and interpretation of the 
saving truth, as impersonally teachable as any other art or science. In 
this respect, Thomas Aquinas has brought the work of his predecessors up 
to its point of perfection, but with regard to the very content of theology, 
he has done something entirely different. His intention was not to make 
theology still more learned than Albert the Great bad already made it. It 
was first to eliminate from it all learning irrelevant to the exposition and 
intellection of the saving truth, then to integrate in theology the relevant 
learning even if, in order to do so, it was necessary to reform certain 
commonly held positions and to reinterpret certain philosophical principles. 
Insofar as Christian faith itself was concerned, Thomas Aquinas never 
intended to touch it. The magnificent elaboration of Christian dogma left 
by Augustine to his successors was likewise taken up by Thomas Aquinas 
and integrated by him in his new synthesis. On the contrary, always with 
a pious respect for his great predecessor, yet fearlessly, Thomas felt free 
to reinterpret and, wherever it was necessary, to replace with a truer 
philosophy the purely philosophical elements integrated by Augustine in 
his own theological synthesis. His reason for doing so was simple. Philos
ophy is not necessary for human salvation; it is not even necessary for 
theology to resort to philosophy, but, if it does, the philosophy it uses 
should be the true philosophy. When a theologian has good reasons 
to think that Augustine did not make use of the best possible philosophy, 
he should not hesitate to change it. 

Because Thomas Aquinas did so, his reformation of theology entailed 
a reformation of philosophy. There is no reason not to call it an Aris
totelian reformation, for indeed, on many points, Thomas Aquinas 
substituted for the doctrines borrowed from Plotinus by Augustine, other 
doctrines which he himself was borrowing from Aristotle. Two points, 
however, should be kept in mind. First, the philosophical reformation 
achieved by Thomas Aquinas is a moment in the history of theology 
before being one in the history of metaphysics . Secondly, even on the 
level of pure philosophy, his doctrine cannot be understood as a further 
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s age m t e progressive discovery of Ari t l b . 
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survive the death of its ~oJers~:ant immortal soul naturally able to 
many thinos he never said y. e est way to make Aristotle say so 
self better ~ban he did he cowalds nhot to ~how that, had he understood him-

h , u ave said them For · d d A • 
t? ave understood himself prett we1l H · . m ee nstotle seems 
given the meaning which he hi y . _e has said what he had to say, 
own philosophy Even the d ' 1 mt:elf] attributed to the principles of his 

· ia ec 1ca acumen of s · t Th . 
could not have extracted from the r· . . am omas Aqumas 
they could possibly yield Th t p mc1p]es of Anstotle more than what 
ferent from those of Aristotle :a:ut~~;a~?n why ~is :onclusions were dif- " 
different. As will be seen in d is own prmc1ples themselves were 
totle, Thomas has ascribe' d or er to m~tamorphose the doctrine of Aris-
A a new meanmo to th · • 1 . 
. s a philosophy, Thomism is essentia11 "' e p_nnc1p ~s of Anstotle. I 
m the history of the metapb . l . y a metaphysics. It is a revolution 
which is "being." ys1ca mterpretat1on of the first principle, 

We are Jiving in times so different fr h 
it is difficult for us to understand h o~\ ose of Thomas Aquinas that 
and yet gain in rationality Th. h ow p I ?sopby can become theology 
philosophy in the Summa .the ?' . owev~r, is exactly what happened to 
of philosophy to the wine of tho ogiae, w en Thomas changed the water 
a theologian. Up to the last eology. t~?m~s always considered himself 
teaching of Augustine forceful] years o . is hfe_ ~e k~pt faith with the 
to the theologians of the Unive~srtt::e: I~ the m!unct10n_ of Gregory IX 
only a theologian, but a monk who~ d an~.hln h1~ own v~ew, he was not 
activities except in the spirit of h' \ ~o ng t to mdulge m philosophical 
Thomas says "mad f . is re ig10us vocation. "The philosophers " 

' e pro ess10n of studying L tt · • ' 
secular learning, but what chief! befits e . e:s m. view of acquiring 
Letters that pertain to the Jearni!a th . a rehg10_us IS to study those 
written in the Epistle to Titus . "'A at ish acco1'ding to godliness, as is 
they are not suitable ob. ects ;/' r. s to t e o_t~er branches of learning, 
dedicated to the divine Js . study f~r a religious whose whole life is 

erv1ce except msofar th . d . 
to sacred Jearnino " ss Wh ' Th as eir stu Y 1s related 

o· ereupon oma · d • 
in support of bis assertion. Thomas intend!J:m~ iately quotes Augustine 
as all the other theologians of his tim l h o _ex~ctl)'. the same thing 
naturally, the question arises: since be e~:t: the t~-it differently. Then, 
one, how could be have anything t d . b eo o"'1an, and such a strict 
of the nature of theology will be toh o wit philos?ph?? His own notion 

e answer to this difficulty. 
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2. THEOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY 

The question is often asked why a historian of philosophical doctrines 
should take an interest in the works of a theologian? One of the answers 
is that he should not , because theological speculation presupposes faith in 
revelation which the philosopher has not to take into account in his 
reasoning. Another answer is that he should , because, in the particular 
case of Thomas Aquinas, we are meeting a theologian so careful to distin
guish between faith and reason that the philosophical elements included 
in his theology can be extracted from it and considered apart without 
undergoing any modification in nature or in content.

89 

These two opposite conclusions rest upon the same assumption, that in 
any theological reasoning one at least of the premises is accepted by faith. 
If this were true, either one of two consequences would necessarily 
follow. Since Thomas Aquinas was a theologian, all that he said was 
theological, and since theological conclusions rest upon premises accepted 
by faith, what Thomas has said is irrelevant to philosophy. Or else, since 
in many cases Thomas does not argue from any premise that can be 
said to be de fide, we are justified in concluding that, in these cases at 
least, he is speaking as a philosopher, not as a theologian. 

The true nature of the distinction there is between philosophy and 
theology is a matter to be settled between philosophers and theologians. 
All that a historian can say is that , in the mind of Thomas Aquinas him
self, their distinction was not as simple as it is sometimes supposed to be.

90 

With all theologians, Thomas affirms that, supposing the free will of God 
to save mankind as a whole , it was necessary that the knowledge required 
for human salvation should be revealed to men. This is evident in the case 
of those saving truths which escape the grasp of natural human reason. 
But even when it was within the grasp of natural human reason, saving truth 
had to be revealed because, otherwise , most men would have remained 
ignorant of it. Few men are gifted for metaphysical or ethical studies; 
even those who have the necessary gifts have to wait up to the later part 
of their life before reaching conclusions in these lofty matters, and who 
knows at what age he will die? Above all, even those philosophers who 
live long enough to reach these conclusions, never or seldom do it without 

some admixture of error.
91 

A first consequence follows from these facts. To the extent that it 
pertains to the sacred teaching imparted to man throu gh revelation 
(sacra doctrina) theology must deal with some philosophically knowable 
truths, namely, those whose knowledge is required for the salvation of 
any man; for instance, God exists , he is one, he is incorporeal , etc . Since 
they have been in fact revealed to men, these truths were revealable, but 
the formal reason of the "revealable " extends even beyond the limits of 
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the actually revealed; it includes the wh 1 
edge inasmuch as it can be c "d d obe body of human natural knowl-

1 
. onsi ere y the th l . . 

reve at10n and used by b" . . . eo og1an m the liaht of im m view of its d h · h · 
0 

man in general. This leaves intact 'th' en ' w ic is the salvation of 
between natural knowledg d ' wi m theology , the formal distinction 

th 
e an supernatural kno l d b . . 

em both under a still wider f 1 w e ge, ut it mcludes 
the whole body of natural coan~r~a reas~n since "revealables" comprise 
of the theologian in view of h~ ~~on:bco7s1~erled as being at the disposal 
of man.02 n eo ogica end which is the salvation 

If this be true, the unity of theolo . 
parts are united under one sin 1 f gyl is that of an organic whole whose 
what God bas actually reve:ieed orma reas~n. Naturally, it first includes 
not). It also includes what the the~~:ei~:rd it be naturally knowable or 
quence, from the actuall re 1 g educes, as a necessary conse
"virtually" revealed) My vea e~ ~ruth (theologians often call this the 
logic, the sciences of na~~:~v:~/ ;ncludes _all the mat erial provided by 
taken up by the theolo . d . 1etaphys1cs, to the extent that it is 

gian an mcorporated b h' · 
alone is judge of this extent Ju t . . y im mto his work. He 
.pody, SQ_itlso theology builds .itselsf t~s it ~s the -~~~t bu~lds itstlf a 
m order romote the sa . 'k.. e 1ui1 osoph1cal body -which it needs 

his notion of theoloay v;~~ :~\ of t_ e sacred teaching . 
accounts. First, because it was thati ;f 1;~;m had to. be cl~ared up on two 
we are dealing with h1's d t . . . as Aqumas himself, and since 

S 
oc rme 1t is of gr t h · • . 

econdly, it is our only justification f . ea . istoncal unportance. 
conclusions of Thomas Aquinas a art for co~sidermg !he purely rational 
they belong. There is no philosopical :1~~ t e f tteolog1cal w~ole in wh!ch 
we could apply for an exposition f g o homas Aqumas to which 
which be considered knowable in ~he t:e truths _ concerning God and man 
commentaries on Aristotle are so m atural h~~t of human reason. His 
Aristotle, not of what miaht b 11 dahn?" expos1t1ons of the doctrine of 

t 
o e ca e IS own pbilo b A 

ator , Thomas could add to the t t . s?p y. s a commen-

t h
. . . ex somethmg of his b b' 

no IS prmcipal intention. We fi own, ut t 1s was 
own philosophical conceptions . may nd ~ragmentary expositions of his 
~e De ente et essentia. Gene::i1 so;ee~:-rticular treatises , for instance in 
~is theological writings in order t~ fi~d tt:; however , we must resort to 
mg a theological order. This is the onl d fully _dev~loped, but follow-
have and, whatever order of ·t· y mo e of histoncal existence they 
• . expos1 1011 he might h h 
m philosophy, the theology of Thomas A . a~e c osen to follow 
place where his own rational view of the q~m~s remams for us the only 

Although, taken in itself it al word is to be found. 
historian, still another qu;stion :aesc?~s. the competency of the simple 
is there, for a history of pbiloso ; ~git1mat:ly _be asked: what point 
theological condition? To th' p '(, m cons1dermg philosophy in this 

F
. . . 1s question there are t h' . 
irst, it is a fact that ph ·1 h. 1 ' . wo istoncal answers. i osop ica speculation did find itself in this 
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condition during the middle ages. Secondly, it is another historical fact 
that, in the eyes of mediaeval theologians, its integration with theology 
was eminently favorable to the purification and progress of philosophical 
knowledge. 93 Whether the upshot was a truly favorable one or not is a 
point on which anybody is free to entertain bis own opinion, provided he 
knows the history which he makes bold to judge ; in any case, bis conclu
sion can only be that of a philosopher, not of a historian. 94 

3. GOD 

Like all theologies the doctrine of Saint Tbomas 95 is dominated by his 
own notion of God. Like all Christian theologians, he knew that the proper 
name of God was I AM WHO AM, or HE WHO IS (.Exod. 3, 14), but even 
for men who agreed on the truth of this divine name, there remained a 
problem of interpretation. Modern philology has a right to investigate the 
question; naturally, it will find in th is text what can be found in any text 
by means of grammars and dictionaries alone. This is not negligible but , 
philosophically speaking, it seldom amounts to much . Even with such a 
limited aim in mind, the grammarians have already achieved amazingly 
different results. What we are concerned with is very different . Our own 
problem is to know what meaning the Christian masters have attributed 
to this famous text. Most of them agreed that it meant: I am Being. But 
what is being? To Augustine, "who was imbued with the doctrines of the 
Platonists ," being was eternal immutability. To John Damascene, absolute 
being was an "infinite ocean of entity." To Saint Anselm, it was that 
whose very nature it is to be: natura essendi. In all these cases, the 
dominating notion was that of "entity" ( essentia). In the mind of Thomas 
Aquinas, the notion of being underwent a remarkable transformation ; 
from now on, and so long as we will be dealing with Thomas Aquinas, 
the deepest meaning of the word "being" will be the act pointed out by 
the verb "to be." Since, in common human experience , to be is to exist, 
it can be said that, in the doctrine of Thomas Aquinas , being has received 
the fullness of its existential meaning. In order to avoid all possible 
confusions with some modern uses of the word "existence, " let us add 
that, in every being, "to be," or esse, is not to become; it is not any kind 
of projection from the present into the future. On the contrary, because 
it is act, "to be" is something fixed and at rest in being: esse est aliquid 
fixum et quietum in ente. 96 In short, this act is the very core of all that 
is, inasmuch precisely as what is, is a being. 

As Thomas Aquinas understands him, God is the being whose whole 
nature it is to be such an existential act. This is the reason why his most 
proper name is, HE IS. After saying this , any addition would be a sub
traction. To say that God "is this ," or that he " is that ," would be to 
restrict his being to the essences of what "this " and "that " are. God "is," 
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absolutely. Because "what" a th · -
"essence," or of "quidclity " ( ·t "inhg IS usually receives the name of 
"b . I s w atness") some th . e111g only " ( esse tantum) G d h ' say at s111ce he is 
Aquinas does not seem to h;ve ~avote~ ~~-essence or quidd~ty.01 Thomas 
of the divine act of beina H f is way of express111g the purity 
his esse. In other words, OGod e ir:h:rt ~o say tha_t th: essence of God is 
what in other beino-s is their . ~m~ of which it can be said that, 
attributes of God a°re either d:~en~~' i; m It ':hat we call "to be." All the 
or qualified by it. uo e rom th1s true meaning of his name, 

. In our human experience, a "bein " . " . . 
Smee in God th · . g is someth111g that 1s " or exists 1 ' , ere1snosometh1110-t h"h • ' · 
uted, his own esse is precisely th t' ~. ': I~ e~1stence could be attrib-
is strictly beyond all possibl a w I~ od is. To us, such a being 
is, we cannot know what ~ re?re~entat10n .. We . can establish that God 
and since our whole experienie I~ ~ca~se, . 111 him, there is no what; 
cannot figure out what it is to be ab o~ thmgs that have existence, we 
For this reason we can prove th t ~mg whose only essence is "to be." 
in this unique ;ase we can e rut of the proposition "God is," but 
is the Th . t· ' . not know the meaning of the verb "is " os S h' 

om1s 1c mean111o- of the 1 . 1 d · uc 
God. o c ass1ca octrine of the ineffability of 

Unknowable in himself, at least to . . . 
known by man imperfectly from th us. and ~n this life, God can be 
things at least are known ~f h. . e c~~s1derat10n of his creatures. Two 
unlike any one of his creature/ms:~~~d{s w~y: firs!, !hat . he is entirely 
what he has to be in order to b ' ti . Y, t at he is m himself at least 
edge of God is said to be "analo:. 1~~1: caute. For this reason, our knowl-
to th~ universe, in a relation sinti;~~ t~ :: t no; ~bat G?d is_, with respect 
experience, between causes and th . ffa w ic 1 obtams, m our human 
purely negative , since it enables us t;Ir e ects. b~ucb a cognition is not 
not wholly positive , and far from it si~:Y somet _mg true about God; it is 
not even that of existence ro er! ' : not a smgle one of our concepts 
precisely because it bear~ ~lptn :es::~rs to God; we caII it_ "analogical ' ; 
upon proportions_oo ances between relat10ns, that is, 

Tl~is notion of God as the absolute act of b . a 
s!rat10ns of his existence To d . . emo flows from the demon-
It • · emonstrate 1t Is both p "bl d 

is necessary because the ex· t f G oss1 e an necessary If . is ence o od is not . d. I . 
se -evidence would only be pos "bl . h. imme iate y evident· 
notion of the divine essence. th:1 ese 111 t i; matter if we had an adequat; 
one with his existence But God . sen_cefio. God would then appear to be 
ce t f h" . is an 111 mte being and ·t b p o un, our finite mind cannot . ' as I as no con-
~is infinity; we therefore have to co:e~ e;1st~nce as necessarily implied in 
ist:nce which we cannot intuit. Thus t~~ d~' y way of reasoning, that ex
a1_nt Anselm's ontoloaical argument . l ir~ct way apparently opened by 

which Aristotle has p~inted out is c ose to us; but the indirect way 
remains open. Let us therefore seek in 
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sensible things, whose nature is proportioned to our intellect, the starting 

point of our way to God .100 
• • • • . 

All the Thomistic proofs bnng two d1stmct eleme1:ts mto play• r) the 
existence of a sensible reality whose existence requires a c3:use; 2

_) the 
demonstration of the fact that its existence requires a fimte senes of 
causes and consequently a Prime Cause, which is what we call God. 
Becau~e movement is immediately perceptibl e to sense k~m~ledge, l~t 
us start from the fact that movement exists. The only supenonty of th'.s 
"way" with respect to the other ones, is that its point of departure JS 

the easiest to grasp. All movement has a cause, and tha~ cause must be 
other than the very being that is in motion; when a thmg seems t? ?e 
self-moving, a certain part of it is moving the rest. Now, wha~ever it JS, 

I the mover itself must be moved by another, and that other by stil~ a~oth~r. 
It must therefore be admitted, either that the series of ~auses JS mfimte 
and has no origin but then nothing explains that there 1s movement, ~r 
else that the seri~s is finite and that there is a primary cause, and this 
primary cause is precisely what everyon~ understands to be God. 

Just as there is motion in sensible thmgs, there are causes and effec~s. 
Now what has just been said of the causes of movement can also_ be said 
of causes in general. Nothing can be its own efficient caus~, for 111 order 
to produce itself, it would have to be anterior, as cause, t? 1ts_elf as effect. 
Every efficient cause therefore presupposes an_other! which 11: turn pr~
supposes another. Now, in this order of causes, 111 which_ eac~ higher on~ 1s 
the cause of the lower, it is impossible to go o~ to 111fi~1ty, otherwise, 
there would be neither a first efficient cause, nor mterme~iate c~uses, and 
the effects whose existence we perceive could no~ po~s1bly exist. The~e 
must therefore be a first efficient cause of the senes , ~n order tb~t there 
may be a middle and a last one, and that first efficient cause 1s what 

everyone calls God. 
Now let us consider beings themselves. As we know them, they a_re 

ceaselessly becoming . Since some of them are being generated, wlu'.e 
others are passing away, it is possible for them to be or not to b~. Their 
existence then is not necessary. Now the neces:ary 1:eeds no_ cause 111 order 
to exist; precisely because it is nec~ssary, 1t e~ists of itself. But the 
possible cannot account for its own existence, and if th~re wer~ a?solutely 
nothing but possibility in things, there would be not~mg. This 1s ~o say 
that, since there is something, there must be s~me be111~ who_se existence 
is necessary . If there are several necessary bemgs, thell" senes must ~~ 
fi ·te for the same reason as above. There is therefore a first necessa? 
b:;ng, to whose necessity all possible beings owe their existence , and this 

is what all men call God. . b 
A fourth way goes through the hierarchical degrees of p_erfection ° e~ 

served in things. There are degrees in goodness, truth , no~1hty and oth 
perfections of being. Now, more or less are always said with reference to 
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a term of comparison which is absolute. There is therefore a true and a 
~ood in itself , that is to say, in the last resort , a being in itself which 
1s the cause of all the other beings and this we call God. 

The fif_th way rests upon the order of things. All natural bodies, even 
those which lack knowledge, act for an end. The regularity with which 
by and_ large,_ they achieve their end, is a safe indication that they d~ 
not arnve at rt by chance and that this regularity can only be intentional 
and willed. Since they themselves are without knowledge, someone has 
to kn~w _for them. This primary Intelligent Being, cause of the purpose 
there 1s 111 natural things, is the being we call God. 10 1 

Since God is first from all points of view and with respect to all the 
rest, he cannot enter into composition with anything else. The cause of all 
other beings can enter into composition with none of them. Consequently 
God is simple. His simplicity itself has many consequences. Becaus~ 
corporeal bodies are in potency with respect to both motion and beino
they are not simple; hence God cannot be corporeal. For the sa;~ 
reason, since he is pure act , God is not composed of matter and form. He 
is not even a subject endowed with its own form, essence or nature. Di
vinity is something that God is, not that he has.102 But what is such a 
being which is all that he can be said to be, and has nothing? He is WHO 

rs. Since God is what other beings only hav e, there is in him no distinct 
essence to unite with the act of being. This unique being, the only 
one whose whole essence it is "to be," is so perfectly simple that it is its 
own being .103 

H this direct argument seems too abstract to satisfy the intellect let 
us_remember t~e co~clusions of each one of the five "ways." All parti~ular 
be~gs owe their existence to the Prime Cause. Consequently, they receive 
existence. In other words, what they are (i.e., their essence) receives from 
God the existence which it has. On the contrary, since the Prime Efficient 
Cause does not receive its own existence ( otherwise it would not be 
prime) there is no sense in which it can be said to be distinct from it. If 
there were such a thing as a pure and absolute "fire," it would not have 1 

~he nature of fire, it would be it. Similarly , God is not really "being"; he 
1s the very ~ct of what we call "to be." He does not share in it , he is it. 
Naturally, smce we have no experience of this unique beino- our mind is 
unable t? conceive it and our language has no perfectly fif{ing words to 
express 1t. From the very first moment we attempt to say what God is 
we must_ content ourselves with saying that he is not in the same way a~ 
other thmgs are. As has already been said, we do not know what it is 
for God "to be"; 104 we only know that it is true to say that God is . 
. The 1:1etaphysician thus joins, by reason alone , the philosophical truth 

hidden m the name that God himself has revealed to man: r AM WHO AM 

(Exod. 3, 14) . God is the pure act of existing, that is, not some essence 
or other, such as the One, or the Good, or Thought, to which might be 
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attributed existehce in addition; not even a certain eminent way of exist
ing, like Eternity, Immutability or Necessity , that could be attributed to 
his being as characteristic of the divine reality; but Existin g itself (ipsum 
esse) in itself and without any addition whatever , since all that could be 
added to it would limit it in determinin g it. If he is pure Existin g, God 
is by that very fact the absolute Plenitude of being ; he is therefore infinite . 
If he is infinite Being, he can lack nothing that he should acquire ; no 
change is conceivable in him ; he is ther efore sovereignly immutable and 
eternal , and so with other perfections that can be fittin gly attributed to 
him. Now, it is fitting to attribute all of them to him, for , if the absolute 
act of existing is infinite , it is so in the order of being ; it is therefor e 
perfect. 10 5 

Such is the cause of the many deficiencies of the language in which we 
express him. This God whose existence we affirm, does not allow us to 
fathom what he is; he is infinite , and our minds are finite; we must 
therefore take as many exterior views of him as we can, without ever 
claiming to exhaust the subject. A first way of proceedin g consists in 
denying everything about the divine essence that could not belong to it. 
By successively removing from the idea of God movement , change, 
passivity , composition , we end by positing him as an immobile, immovable 
being, perfectly in act and absolutely simple; this is the way of negation. 
But one can take a second way and try to name God according to the 
analogies obtaining between him and thin gs. There is necessarily a 
connection, and consequently a resemblance , between cause and effect. 
When the cause is infinite and the effect finite, it obviously cannot be 
said that the properties of the effect are found in it such as they are 
in the cause, but what exists in effects must also be pre-existent in their 
cause, whatever its manner of existing. In this sense, we attribute to God 
all the perfections of which we have found some shadow in the creature, 
but we carry them to the infinite. Thus we say that God is perfect, 
supremely good, unique , intelligent , omniscient , voluntary , free, and all
powerful , each of these attributes being reduced , in the last analysis , to 
an aspect of the infinite and perfectly single perfection of the pure act 
that God is.106 

4. CREATION 

In demonstrating the existence of God by efficient causality , we estab
lish at the same time that God is the creator of the world . Since he is 
absolute and infinite , God has within himself virtually the being and 
perfections of all creatures. The way in which finite being emanates 
from the universal cause is called creation. With respect to this problem, 
three points should be noted. First , the notion of creation is not intended 
to account for the existence of this or that particular thing , but of the 
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totality of what exists In th 3 7 3 
ver 'ft f . . e second place c t· 
. Y g1 o existence : there is nothino- . ' r~a ion can only be the 

time, and behold creature appears th "'' ~either thmg, nor movement nor 
of tim~. To say that creation is the e umv~rse of _things, of movement and 
cr~ate is an act which, apart from th:~;nat10n ~otzus esse, is to say that to 
It is ex nihilo . In the third place 'f b ~ator_~1mself, presuppos es nothino-. 
matter , it does presupp ose e j/ ' y efin!t!on, creation presupposes n~ 
because it is itself the pur; aci.u:f ~e~ defimt10n, a ~reative being which, 

Once these conditions are gel can cause fimte beings to exist.101 
becomes ~onceivable, and we !:o~~un _ed, the possibility of a creation 
act ?f bemg would not lack anythin ati/ must be f~ee. In fact , the pure 
not mcreased by anythino- if th gl the world did not exist and it is 
is, the~efore, radically co;tingen: :o;e~ e~ists. The existence or' creatures 
mean m saying that , if it ha at10_n to_ God, and that is what we 
happen , for, if we posit God afpens , creat10n is a free act. ow it can 
did, but of being itself the thr:eure aJ_t,_ not only of thought as Aristotle 
are realized: it is the ;roduction ~on it10ns re~uired for a true creation 
a production ex nihilo and th o the very existence of all that is it is 
tio f h , e cause of that p d f . ' 

n o t e divine act of beino- The :o uc ion is in the perfec-
creator, as it results from cre:t·o . co~nect10n between creature and 
noted at once that far from im \ ~' is ca led participation. It must be 
expression, on the ~ontrar . p ymg any. pantheisti c signification that 
b th h Y, auns at removmo ·t p • . ' 
. o t e bond uniting the creatu "' I . artic1pation expresses 
mtelligible, and the separation w~~ ~o the _c~eator, which makes creation 
To participate in the pure act o I~h proh1b1t~ them from intermin gling 
perfection which was pre-existent\n ~tcterfect1?n. of God is to possess ~ 
what one participates in . it is t d . ' but It is not to be "a part of" 
be· d h ' o enve and to rec . b . mg, an t e fact of receivin b . e1ve emg from another 
receiver is not God_ 1os g emg from God is the best proof that its 

. Thus creation is placed infinite! be] :m that there is no real relation ~et ow ge creator, so far below / 
etwee~ th~ngs and God. The world we:n o~ and. things, but only 

happenmg m the divine essence· an~om:s ~to b~mg without any chancre 
of God by a sort of natural ne~essit ye t : universe did not come o~t 
an in~elligence and a will. All the eff:~t:ut is manifestly the product of 
bu_t smce he is an infinite Intellioen of Go_d ~re pre-existent in him, 
bemg, all his effects are pre-exist:nt ~: a~d his mtelligence is his very 
mod~ of being. God knows, therefore all h ~1mff according to an intelligible 
and if he happens to produce them bee is e ects before producing them, 
because he has willed them Th . ~use_he knows them, it is therefore 
rei?ning in the world is sufficie:t s1;p ~ sight of _th: order and finality 
which produced things by a sort of o s _ow that it is not blind nature 
which_ freely chose its works.109 necessity , but an intelligent providence 

It is equally conceivable from this angle 
how a single being could 
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directly and immediately produce a multitude of beings. Certain Arabian 
philosophers, especially Avicenna, believed that from one cause can come 
only one effect. From this they concluded that God must create a first 
creature which creates in turn another, and so on. But Augustine had 
long since given us the solution of the problem. Since God is pure intel
ligence he must possess within him all the intelligibles, that is to say, the 
forms which will later be the forms of things, but which, so far, exist 
only in his thought. These forms of things which we call Ideas, are pre
existent in God as the models of things to be created and as the objects of 
divine knowledge. In knowing himself, not as he is himself, but as he 
can be participated in by creatures, God knows Ideas. The idea of a 
creature is therefore the knowledge God has of a certain possible imitation 
of bis perfection by a creatureP 0 And so it is that without lessening 
the divine unity, a multiplicity of things can follow from God. 

It would still remain to be seen at what moment the universe was 
created. The Arabian philosophers, Averroes in particular, claim they are 
interpreting the authentic thought of Aristotle by teaching that the world 
is eternal. In this doctrine, God remains the primary cause of things, but 
he is an infinite and immutable cause which, existing from all eternity, 
also produces its effect from all eternity. Others, on the contrary-and 
Saint Bonaventure was one of them-claim to demonstrate rationally that 

, the world did not always exist. Agreeing with Albert the Great on this 
point, Thomas considers that both sides can call up likely arguments in 
favor of their theses, but neither hypothesis is susceptible of demonstra
tion. Whatever may be the solution be wishes to establish, a theologian 
can seek the principle of bis demonstration only in things themselves or 
in the divine will that created them; now neither in one case nor the 
other does our reason fi.nd the basis for a veritable proof. To demonstrate 
is, in fact, to start from the essence of a thing to show that a certain 
property belongs to that thing. Now if we start from the essence of 
things contained in the created universe, we shall see that all essence, 
taken in itself, is indifferent to all consideration of time. The definitions 
of the essence of heaven, of man, of stone, are intemporal like all defini
tions; they give us no information on the question of knowing whether 
heaven, man or stone are or are not, have always or have not always 
existed. We can therefore find no help in the consideration of the world. 
But we i>hall not fi.nd any more help in the consideration of the primary 
cause, which is God. If God freely willed the world, it is absolutely im
possible for us to demonstrate that he necessarily willed it in time rather 

, than in eternity. The sole basis for our opinion is that God made his will 
manifest to us by revelation upon which faith is founded. Since reason 
cannot conclude, and since God bas informed us, we must believe that 
the world began, but we cannot demonstrate it and, strictly speaking, we 

do not know it.111 
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In this downgrade hierarchy of creatures the appearance of man, and 
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consequently of matter, marks a characteristic degree. M~n still _belongs 
to the series of immaterial beings through his soul, but his soul is not a 
pure Intelligence as the angels are. It is an i~tellect bec~use ~t _is still a 
principle of intellection and can know a certam type of mtelhg1ble; but 
it is not an Intelligence, because it is essentially the. act and form of a 
body. The human soul is an intellectual substance 1?de:d, but on: to 
which it is essential to be the form of a body and with it to constitute 
a physical compound of the same nature as all comrounds of matter and 
form namely a "man." This is why the human soul 1s at the lowest degree 
of in'telligent 'creatures; it is the furthest removed from all the perfections 
of the divine intellect. On the other hand, insofar as it is the form of 
a body, it dominates and prevails over it in such a way that t_he human 
soul marks the confines and a sort of horizon between the kmgdom of 
pure Intelliaences and the domain of corporeal beings.1

u 
In a sen;e, this doctrine complicates the structure of man; in another 

sense it simplifies it. In Thomism, there is in man (as in all cor?ore_al be
ings) a twofold composition. First, that of soul_ ~nd body, which is but 
one more particular case of the general composition of form and matter 
in corporeal beinas. Because it is a form, the human intellect makes matter 
become that of : human body and it makes man himself to be "what" 
he is. In the order of "whatness," which is that of essence and quiddity, 
form is supreme. There is no form of the form. The human intellect is the 
highest formal act in virtue of which a certain being is a m~n an_d _because 
of which all its operations are human operations. Secondly, sm:e it 1s acre
ated being there is in man a composition of essence and existence. True 
enough, it 'is through the form "soul" that existenc~ :omes to all t~e com
ponent elements of a human being, inclu~ing ~he hvm~ cells of his body, 
but before giving existence, the soul receiv~s 1t _from _its own c~eated act 
of being. For this reason, each corporeal bemg, mcludmg man, 1s the s:at 
of a twofold composition: that of matter with form, that of essence with 
its act of being.115 In this struct ure , esse, the act of being, is the keystone 
of the whole. It is the act of even the form; consequently, it is the act of 

al f • 116 
acts and the perfection of the form per ectwns. . . 

At the same time be was complicating finite being, Thomas was simpl_1-
fying it. The introduction of the co~position of. being an?. essei1:ce 111 

anaels permitted him to eliminate their hylomorph1c compos1t1on w1tho~t 
at;ib~ting to them the absolute simplicity of God. On the o_th~r h~nd, 111 

introducing the notion of the act of being, Thomas ~as ehmmatmg th~ 
plurality of forms in the composite. So long as the_re is no actus :ssendi 
distinct from the form, there is no reason why a bemg should not n1;clude 
a plurality of substantial forms held t?gether ~d ordered by the hi?hest 
one. True enough, even in the doctrine of Anst~tle,_ w~er~ there 1s ?o 
composition of essence and esse, there was a press'.n~ mv1tat1on to attrib
ute only one substantial form to each actually existing substance, but to 
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understand in this way the unity of man was to condemn the human soul 
to perish with the composite of which it is the form. The Aristotelian 
unity of the substantial form could not apply to a soul immediately 
created by God in the body and separable from it. How can the human ' 
soul be the sole substantial form of its body if, as Thomas does in the 
De ente et essentia, it is to be counted among the separate substances: "in 
substantiis separatis, scilicet in anima, intelligentiis et causa prima" ( ch. 
5)? So long as there was no act of the substantial form, theologians 
were bound to hesitate a long time before eliminating the other forms. 
On the contrary, as soon as Thomas posited esse as the act of the form, 
it became possible and necessary to eliminate the other ones. It became 
possible because, after the death of its body, the intellective soul still 
remains a substance composed of its essence and its act of being; hence 
it still can "subsist." It became necessary because, since form was to be 
conceived as the proper receiver of its act of being, the composition of 
esse with several distinct substantial forms would have given rise to 
several distinct actually existing beings. The radical elimination of the 
binarium famosissimum, i.e., hylomorphism and the plurality of forms, 
was not due to a more correct understandin g of the metaphysics of 
Aristotle but to the introduction , by Thomas Aquinas, of a new meta
physical notion of being. 

To each manner of being, its manner of knowing corresponds. By be
coming the immediate form of a body, the human soul loses its Augus
tinian aptitude to the direct apprehension of the intelligible. No doubt there 
still remains in us some faint glimmer of the divine rays; we still partici- , 
pate in the irradiation of which God is the source, since we end by 
finding in things the trace of the intelligible that was active at the time 
of their formation. The agent intellect each human soul possesses is the 
natural power by which we come nearest to the angels. Yet our intellect 
does not provide us with innate intelligible species; it cannot even directly 
receive them from the Separate Substances, nor from God; itself a form, 
it feeds on other sensible forms. Its highest function is the cognition of 
primary principles; these are pre-existent in us, at least virtually, and 
they are the first conceptions of the intellect. It is the perfection of the 
agent intellect to contain them virtually and to be capable of forming 
them, but it is also its weakness to be able to form them only in connec
tion with our perception of sensible things . The origin of human knowl
edge is therefore in the senses; it results from a collaboration between 
material things, senses and intellect. 

Itself a compound of a matter and form, man is only one among an 
enormous number of natures, that is to say, of material bodies each one 
having its form. The element which particularizes and individualizes these 
natures is the matter of each one of them; the universal element they 
contain is their form; knowing must therefore consist in isolating from 
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from principles by means of necessary syllogistic reasoning. This is so 
true that even his theolo gy has taken up the gener11l form of an Aristo
telian science made @ Of concfus10ns cfeduced from principles. Only, in 
the c ase of theology , the principles are accepted on t e strength of 
divine revelation , whereas , in scientific knowledge , properly so-called, the 
principles are accepted on the strength of sensible and of intellectual 
evidence. Moreover , it should be kept in mind that even thou gh Thomas 
Aquinas made his own the Aristotelian technique of logical demonstration , 
he himself has interpreted it and used it in his own way , with the tran
scendent liberty of a theolo gian who keeps the whole body of human 
knowledge permanently available for the work of salvation. Thomas 
Aquinas has done more than assimilate the body of known philosophical 
truth; he has deeply transformed it through his new interpretation of 
the firstp nnc1pie, namely , "being ." · 

6. THE END OF MAN 

All form is naturally active. In a being devoid of knowled ge, form is 
inclined only toward the complete realization of that being. In a being 
endowed with intelligence , the inclination can tend toward any one of 
the objects it apprehends , and this is the source of free activity and will. 
The proper object of the will is good as such; whenever the intellect 
present s some image of it, the will tends spontaneously to embrace it. 
Fundamentally, what the will seeks above all these forms of good it 
pursues , is the good in itself in which all these particular forms of good 
participate. If the human intellect could offer to us , as a known object , 
the Sovereign Good Himself , our will would cleave to it at once, and seize 
it with an immovable grip which would also be the most perfect liberty. 
But we do not directly see the supreme perfection ; we are therefore 
reduced to trying , by an incessantly renewed effort of the intellect , to 
determine those among the forms of good offered to us which are bound 
to the Sovereign Good by a necessary connection. And therein - at least 
here on earth-consists our very liberty. Since unshakable adherence to 
the Sovereign Good is denied us, our will can never choose except be
tween particular forms of good; how to determine the particular goods 
we should choose, and , knowing th em, how to determine our acts in view 
of these ends, is the fundamental problem of morality .U8 

The motion of the will moving itself and all the other powers of the 
soul towa rd a certain object is its "intention ." The proper obj ect of 
intention is a certain end. If , in order to reach an end , it is necessary first 
to desire certain means , one and the same intention runs throu gh our 
successive voliti ons of the different means ; this intention wills the mean s 
~ the end and , consequentl y, there is only one int ention..ior_ the 
means and for the end. ---

I 
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Since human acts deal with singular cases and objects , a deliberation is 
always necessary to establish the appropriate means required in view of 
the end. This deliberation ( consilium) terminates in a choice ( electio) and 
in the consent , or approval , given by our will to that choic~- This i_s, 
therefore , a complex operation in which the intellect and the will share m 
different ways.119 Through repeatin g similar moral choices we progres
sively form moral habits (habitus) whose effect it is to facilitate the cor
respondin g acts . When these habits are morally go~d, they are cal~ed 
virtues· when they are morally bad , they are called vices. The formatwn 
and de~elopment of the moral personality of each human individual ~s 
one with the acquisition of his own virtues and, unfortunately , of his 
own vices.120 Since the problem is one of personal dispositions , of edu
cation and of self-discipline , the deliberate acquisition of moral virtues 
and of moral vices is the very history of every moral being. 

Being a rational animal , man should rule his conduct accordin g to the 
laws of reason. He does it by correctly using his intellect whose specula
tive function it is to know the true and whose practical function it is 
to know the good. Like the speculative intellect , the practical intellect 
has its own principles. The first one is that we should desire what is good 
and avoid what is evil. What is good, for a rational being, is what agrees 

t 
, with its rational nature and , consequently , with reason. Every act that 

is conformable to reason, is good; every act that disagrees with reason, 
is evil. Virtue, then, is a permanent disposition to act conformably to the 
prescriptions of practical reason. We need intellectu al virtues in order to 
grasp the principles of human conduct (Intelli gence), to deduce from 
these principles the correct conclusions (Science) , and even to relate both 
principles and conclusions to the first principles and causes (Wisdom). All 
these are virtues of the intellect. Naturally, since morality is to be found in 
acts there must also be moral virtues properly so-called, whose seat is 
the ~ill. The three fundamental ones are justice , which regulates our acts 
every time the rights of other men are concerned ; temperance, which 
represses passions ; and force, which enables the will to comply with the 
commands of practical reason. An exceptionally important intellectual 
virtue , however , is _p_rudence. It is the progressively acquired habit of 
correctly solving particular moral problems. For indeed each concrete 
particular problem is a distinct case, different from all other ones because 
particular circumst ances are never twice identically the same. Th e prud~nt 
man is the one whose practic al jud gment is so sound that he can advise 
both himself and those who consult him in their practical moral prob
lems.121 He decides what it is best to do, given the circumstances of the 
case judo-ed in the light of the principles of speculative reason and of 
thei; rathmally deduced consequences. From beginning to end "moral 
virtue holds its goodness from the rule of reason." 

122 

These rules , however , do not merely say what seems to be right or 
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wrong accordin g to our own preferences. They are laws, that is to say 
commandments of reason prescribin g what is required for the commo~ 
good. The et:r_nal law is the dictate of the divine providence, and there
fore of_ the divme reason , governing the perfect community which we call 
the ~mverse. Inas~uch as man is subject to this eternal law of divine 
providence ,_ there is in him an imprint of it which is called natural law 
Moreover, masmuch as he is a rational creature man is subj;ct to th~ 
eternal law in a ~articularly excellent way. He do~s not simply undergo it, 
~s all natural be1~gs do,_ he also knows it and wills it. In man , therefore , 
.. the natural law is nothmg else than the rational creature's participation 

~f the eternal l~w." As to human laws, they are so many prescriptions 
? uman practical reason, promul gated by men vested in authority and 
m char ge of insurin g the common good of cities. Since they are human 
t~e:e laws too, when they are just , are so many participations of th~ 
d'.vme_ law. Every moral fault, or every sin, is before anything else a 
v1olat1_on of the law of nature , and through it , a violation of the laws 
prescribed to nature by the divine reason.123 

Whet~er man k_nows it or not , his love for the good and his pursuit 
of happmess are , m fact, two unconscious expressions of a natural desire 
for God whic~ nature alone is unable to fulfill. Thus the total destiny of 
ma~ reveals itself as early as this life in his permanent and fecund 
an~1ety for a beyond. There is for man a relatively supreme o-ood toward 
which he should tend durin g his earthly life; the proper objecr of ethics is 
to let us know what it is and to facilitate ouracces s to it. To know and 
ommate our passions , to eradicate vices, to acquire and preserve virtues 

to se~k happine s7 in man's highest and most perfect operation , that is t~ 
say, m t~ie-consideration of truth throu gh the study of speculative sci
en~es, this is the real beatitude , however imperfect , to which we can lay 
~laim h~re below. But our speculative knowledge, even imperfect as it is, 
1s sufficient to allo_w us to divine and confusedly desire what it lacks. It 
leads us to the existence of God, but it does not allow us to attain his 
~s~ence. H?w could a soul which knows itself to be immortal because it 
'.s immaterial not place in an otherworldly future the end of its desires and 
its true Supreme Good? 124 

7. THOMISM AT THE CROSSWAYS 

The doctrine of Th~mas Aquinas surprised his contemporaries. He was 
not a promot er of sCientific learnin g like Albert the Great or Robert 
Grosseteste. _To him the scientific knowledge of nature was in Aristotle, 
whose ?octn_ne he ~ad learned , commented upon and accepted , on the 
wh~le, m log1~, physics , astronomy , biology, psychology, metaphysics and 
ethics. Even. m his theology , which he could not borrow from Aristotle , 
Thomas Aqmna s had accepted the general notion of science, the empiricism 
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and the intellectualism of the Philosopher. The Aristotelians of bis time 
naturally considered him an ally, and indeed, be was one of them. 

This is so true that the representatives of the traditional theology could 
not help resenting his attitude on many points. They had no objections 
to his using the notions of matter and form; Augustine bad used them 
too, after Plotinus; but they did not like the Aristotelian definition of 
matter as pure potentiality: this made the efficient causality of secondary 
causes look too much like a creation. They also resented his application of 
the notion of form of the body to the definition of the human soul; how 
could the soul be an independent substance, if it was assimilated to other 
perishable material forms? The consequences of this new definition of 
the soul were doubly disturbing. In noetics, it entailed an empirical intel
lectualism, restricting the data of intellection to sense knowledge only and 
eliminating the supplement of light which the Augustinian soul used to 
derive, even in natural cognition, from the divine light. In metaphysics, 
it made it difficult to add to the proofs of the existence of God based 
upon physical creatures, those which Augustine had drawn from the 
existence of created intellectual effects, especially the divine nature of 
created necessary and immutable truth. Because the handmaid whose 
services were required by the new theology was no longer the same, the 
household was looking strangely different. The controversies about the 
unity or plurality of substantial forms, incidental to the new definition 
of the soul, were soon to manifest the importance of the philosophical and 
theological interests at stake in the discussion. 

Nor was this all. In a way, the Aristotelians were about as much dis
turbed as the Augustinians by the new theology. On two points, at least, 
Thomas Aquinas was following his own way, which was neither that of 
Augustine nor that of Aristotle. For deep-seated reasons, these two points 
were those which had been defined many centuries ago by the noverim me, 
noverim te of Saint Augustine: God and man. To the pure Self-Thinking 
Thought of Aristotle, and to the Dear Eternity of Augustine, Thomas 
Aquinas had substituted the Pure Act of Being, or Purum Esse. This was 
the same Christian God as that of Augustine; his traditional attributes 
remained the same, but because the God of Thomas Aquinas was philo
sophically different from those of Aristotle, and even of Saint Augustine, 
the relation of the world to him was conceived by Thomas in a new way; 
in short, the notion of being was becoming a new one. At the same time as 
a new theology was making its appearance, a new metaphysics was being 
offered to the meditation of the philosophers. From this point of view, 
the philosophy of Aristotle was finding itself, with respect to the Tho
mistic notion of esse, in the relation of matter to form, and Aristotelian 
metaphysics, too, was receiving a new act of being. The consequences of 
this event can hardly be calculated. Turned into the "proper receivers" of 
the act of being, the Aristotelian forms were becoming Thomistic forms; 
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the unity of compound substances was becoming a Thomistic unity. the 
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CHAPTER I 

LATIN AVERROISM 

As HAS already been said, the discovery of the Greek philosophical uni
verse was for the Latins an epoch-making event. From a certain point of 
view, its history coincides with that of the progressive discovery of 
Aristotle . By Aristot le, we should understand the doctrine of Aristotle as 
interpreted by his various commentators, including such theologians as 
Albert the Great and Thomas Aqu inas. Since, even today, historians still 
hesitate on the authentic meaning of Aristotelianism, it is no wonder that, 
in the thirteenth century , there was disagreement on its interpretation. 

Roughly speaking , two main interpretations of Aristotle attracted the 
attention of the masters in philosophy and theo logy up to about 1260-

1265, namely, those of Avicenna and Averroes. These were two different 
philosophies , and everybody knew it because Averroes himself had often 
blamed Avicenna for arbitrarily departin g from the authentic teaching of 
the Philosopher. From about 1261 on, a third Aristotle entered the 
schools with the commentaries of Thomas Aquinas. Like the preceding 
ones , this new Aristotle presented himself as the true one. Inspired , to a 
large extent, by older commentaries , including that by the Christian John 
Philoponus, the new interpretation eliminated many elements which Avi
cenna and Averroes had added to the letter of the Philosopher; at the same 
time, it offered a version of his doctrine which, often as historically justi
fiable as the preceding ones , was better adapted to the demands of Christian 
theology. To speak of an Avicennian, an Averroistic or a Thomistic Aris
totle is to point out three different interpretations of a fourth one.1 There 
was, however , this difference between them, that the Avicennian interpre
tation of Aristotle was the philosophy of Avicenna and that the Averro
istic interpretation of Aristotle was the philosophy of Averroes , whereas 
the Thomistic interpretation of Aristotle was not the philosophy of 
Thomas Aqu inas. Included in his own philosophy, the Aristotelianism of 
Thomas Aquinas was not co-extensive with it. 

From this point of view, the influence of Averroes would have raised no 
particular problem without the definite rosition it implied concerning the 
relation~philosophy and theology. Aristotle , Avicenna and Averroes 
were a 1 considered "philosophers" by the "theologians"; but, of the 
three, only Averroes had stressed the fact that philosophy should be kept 
apart from theology , and since he had blamed Avicenna for blending his 
so-called philosophy with religious beliefs, his Christian readers could 
not ignore his attitude on this point. Many Christian masters used Aver
roes as the best literal commentary on Aristotle at their disposal; their 
situation was that of a modern professor of history of philosophy trying 

387 
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call demonstration within the very domain reserved for reason. It is 
understood that the Trinity or other dogmas of this kind cannot be 
rationally demonstrated. But in what is ordinarily considered as demon
strable, there must also be a distinction between the demonstration taken 
as it is possible in itself and the demonstration taken as it is possible for 
us in the present state of our human condition. For some reason or other, 
our intellect which, by its very nature, should be capable of intellectl1al 
intuition , finds itself restricted to abstractive cognition. Even the whole 
range of being qua being is no longer accessible to it. Since the sole kind 
of being which it directly grasps is sensible being, the philosophers nat
urally mistook sensible being for being itself, with the consequence that 
they attributed to being itself characters which are proper to sensible 
being only. Hence, we find in the mind of Duns Scotus a general apprecia
tion of the work of the "philosophers" which affects his own doctrinal posi
tions. The science of sensible being naturally leads to a metaphysical doc• 
trine of universal necessity, whereas the consideration of being qua pure 
being leads to a metaphysics of the radical contingency of finite being. 
Theologians have, for the same reason, been liberated by theology from 
the limited outlook which was naturally that of the philosophers. The 
liberation of metaphysics is achieved in Scotism by the new task imparted 
to it by the theologian: to demonstrate by philosophical reasons the 
existence of the Infinite Being. 

The philosophical consequences of this new situation were manifold. 
After Scotus, a new importante is attributed to the notion of infinite. In 
theology, there appears a marked tendency to withdraw from the compe
tency of the metaphysician all the problems whose ultim ate answer hangs 
on the infinity of the divlne being. Philosophers can know that there is 
an infinite being, but concerning the essence of God precisely qua infinite, 
only the theologians have something to say and this only to the extent 
that revelation provides a starting point for their speculation. Because 
he considers finite beings in the light of Infinite Being, the theologian 
knows that God is absolutely omnipotent; that he is free to create or not, 
and to act through secondary causes or not; that he is omnipresent to 
all creatures and free to set up any moral code he pleases so long as it 
deals with rules of human conduct whose relations to his own essence are 
not necessary ones. Nothing of what depends on the free decisions of 
this absolutely free God is philosophically deducible. The very condition 
of some natural beings falls under this rule. What does not belong to 
them strictly in virtue of their essences cannot be deduced from their 

' 

nature; consequently, it is no object of philosophical demonstration. The 
immortality of the human soul is a point in case. Philosophical reasons 
may show it to be probable, and even more probable than its contrary, 
but they cannot demonstrate it as a necessary conclusion.70 
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be proved that God is present everywhere by his essen~e, or _that God is all-powerful at least in the absolute sense that he can immediately :rnd by himself al~ne cause what he causes thro~gh the agency of sec?ndary , causes. In short, the philosophers who exammed these ~ro?lems ~1th the help of reason alone were never able to rise to the Chnst1an not1?n of a free God. They stopped at a necessary primary caus~, necessar'.ly and eternally producing a primary and unique effect, wh~ch effect m t~rn necessarily produced several others , in virtue of the ~1xture o~ necessity and possibility included in each of them. From the_ pnmary bemg to our sublunary world, everything is interlinked by a sene~ of ne~essary ~ausal relations , which do not entail the presence of the Pnmary m th~ _d_1stant consequences of his act , but on the contrary , exclude th~ ~oss1bihty of his intervening by a free and immediate act, as the Chnstian God ~a~ always do. There was , therefore, about the time of Duns Scot~s,_ a cnticism of natural theolo gy wholly independent from the pnnc1ples of William of Ockham. And no wonder. If the conclusions of philosoph~ were identical with those of Aristotle, how could philosophy prove the existence and nature of the Christian God? However it was not in the direction of this criticism of natural theology that Scotis~ was later to evolve . The disciples of the S

1
ubtle Do~tor applied themselves to the task of completing the masters theological synthesis and to defending it against its opponents. For so~e of the_m, like Antonius Andreas (d .. 1320) , whose writings are still mmgled with those of Scotus himself, it is difficult to determine their perso~al c?ntribution.13 Literary history has not yet done its work on this pomt. For others such as the Provenc;al Franciscan Francis of Meyr~nnes ( d. after 13 2 8), their originality is already more easily discernibl_e. '

4 
Among his numerous writings should be mentioned the ~omme~tanes ~n Porphyry 's Jsagoge, on the Categories, on Aristotle s Perih ermenia ~ and physics; a Commentary on the Sentences, Quodlibeta a_nd a_ senes_ of treatises, almost all of them important for the study of his ph1losop~1cal thought: On the Univocity of Being , On Transcende:7-tals, etc. Fr~nc1s of Meyronnes knew Duns Scotus personally, and was his student durmg_ the master's sojourn in Paris from 1304 to 1307; he undoubtedly remamed his disciple, but a disciple who himself took on th_e aspect of a ~aster. A celebrated Scotist of the fifteenth century, Wilham of Vaurou~llon (d. 

14
6

4
) , after having recalled, in the oratorical style of the time , the famous "triad of Doctors": Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventure, Duns Scotus, immediately adds a second: Francis of . ~eyronnes, He~ry of -~~ent and Giles of Rome . In this same text Wilham of Vauromll?n cnticizes Francis for his peculiar habit of always dividing an~ argu1~~ on four points, even when three were enough. Three good pomts, Wilham says, are better than four bad ones. . . . Faithful to the univocity of being and to the formal distmct1on, those 
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two bastions of Scotism, Francis interpreted in his own .way the theory of the "intrinsic modes of being ," which occupies so central a place in Scotus' theology. In full agreement with his master 's ontology, Francis identifies being with entity ( essentia) to which he attributes an extensive series of intrinsic modes. The essence of God is first posited as entity ( essentia); in the second moment, it is posited as " this particular entity"; in the third moment , as this here "infinite entity"; in the fourth moment, as the actually existing infinite entity. Existence , therefore, in God as in all the rest, is nothing other than an intrinsic mode of essence. Taken literally, this position entails the curious consequence, th at the essence of God, taken purely as essence, does not immediately include existence. This does not mean that God is not by his own essence (ens per se) but that his existence is a modality of his essence , not that very essence taken as such. That was going astray from Duns Scotus along an authentically Scotist road. On the other hand , Fran cis of Meyronnes abandoned his master on two important points. He absolutely refused to admit that divine Ideas were not formally identical and absolutely coeternal with God. Francis expressly went back to Saint Augustine on this point, and William of Vaurouillon , as a good upholder of Scotist orthodoxy, was to reproach him sharply for this infidelity to Duns Scotus. This first point was, moreover , linked in his mind to a second one. Francis of Meyronnes refused to make of the Idea a simple "secondary object" of divine knowledge , because he himself attributed more reality to it than that of a simple object of cognition (ens cognitu.m). As he conceived it, the divine Idea seemed to possess a "being of essence" analogous to the one Duns Scotus had criticized in Henry of Ghent. One sentence from Francis of Meyronnes, to which P. Duhem has drawn attention, shows what evolution was then taking place in the general conception of the universe . It is found in his Commentary on the Sentences, lib . II, dist. 14, q. 5: "A certain Doctor says that , if the earth were in movement and the heavens at rest, that arrangement would be better. But this is disputed because the diverse movements of the celestial bodies could not be accounted for." The movement of the earth was therefore already no longer considered by everyone to be an absurdity , but obviously Francis of Meyronnes remained faithful to the old doctrine , and it is a pity he did not name the unknown Doctor. The essential features of Scotism are found in another member of a group of Franciscans whose work dates from the fourteenth century. In his Commentary on the Sentences, John of Bassoles (d. 1347) upholds the reality of genera and species, in the sense Duns Scotus meant it,7·• that is to say, not as universals (for universality , or predicability as such, is the work of the intellect), but as distinct realities constitutive of essences ( Genus et differentia dicunt distinctas realitates in eadem essentia ejus quad est per se in genere). Animality and rationality signify 
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tude, signs of which were beginning to multiply toward the end of the 
fourteenth century. 

CHAPTER III 

DISINTEGRATION OF SCHOLASTIC THEOLOGY 

"ScHOLASTICISM begins to get interesting after Thomas Aquinas." Quoting 
this remark of Hans Meyer , P. Bayerschmidt adds that , "by his in
spired conception of philosophy and theology, Thomas Aquinas put 
to his time questions which touched the spirit of the West like a magic 
wand and stimul ated it to push research to the utmost." This is perfectly 
true , only it does not mean that, in making his contemporaries and 
successors think in a deeper metaphysical way, Thomas Aquinas succeeded 
in winning them over to his own doctrinal positions. 

In a letter of May 20, 1346, to the masters and students of the Uni
versity of Paris, Pope Clement VI blamed some of them for "disregard
ing and despising the time-honored writings of the Philosopher as well 
as of the other ancient masters and commentators whose text they should 
follow so far as it does not contradict the CathoHc faith." The atmosphere 
was then very different from that of the early thirteenth century. The 
philosophical authority of Aristotle was so firmly established about 1350 
that even the popes made it a duty for the Parisian masters to follow 
his doctrine. The importance of this peculiar Aristotle was, historically 
speaking, not only considerable but, in a sense, decisive. Augustinianism, 
Averroism, Scotism, Ockhamism have opposed Thomism from without, 
but ever since 12 70, this "Aristotle not contrary to faith" had begun to 
oppose Thomas Aquinas within the so-called Thomistic school itself. In 
the fourteenth century, after a short period of hesitation, all the Domini
cans became Thomists in virtue of the fact that they were Dominicans, 
but some of them were also good Aristotelians and their effort to keep 
faith with this double allegiance resulted in the birth of an Aristotle that 
was neither Averroes, nor Thomas Aquinas, nor even Aristotle himself, 
but , precisely , an "Aristotle not contrary to faith." This attempt to purify , 
Thomism from Thomas Aquinas by replacing the metaphysics of the 
Angelic Doctor with that of a moderate Aristotelianism was beaded for 
a brilliant future; its triumph will last as long as that of Cajetan. In the 
fourteenth century, it brought about the disintegration of Thomism in the 
Dominican school and the disintegration of Scotism in the Franciscan 
school. In short , it caused the disintegration of the thirteenth-century 
scholastic theology. 

This hesitation is noticeable, at the beginning of the fourteenth century , 
even among certain Dominicans that the discipline of the Order should 
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position is that it takes the notion of infinity seriously, that is, otherwise 
than as meaning a finite reality exceedingly greater than the other ones. 
Between the true infinite and anything finite, there is no proportion. 

First of all, the infinite 4s a maximum; as an absolute maximum, it is 
one (since nothing can be ehher added to, or subtracted from it); since 
it is unity, it is entity (because unity and being ate convertible); if the 
absolute maximum is one) it is all; if it is all, all things are in it and all 
things are by it; it is wholly unco:ntracted (restricted to the form of any 
particular being). For the same reason, since it is all, nothin g else can 
oppose the infinite; it has therefore no contrary; in consequence, this 
maximum is also a minimum. In short, the infinite is the absolute and 
perfect coincidence of contraries (I, 2). 

Nicholas was fully aware of the import of this new notion, especially 
in regard to its methodological consequences. I:n this order, the new notion 
of infinity entailed nothing less than a revolution. All the mediaeval 
philosophies and theologies had been swayed by the Aristotelian principle 
of contradiction. Anybody inviting Thomas Aquinas, Siger of Brabant, 
Duns :scotus, Ockham or Nicholas of Autrecourt to argue from this 
principle, or in conformity with il, was assured of a favorable an~w:r. 

I 
Nicholas of Cues sees in this universal agreeme_nt ~n the absolute ~ah~1ty 
of the principle of contradiction the common 1llus1on, not of nommahsm 
only, but of Aristotle and all his followers. In his Apology for_ Lear,ned 
Unknowing, he expressly protests against the "present p-redom'ina~ce of 
the Aristotelian sect, which considers the coincidence of opposites a 
heresy, whereas its admission is the starting point of the ascension to 
mystical theology" (p. 6). In short, the new doctrine demanded the 
rejection of the dialectics 1of Aristotle. In Nicholas' own mind, there was 
nothing new about this demand. He was inviting his contemporaries to 
return to Hermes Trismegistos, Asclepius and Denis the Aeropagite. Many 
had done this before him, but nobody had realized that to do it com
pletely entailed the rejection of the Aristotelian dialectics of the principle 
of contradiction. Nor did Nicholas imagine that many woL1ld listen to his 
advice. Speaking of the Aristotelians, Nicholas 'remarks that it takes a 
sort of miracle, something like a religious conversion, to see one of them 
reject Aristotle in order to rise up to something better (A pol., p. 6). 
Philosophically speaking, Nicholas was positing contradiction and its 
progressive overcoming as the proper way toward truth. Instead of care
fully avoiding it as fatal to philosophical thinking, Nicholas exhorted his 
readers to enter the thickness of a reality whose very essence, since it is 
permeated with the presence of the infinite, is the coincidence of opposites. 
Before finding another philosophy remotely resembling this one, at least 
in its attitude toward the principle of contradiction, one would have to 
wa:it for the nineteenth century and for the method of Hegel. 

In Nicholas of Cues, however, the philosopher is not in quest of a supreme 
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concept virtually including all concept; his intention is to drown all 
conceptual distinctions in the unity of mystical intuition. Not to achieve 
perfect conceptualization, but to overcome it , is his own ideal. This result 
can be achieved provided we remember that finite and sensible beings, such 
as they are given to us in concrete experience, are, in a way, so many 
moments included in the unfolding of the Infinite, which is God. But 
this statement calls for some precisions. 

Among the adversaries of the doctrine, John Wenck pointed out at 
once that the teaching of the Learned Unknowing was headed for a 
confusion of God and creatures, that is, for what we today call panthe
ism.81 In fact, what Nicholas says becomes pantheistic as soon as one 
forgets the nature of infinity. In the doctrines of Denis, Maximus Confes
sor and Scotus Erigena, there could be no confusion of being between 
God and creatures for the simple reason that God is above being. Since 
God is not, no creature can share in his being . For the same reason, in 
Nicholas' own doctrine, the finite cannot possibly be the infinite. To 
participate in the infinite is to be finite. If it did not somehow share in 
what is the cause of all, the finite would be nothing at all. Moreover, 
in this doctrine, there is no sense in asking such questions. So long as 
he has not yet reached the contemplation of God, the dialectician may 
well ask them; but then he is arguing about something he does not know. 
If, instead of attempting to triumph in what he says about a knowledae 
which he has not, the same dialectician strove to acquire it, he would 
realize that, when that knowledge is there, nothing can be said about it 
(Apologia, pp. 7-8). All this business about confusing God with creatures 
ceases to make sense once the finite order of contradictory notions has 
been overcome. It does not apply to the Infinite which i,s not the sum 
total of all finites plus a great many possible ones, but, rather, the 
ineffable coincidence of the maximum and the mjnimum. 

The true method that leads to learned u.nknowing is therefore possible, , 
but it is entirely different from the usually received ones. Far from con
fusing God with creatures, it first positr, that finite and infinite are in
commensurable; as has been said, there is no "proportion" between 
them. Where there is no proportion, no precise cognition is possible; the 
precise relation of equality, or of adequacy between intellect and 
thing, which philosophers require for the possibility of truth, is neces
sarily relative to the degree of unity that belongs to the thing. Whether 
it be an individual, a species, a genus, a moment in time or a place 
in space, no two finite beings are so similar or equal that an infinite 
number of higher degrees of similitude or equality between them does not 
remain possible. However equal, the measure and the measured remain 
always different. Where there is absolute unity, neither measure nor 
things to be measured are left. Consequently, precise truth is impossible. 
"The quidcUty of the things, which is the truth of beings, is inaccessible 
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in its purity; all philosophers have investigated it, but nobody has dis
covered it such as it is; and the deeper we shall steep ourselves in this 

, ignorance, the nearer we will find ourselves to truth " (Apologia, I, 3). 
In order to make clear the peculiar nature of the presence of the infinite 
to finite realities, Nicholas often resorts to examples borrowed from 
geometry. Had he followed this line of thought as a mathematician , he 
would have found himself very near the modern notion of the mathe
matical infinite , but his own intention only was to show that all things 
are to the maximum as the infinite line is to finite lines. When he comes 
to the concrete applications of his principle, Nicholas falls back upon 
Denis rather than upon mathematics (op. cit., I, 16-17). For indeed the 
problem then is: what is it, for a finite being , to participate in unity, and 
therefore in being? It is to be posited in a being whose measure is defined 
by its distance from the maximum (I, 18). God is this maximum ; since, 
precisely qua maximum, he is the minimum, God is the simultaneous 
mutual implication ( complicatio) of all things, even the contradictory 
ones (Deum esse omnium complicationem, etiam contradictoriorum, I, 
44). In the first place, this accounts for the possibility of the divine 
providence. Secondly, it shows the reason why, according to Denis , nega
tive theology is the only kind of language that fits the absolute tran
scendency of the maximum (I, 26). Thirdly, it invites us to reform our 
usual notion of the universe. 

Philosophers say that the world is finite. If we call universe all that is 
not God, they are right. Only God is infinite; so the universe is finite; 

L but since, on the part of God, an infinity of larger and larger created 
worlds remain possible, we had better say that the world is neither infinite 
nor finite; it is "infinite in a privative sense," that is to say, in this sense 
that its matter cannot extend beyond its limits. Its being is "contracted" 
by the condition of its nature. This is the only way there is for us to 
conceive some sort of proportion between the universe and God (II, 1). 

For God, to create all things is to be all things (II, 2, p. 66). For 
creatures, to be created is to participate in God, not by taking up a "part" 
of him (since the infinite has no parts and is out of proportion with the 
finite, p. 6 7), but by imitating him as images reflect an object in a 
mirror. In this case, however, there is not even a mirror. To the extent 
that language is here possible, creatures are just images. If he ever read 
this, Berkeley must have felt interested (sicut imago speciei in speculo
posito quod speculum, ante aut post, per se et in se nihil sit; II , 2 , p. 67). 

Let us then posit the maximum. It involves everything by mode of 
reciprocal implication. It involves even motion , which is a serially ordered 
rest ( quies seriatim ordinata). Keeping in mind that this ordered rest is 
in the maximum by mode of implication , we can conceive actual motion 
as its explication: motus igitur est explicatio quietfr_. Time _ is na.t.bing 
but an ordered presence, for the now is present, 1Iie past has been 
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present, the future shall be present. So past and future are the expli
cation (unfolding of the pr=ts'ent, just as the present is the implication 
of all present times, either in what we call past or in what we call future. 
In a similar way, "God is implicating all things in this sense that all 
things are in him; he is explicating all things in this sense that he is in 
all things" (II, 3, p. 70). This is about all we can know concerning this 
problem, namely, that creation is an unfolding or explication of God. The 
how of this escapes us. For indeed, since God is all, the creature is 
nothing. Remove God from creature, there is nothing left. If we say that 
God is in the creature , then the plurality of things arises from the fact 
that "God is in nothingness." And indeed, a creature is not to God even 
what an accident is to a substance. How could we comprehend the pres
ence of God in what is not in any way a being? It is impossible. Creatures 
are to God in the same relation as its images are to our own face when 
they multiply in a series of mirrors (II, 3; pp. 71-72). Only let us re
member that, in the case of creatures, there is not even a mirror. 

As can be seen, this is the very type of a universe in which "every
thing is in everything." The old saying of Anaxagoras, "quodlibet esse in 
quolibet" suits Nicholas of Cues perfectly (II, 5). The whole universe 
is in everything in a contracted way and since Nicholas adds that every 
actually existing thing "contracts" within itself the universe , it is hardly 
a joke, after saying that "everything is in every thing"; to add: "and 
inversely." It would be somewhat intricate, to follow Nicholas in his 
description of the "various degrees of contraction of the universe" (II, 
6). This part of his theology is ultimately related to one of the most 
obscure parts of the doctrine of Nicholas, the notion of matter. Seldom 
clear , this notion is particularly difficult to define here because, if God 
is everything, he must also be matter, a conclusion which Nicholas only 
avoids by establishing that , strictly speaking, absolute matter does not 
exist. 

What could absolute matter be? Nothing more than absolute possibility. 
Now absolute possibility is God. God is not absolute possibility by 
privation of all forms, as was the case with matter in ancient philosophies; 
he is the infinite possibility of all things because, in himself, all things are 
himself in act. Now, among the possibles , absolute possibility is least 
capable of actual existence. Even the ancients, when they defined matter 
as absolute possibility, regularly added that, for this very reason, it was 
practically nothing. Infinitely actual inasmuch as they are God, the pos
sibles are almost nothing inasmuch as they are themselves. Outside of 
the pure possibility which is identical with the pure actuality of God 
( coincidence of opposites) pure possibility without actuality of its own 
cannot exist. Every particular possibility, then, is contracted by an act. 
God is the cause of this act and since it has a cause, the existence 
of every contracted possibility is contingent. Consequently its act too is 
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contingent. In short, just as its act is contracted by possibility, possibility 
is contracted by its act (II, 8). There is no such thing as absolute matter 
in things because God alone is the coincidence of absolute actuality and 
absolute possibility. 

After studying the school of Chartres and on entering the new Aristo
telian world of the thirteenth century, it looked as though we bad left 
behind us a mental universe gone beyond recall. One cannot even imagine 
how completely out of date a lecture by Thierry of Chartres would have 
sounded at the thirteenth-century Faculty of Arts of the University of 
Paris. In fact , it would have been impossible. Yet , at the end of the 
fifteenth century, Aristotelianism itself was in turn reaching the term of 
its course. It was going in circles. Then Nicholas went back to Chartres. 
The critical edition of his Learned Unknowing abounds in references to 
Thierry of Chartres, to Gilbert of la Porree, to Clarenbaud of Arras , 
John of Salisbury and others whose inspiration was akin to his own doc
trine. Nicholas went still farther back into the past, to the sources 
of these latter sources: Chalcidius, Macro bi us, Asclepius, Hermes Tris
megistus were names familiar to him, and since their Platonism agreed 
with the doctrine of Denis the Aeropagite, Nicholas could not doubt 
that they were substantially right. At the end of an age which is 
commonly described as having been swayed by Aristotle , this cardinal 
of the Holy Roman Church calmly decided that the logic of Aristotle , 
inspired by the present condition of man, was no fitting instrument to 
investigate a universe created by the infinite God of Christianity. Instead 
of a logic made to separate , Nicholas wanted a logic made to unite, for 
indeed, no other one could successfully apply to a universe in which 
everything is in everything. Aristotle himself had known this truth 
(Metaph., III, 5, 1009a, 27) but he had discarded it as one of those 
antiquated positions which philosophy outgrows in the course of its prog
ress. But to Nicholas, who was reading it almost twenty centuries after 
Aristotle had reported it, the doctrine of Anaxagoras appeared as full of 
life, still well worth exploring and teeming with possibilities. Ideas never 
die ; they are ageless and always ready to revive in the minds which need 
them, just as ancient seeds can germinate again when they find a fertile 
soil. 

3 . GREEK PHILOSOPHY AND CHRISTIANITY 

The fourteen centuries of history whose development we have attempted 
to summarize were dominated by two distinct influences, Greek philos
ophy and Christianity. Every time educated Christians came in contact 
with Greek philosophical sources, there was a blossoming of theological 
and philosophical speculation. Ancient Rome had produced no philosophy. 
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The__ Ciceronian tradition , which never disappeared from the l\orizon l 
during the m~d~:l~e a?es, played an extremely important part in the history 
of Western c1v1hzat10n, and, through Petrarch it became a decisive factor 
in bringing about the revival of classical bum~nism , but one does not see - ..., 
any philos?phical_ doctrine whose origin could be traced back to any 
~?ma_n wnter. Cicero, Seneca, even Lucretius have been busy popular-
lZlng ideas of Greek origin ; they did not add anything i,mportant to their 
sources. The philosophical sterility of ancient Rome seems to be a fact. 
It acc~unts for t_his oth~r fact, that the men of the middle ages never 
found 111 the Latm clasSJcs more than secondary sources of information 
incapable of initiating a new philosophical movement. 

The ignorance of the Greek language, very general in the West after 
the fall of the Roman Empire, had for its result a severance of the 
Latins from the perennial source of Greek thou ght in the Western world. 
From the fourth century on, the role of the translators became ex
tremely important. Practically every notable event in the history of 
Western thought in the middle ages is tied up with the presence of a man 
who had studied in Greece, or who knew Greek and had tran slated some 
Greek philosophical writings, or who had had access to such translations. 
Marius Victorinus translated Plotinus into Lati,n: we are indebted to 
him for making possible the doctrine of Saint Augustine. Then nothing 
happened up to the time of Boethius, but Boethius translated the Or
ganon of Aristotle and he knew the Platonism of Alexandria; hence the 
whole history _of mediaeval l~gic and even, owing to the theological opus
cules of Boetl11us, a large sect10n of the Latin theologico-philosophical spec
ulation in the West up to the end of the twelfth century. Then aoain 
~othing _happened until t~e Greek writings of Denis the Aeropagite expl;ded 
111 ~he mnth century Latm world. The immediate result was the Division of 
Nature by Scotus Erigena, a doctrinal synthesis to which nothin g com
pares between the ninth and the twelfth centuries. Even the works of 
Saint Anselm of Canterbury, whose dialectical genius is beyo~d discussion 
and whose Philosophical gifts are evident, betray a certain metaphysical 
dryness probably due to the fact that, apart frol)1 logic, his main source 
in P,g,ilosophy was Augustine instead of being the Greek sourc~ of Auous
tine. After Anselm, the twelfth century school of Chartres draws° its 
inspiration fro_gi Chalcidius and other Platonic sources ; Abelard feeds 
on the Greeks through Boethius; Bernard of Clairvaux opens the great 
tradition of Western speculative mysticism on account of his familiarity 
with the Greek theology of Gregory of Nyssa. Last, not the least the 
arrival of Aristotle's encyclopedia at the enq of the twelfth century 're~d 
either in itself or in its interpretations by Avicenna ~nd Averroes initiates 
the flowering of Christian speculation which we call scholastic,ism. The 
Philosopher par excellence was a Greeki the author of the El ements of 
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Theology was a Greek; seen from this point of view, the philosophical 
speculation of the middle ages appears as a sort of appendix to the his
tory of Greek philosophy. 82 

But there is another side to the picture. Something happened to philos
ophy during the fourteen centuries which we call the middle ages. The 
easiest way to see what happened to it is to remember the general view 
of the world propagated by the last Greek philosophers and to compare 
it with the interpretation of the world common to the founders of modern 
philosophy, namely, Descartes , Malebranche , Leibniz, Spinoza and Locke. 
In the seventeenth century , the commonly received philosophical notions 
of God, of the origin of the world, of the nature of man and of his 
destiny are strikingly different from those which the middle ages had 
inherited from the Greeks . Strict monotheism , an undisputed truth in 
the minds of all the metaphysicians of the thirteenth century , is only one 
of the points in case. In its content, the metaphysics of Descartes was 
much more a continuation of the metaphysics of the scholastics than of 
the Greeks. He himself was a Christian and it is no wonder that his 
philosophy continued, in a most original way, the tradition of the Chris
tian theology of the middle ages. True , Descartes called it a philos
ophy , and it certainly was one, but the upshot of his M editations on 
Prime Philosophy was to confirm by a new method all the main conclu
sions already established in metaphysics by Augustine, Anselm, Bonaven
ture, Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus: the existence of one single God, 
infinite in being and in power, free creator of heaven and earth, conserv
ing the world by his all-powerful will and acting as a Providence for 
man whose soul can be proved to be spiritual in nature . With Descartes, 
Malebranche and Leibniz, the point of departure of modern philosophy 
coincides with the point of arrival of mediaeval theology. Even Spin0za 
cannot be fully accounted for without taking into account the speculation 
of the middle ages. To overlook what happened to philosophy in the 
thirteenth century is to deprive the history of Western thought of its 
continuity and, by the same token, its intelligibility. 

This duality of nature explains the existence of two historical perspec
tives on the development of mediaeval speculati on. Some historians prefer 
to follow its philosophical axis. The literary history of the progressive 
rediscovery of the Greek philosophical sources then becomes of paramount 
importance ; from the end of the twelfth century on, Aristotle figures 
as the leading character in the play; Averroes and his followers then 
become, despite their occasional errors, the representatives of philosophy 
qua pure philosophy in the middle ages, or, at least , of the purely philo
sophical spirit from the thirteenth century up to the beginnin g of modern 
times. This is not only a perspective legitimate in itself, but one which 
answers an incontrovertible reality. It coincides with the very perspec
tive adopted by the first modern philosophers on mediaeval speculation. 
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of the Church and by scholastics does not fall under the competence of 
their historian. The least that a historian can say about this, however, 
is that apart from their ignorance of the facts , there is no excuse for 
those who describe the middle ages as a long period of philosophical 
stagnation. It might have been one. The Catholic Church could have 
condemned all philosophical speculation, including the very study o,f 
philosophy , as opposed to Christian faith. The Cl;lristian priests and 
monks could have been forbidden by the Church to indulge in such 
studies , to open schools and to teach doctrines that bad been taught by 
pagans at a time when the gospel had not yet been preache~ to the 
Gentiles . The popes could have condemned all efforts to achieve any 
understanding of faith by means of philosophical speculation. Only no 
such thing happened during the middle ages ; in fact the very reverse 
took place between the times of Justin Martyr and those of Nicholas 
of Cues. It is not a good thing to judge fourteen centuries on the ground 
of their historical misrepresentation. 83 

The intrinsic value of this Christian philosophy in the middle ages is 
a point for every philosopher to decide in the light of his own judgment . 
Most of them have their own opinion about it, but this opinion is not 
always founded upon a first-hand knowledge of the doctrines at stake. 
Now there is an excellent excuse, if not for judging what one does not 
sufficiently know, at least for not sufficiently knowing it. Life is short 
and the history of philosophy is growing longer every year. But if any 
Christian master felt the same indifference with respect to the history of 
scholasticism, he would be less easily excusable, because this is his own 
personal history or, at least, that of his own personal philosophical tradi
tion. This tradition is not a dead thing; it is still alive and our own 
times bear witness to its enduring fecundity. There is no reason why this 
fecundity should come to an end. On the contrary , it can be expected to 
exhibit a new vitality every time it will re-establish contact with its 
authentic methods and its true principles, whose permanent truth is 
independent of time. The only object of the history of Christian philos
ophy, apart from being a history like all the others, is to facilitate access 
to the perennial sources of Christian speculation. 

If , on the whole, this history has not completely misrepresented its 
object , it can be said that the treasure of Ch:ist!an philosophy in _the 
middle ages exhibits an amazing wealth of still mcompletely expl01ted 
ideas. But even leaving them aside, this history should convey to its 
readers an invitation to establish personal contact with at least three 
main schools of thought which no Christian philosopher can afford to 
ianore. Augustine will introduce him to a metaphysical method based 
l~pon the data of personal introspection; Duns Scotus ':ill int:oduce h!m 
to a metaphysical universe of essences; Thomas Aqumas will tell him 
what happens to such a universe when existence is aqqed to essenc;:es as 
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a further metaphysical dimension. Had they bequeathed to us nothing 
more than these three pure philosophical positions , the scholastics would 
still remain for all Christian philosophers the safest guides in their quest 
for a rationally valid interpretation of man and the world . 

At this point, our philosophical problem arises once more: how can 
a speculation be rational and philosophical if it is tied up with religious 
beliefs? Here again, history as such has no competence to answer the 
question. It knows, however, that far from sterilizing philosophical spec
ulation , this alliance of two distinct orders of thought has given philos
ophy a new life and brought about positive philosophical results . The 
history of the influence of Christianity on the development. of modern 
philosophy , quite independently of scholasticism and sometimes even in 
reaction against its methods , would be another field of investigation. From 
what little is already known of it, it appears that objectivity in judg
ment and freedom from settled intellectual prejudices are not the exclu
sive property of pagan philosophers, that reason is not always found 
at its best on the side of what is commonly called rationalism , and that, at 
any rate , the range of intelligibility is incomparably wider than that of 
reason. This is a lesson which only the frequentation of the true philo
sophical master minds can teach us. Why should we feel afraid of living 
in their company? No real master will ever invite us to listen to him
self, but to the truth of what he says, such as we ourselves can see 
it in our own minds . In these matters, nothing can replace personal ex
perience, and none can be more precious than this one if it is true to 
say, with Thomas Aquinas , that the "highest felicity of man consists 
in the speculation through which he is seeking the knowledge of truth." 
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apolis (Nablous) of pagan parents; a 
convert to Christianity before 132; died 
a martyr in Rome under prefect Junius 
Rusticus ( 163-167) . Wrote a First Apol
ogy to Emperor Hadrian (152); Dia
logue with Trypho (155); Second Apol
ogy, to Marcus Aurelius (ca. 161); On 
the Resurrection (fragments, date un
known) .-EDITIONS. Greek and Latin 
transl., PG., vol. 6. Otto, S. Justini ... 
Opem quae feruntur omnia, 3 ed., 5 vols ., 
Jena, 1876-1877. Greek text only, A. W. 
Blunt, The Apologies of Justin Martyr, 
Cambridge, 191r. Greek and Latin, G. 
Rauschen, S. Justini Apologiae duae, 
Bonn, 191r. Greek and French, G. Ar
chambault, 2 vols., Paris, 1909. English 
transl. AN., (Buffalo), I, 159-272 (Apolo
gies and Dialogues); 294-299 (On the 
Resurrection); 305-306 (Acta S. S. Jus
tini et Sociorum). A. L. William, The 
Dialogue, SPCK., N.Y., 1930. T. B. Falls, 
Saint Justin Martyr: The first Apology, 
The second Apology, Dialogue with Try
pho, Exhortation to the Greeks, Discoitrse 
to the Greeks, The Monar.chy, N.Y. 
( Christian Heritage), 1 949 .-BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
C. Clemen, Die religionsphilosophische Be
deutung des stoisch-christlichen Eudemo
nismus in Justins Apologie, Leipzig, 1890. 
J. Riviere, S . Justin et les Apologistes du 
Ile siecle, Paris, 1907. Pfiittisch, Der 
Einftuss Platons auf die Theologie Justins 
des Martyrers, in Forschungen zur christl.
Literatur und Dogmengeschichte, Pader
born, 10, 1910. A. L. Feder, Justins des 
Martyrers Lehre van Jesus Christus dem 
M essias und dem M enschengewordenem 
Sohne Gottes, Freiburg i. Br., 1906 (im
portant). A. Puech, Les Apologistes ... , 
46-147 (important). M. J. Lagrange, OP., 
Saint Justin, philosophe et martyr, Paris, 
1914. C. C. Martindale, St. Justin the 
Martyr, London, 192r. E. Goodenough, 
The Theology of Justin Martyr, Jena, 
1923 (bibliography, 295-320). G. Bardy, 
Saint Justin et le Stoicisme, RSR., 13 
(1923) 491-510; 14 (1924) 33-45. G. 
Bardy, art. Justin (saint), DTC., 8 
(1925) 2228-2277 (bibliography). A Casa
massa, Gli Apologisti e i Polemisti del II 
secolo, Roma, 1935. W. von Lovenich, Das 
Johannes-Verstiindnis im zweiten Jahr
hundert, Giessen, 1932 (Justin, Gnosis, 
Irenaeus: important). J. Champonier, 
Naissance de l'humanisme chretien, Bulle
tin G. Bude, 1947, 58-68. M.-M. Sagnard, 
OP., Y a-t-il un plan du Dialogue avec 
Tryphon? Melanges de Ghellinck, I 
(1951) 171-182.-B-ET., 2323-2330. 

• See Tatian, Address to the Greeks, 25; 
AN., (Edinburgh), III, 30. 

10 Dialogue with Trypho, I; AN., (Buf
falo) I, 194. Cf. "Philosophy is, in fact, 
the greatest possession and most honor
able before God, to whom it leads us and 
alone commends us; and these are truly 
holy men who have bestowed attention 
on philosophy" (Dialogue, 2; AN., I, 
195). -Yet, philosophical knowledge should 
be one, and not divided into sects as has 
been done by schools (Dialogue, 2, 195). 
Above all, philosophy should not be tile 
privilege of- the happ}( .e..w u.t o.wing to 
revelation, it s ould be accessible.. to all 
(1 Apology, 60; I, 183. II Apology, 10, l--
191-192). Note that Justin's Christianity 
is absorbing Greek philosophy, not in
versely.-G. Bardy, La conversion au 
Christianisme durant les premiers siecles, 
Paris, 1947, pp. 127-129. 

11 Dialogue, 2; AN., I, 195. Justin had 
really been a Platonist before his conver
sion: II Apology, 12; AN., I, 192. 

12 Dialogue, 8; AN., I, 198; we are 
quoting from this translation. 

"I Apology, 46; AN., I, 178.-Phi
losophers partially share in the Lo gos; 
the Christians partake of the whole 
Logos: I Apology, 5; II Apology, 5, and 
8.-General interpretation of Justin's 
attitude in B. See berg, Die Geschichts
theolo gie des Justins des Miirtyrers, ZKG., 
58 (1939) I-Sr. 

"II Apology, 10; AN., I, 191, and 13, 
I, 193. For instance, the Christians can 
claim for their own what Plato has said 
in the Timaeus concerning creation, provi
dence, the Son of God "placed crosswise 
in the universe," etc.; or what the Stoics 
have said of the future destruction of the 
world by fire; or what the philosophers 
and poets have said of rewards or punish
ments in future life. In such cases, the 
Christians "seem to say the same things," 
but they say them better. Besides, let 
us not forget his own statement: "WP 
claim to be acknowledged, not because 
we say the same things as these writers 
said, but because we say true things" 
(I Apology, 23; AN., I, 170). 

EXHORTATION TO THE GREEKS. Of un
known origin; printed among the works 
of Justin (PG., 6, 241-312); probably 
written about the beginning of the III 
century ( 0. Bardenhewer, Patrolo gy, 53). 
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65-90. Pour l'histoire d'Alexandrie, Vivre 
et Penser 2 (1942), 80-109. W. Volker, 
Der wahre Gnostiker nach Clemens Alex
andrimts (Texte und Untersuchungen, 57), 
Leipzig, 1952.-Engl. transl., BET., 990-
997. 

3 Exhortation, ch. XII, AN., I, 106-uo. 

• Relation of the Exhortation to the 
Instructor, in Instructor, I, 1; Stahlin, I, 
89-91 and AN., I, u3-u4.-The Instruc
tor as educator and physician: I, 5-6; 
St. I, 96-121. On faith as the perfection 
of knowledge, I, 6; St. I, 107, line 14. 
The Instructor as a judge: I, 8-9; St. I, 
126-142 (AN., 155-173) and I, 12; St. 
148-150 (AN., 181-183) .-Practical rules 
of moral conduct (eating, drinking, laugh
ter, clothing, cosmetics, etc.) Bk. II, and 
Bk. Ill, ch. II (AN., I, 313-331). 

• Quis dives salvetur, ed. Stah lin, III, 
159-191. 

• Miscellanies, I, 1; St. II, 13, lines 1-14 
(AN., I, 349-351).-On the meaning of 
Miscellanies (or Stromata), see VII, r8; 
St.ahlin, III, 78, I. 19-79, l. 8 (AN., II, 
489). 

• Faith is sufficient, I, 9; St. II, 28. VI, 
IO; St. 471, 30-472, 7. VIII, l; St. III, 
80, l. 4-5, where Christianity is said to be 
the only philosophy worthy of the name 
(AN., I, 379-383; II, 349-351; 490-491). 
-Christian hostility against philosophy, 
I, 2; St. II, 13, I. 14-16 and 14, I. 13-19 
(AN., I, 360-361) .-Philosophy and arts 
given to man by God, I, 4 (AN., I, 364-
365), and VI, 17; St. II, 513, I. 23-514, 
l. 5 (AN., II, 399-401).-The words of 
Matthew, 7, 7, and of Luke, rr, 9, as an 
invitation to philosophize: VIII, 1; St. 
III, 80, l. 9-10 (AN., II, 490) .-Philo
sophical aptitudes are a gift of God, I, 4; 
St. II, 16-17 (AN., I, 365) .-Philosophy 
was to the Greeks what the Law had 
been to the Jews: VI, 5; St. II, 451-453 
and VI, 7; St. 459-463 (AN., II, 326-328 
and 335-339) .-J. T. Muckle, Clement of 
Alexandria on Philosophy as a Divine 
Testament for the Greeks, The Phoenix 
(J oumal of the Classical Association of 
Canada) 5 (1951) 79-86. 

8 "And, in general terms, we shall not 
err in alleging that all things necessary 
and profitable for life came to us from 
God, and that - philosophy more especially 

was given to the Greeks, as a covenant 
peculiar to them, being, as it were, a 
stepping-stone to the philosophy which is 
according to Christ . .. ," Miscellanies, 
VI, 8 (AN., II, 342) .-The "philosophy 
according to Christ" is sometimes called 
by Clement "the Barbaric philosophy," 
that is the philosophy of the Barbarians 
as opposed to the philosophy of the 
Greeks: Miscellanies, V, 14; St. II, 389, 
23. II, 13; St. II, 36, 10. He also uses 
"Barbaric theology": II, 13; St. II, 36, 
29. More references in the Index to Stah
lin's edition, vol. IV, 792-793. 

• :Philosophy the handmaid of theology: 
Mzlce Zanies, I, 5; ·st. I, 17-21 (AN ., I, 
366-370). Same doctPine in Philo: H. A. 
Wolfson, Philo, I, 2; 87-163. 

'
0 The collaboration of faith and reason 

is possible on account of the unity of 
human thought. The world is saturated 
with a "prudence" (phronesis) which, in 
the human soul, receives different names 
according to its different operations. As 
seeking to know the first causes, it is 
"intellection" (noesis); as trying to dem
onstrate the intuitions of the intellect, it 
becomes Knowledge, Science, Wisdom; as 
accepting the teaching of God without 
striving to understand it, it is "faith" 
(pistis) ; as applying itself to sensible 
things, it begets "true opinion," "experi
ence" and the practical arts: Miscella
nies, VI, 17; St. II, 5u, lines 25-512, 
line 6 (AN., II, 397).-Faith as cri
terion of philosophical truth, Miscel
lanies, II, 4; St. II, 120, Jines 26-27 (AN., 
II, 9). Faith begets "wisdom, under
standing, intelligence, knowledge," accord
ing to pseudo-Barnabas. How philosophy 
is perfected by faith, Miscellanies, VI, 7; 
St . II, 459, line 25-460, line 4 (AN., II, 
335-339). On true gnosis as an intellectual 
comprehension of all, including what 
seems incomprehensible, Miscellanies, 'VI, 
8; St. II, 465, l. 18-467, l. 6 (AN., II, 
343-344) · 

u NoET1c. God prescribes to man to 
seek in order that he may find (Matt. 7, 
7; Luke, II, 9). To find is to know; in 
order to know, we must define terms 
(blictri, which means nothing, is no ob
ject of demonstration; Miscellanies, VIII, 
2; St. III, 81, I. 12 (AN., II, 491); the 
starting point is nominal definition, whence 
we proceed to real definition; all demon
strations bring about assent on points dis-
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themes will reappear in the doctrine of 
John Scotus Erigena (IX cent.). 

42 Origenism survived in the school of 
Alexandria in the teaching of DIDYMUS 
THE BLIND (ca. 310-39.S): PG., 39, the 

whole volume. Another Origenist was 
EVAGRIUS P0NTICUS (ca. 345-399): frag
ments in PG., 40; 1219 ff. His Gnosticus, 
perhaps a witness to the survival of Clem
ent's influence, is unfortunately lost. See 
Bardenhewer, Patrology, 307-310. 

PART TWO 

CHAPTER II. THE LATIN APOLOGISTS 

.. TERTULLIAN, born at Carthage ca. 
160; converted to Christianity ca. 190-
195; married (cf. Ad 11xorem) and yet, 
according to Saint Jerome, a priest (De 
viris illustrib11s, 53). At a later date, he 
joined the sect of the Montanists (206) 
and left the Church (213), but he broke 
away from Montanism and founded the 
church of the Tertullianists. He died 
about 240. Works in PL., 1-2. Fr. Oehler, 
Tert1,lliani quae supersunt omnia, Leipzig, 
1853-1854. Critical edition in CSEL., 
Wien; vol. 20, 1890: De spectaculis, De 
idololatria, Ad nationes, De testimonio 
animae, Scorpiace, De oratione, De bap
tismo, De pudicitia, De jejimio adversus 
psychicos, De anima; vol. 42, 1906: De 
patientia, De carnis resurrectione, Adver
sus Hermogenem, Advers11s Valentinianos, 
Adversus omnes haereses, Adversus Prax
ean, Adversus Marcionem libri quinque; 
vol. 69, 1939: Apologeticum; vol. 70, 
1942: De praescriptione haereticornm, De 
cultu feminarum, Ad uxorem, De exhor
tatione castitatis, De corona, De came 
Christi, Adversus Judaeos.-A new edi
tion of all the Latin patristic texts, up 
to Bede, is announced under the title: 
Corpm christianornm; vol. I, Tertulliani 
Opera, Part 1; M. Nijhoff, The Hague, 
1953. The complete collection will com
prise 175 volumes. English transl., The 
Writings of Tertullian, AN., vols. II 

(Edinburgh, 1869); 15 (1870); 18 (1870) . 
A. Souter, On Baptism, Against Praxeas, 
On the Resurrection of the Flesh, SPCK., 
N.Y., 1920. Same author, The Apology, 
Latin and English transl., Cambridge 
Univ. Press, 1917. R. Arbesman, E. J. 
Daly, E. A. Quain, Tertullian, Apologeti
cal works, N .Y. Fathers of the Church, 
Inc., 1950 (Apology, The Testimony of 
the Soul, To Scapula, On the Soul).
BET., 3592-3601. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. P. Monceaux, Histoire 
litteraire de l' Afrique chretienne, I, 178-
461. G. Esser, Die Seelenlehre Tertullians, 
Paderborn, 1893. A. D'Ales, La theologie 

de Tertullien, Paris, 1905. J. P. Waltzing, 
L' Apologeticum, Louvain, 1910 (Intro
duction). P. de Labriolle, La crise Mon
taniste, Paris, 1913. R. E. Roberts, The 
Theology of Tert11llian, London, 1924, J . 
Morgan, The Importance of Tertullian in 
the Development of Christian Dogma, 
London, 1928. J. Lortz, TertulUan als 
Apologet, Miinster i. W., 2 vols. 1927, 
1928. C. de L. Shortt, The Influence of 
Philosophy on the Mind of Tertullian, 
London, 1933. G. Bardy, La latinisation 
de l'Eglise d'Occident, Irenikon, 14 (1937) 
3-20, u3-130; same author, art. Tertul
lian, DTC., 15 (1943) 130-171. V. Morel, 
Disciplina. Le mot et l'idee representee 
par lui dans les oe1wres de Tertullien, 
RHE., 40 (1944-1945) 5-46. 

"P. Monceaux, Histoire litteraire de 
l' Afrique chretienne depuis les origines 
jusqu'a !'invasion arabe, 7 vols., Paris, 
Leroux, 1901-1923; still fundamental.
More general in outlook: R. Payne, The 
Fathers of the Western Church, New 
York, 1951. 

General remark concerning the Latin 
Patrology of Migne. Although its texts 
do not measure up to the requirements 
of modern philology, it remains an ex
tremely precious collection of mediaeval 
texts from the origins up to the end of 
the twelfth century. Before using it, con
sult P. Glorieux, Pour revaloriser Migne. X 
Tables rectifi,catives, Melanges de Science 
Religieuse, 1952, Supplement. 

" On Prescription against Here tics, 7; 
tr. P. Holmes, AN.; vol. 15, 9-10.-J.-L. 
Allie, L'argument de prescription dans le 
droit romain, en apologetique et en theo
logie dogmatique, Ottaw.i., 1940 (cf. Re
vue de l'Universite d'Ottawa, 6 (1937) 
2II-225; 7 (1938) 16-28). J. K. Stirni
mann, Die Praescriptio Tertullians im 
Lichte des romischen Rechtes und der 
Theologie (Paradosis 3), Freiburg (Switz.) 
1949. 
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.. On Prescription, 13; AN., 15, 16-17; 
contains the so-called "Symbol of Ter
tullian," in fact, one of the oldest re
dactions of the Christian Creed.-The 
same juridical spirit pervades the Apology 
of Tertullian (Apologeticmn), whose pur
pose it is to prove that, legally speaking, 
if the Christians are innocent of the 
crimes with which they are commonly 
charged, they should be tolerated; _now, 
in fact, they are innocent of those cnmes; 
hence anti-Christian laws should be abro
gated. H. F. Hallock, Church and State 
in Tertullian, Church Quarterly Review, 
119 (1934-1935) 61-78. 

"A. d'Ales (La Theologie de Tertul
lien 33-36) rightly speaks of the "ra
tio~al character of Christian faith" in 
Tertullian's doctrine; the reason which 
Tertullian derides is that of the philoso
phers, who are, "so to say, the patriarchs 
of the heretics" (On the Soul, 3; AN., 15, 
416. Against Hermogenes, 8; AN., 15, 67). 
But one cannot speak of the "philosophi
cal" character of Christian faith in Ter
tullian. Tertullian resorts to reason in de
fending faith, but reason has for him no 
other function than to understand Scrip
ture: "Whoever gives ear will find God in 
them· whoever takes pains to understand, 
will be compelled to believe" (Apolog. 
18; AN., n., 88). He does not mean: 
to understand their rational meaning, but 
rather to understand their Greek version 
by "the seventy-two interpreters."-On 
the importance of the notion of "tradi
tion" in the early history of Christian 
thought, D. Van den Eynde OFM., Les 
normes de l'enseignement chretien dans la 
litterature patristique des trois jrremiers 
siecles, Gembloux (Belgium) 1933. 

•• Goo is naturally known by a "natu
rally Christian soul" (Apolog., 17; AN., 
II, 87), in this sense that it bears the 
mark of its creator. He is one, and a 
spirit but even the spirit is material 
according to Tertullian. To be a "spirit" 
is not to be "immaterial." Cf. "Quis nega
bit Deum corpus esse, etsi Deus spiritus 
est?" ("Who will deny that God is body, 
even though he be spirit?" Adversus 
Praxeam, 7; AN., 15, 346). There is 
no getting around this text; besides, 
it perfectly fits Tertullian's doctrine of 
the materiality of the soul. The Word is 
likewise a "spirit," begotten by the Fa
ther. Before the creation the o.ul.._was 
the in-rerna ought, or discoULSe a.Lthc.i 

Father (ratio, senstts, sermo, logos); also 
bis isdom (Prov. 8·, 22); before pro
ducing the world, God uttered his Word, 
as the instrument of his works v. 
Prax., 4-0; Ar ., 15, 339-344). Th~r~ is, in 
God, unity of substance, but tnmty of 
"persons" (note the appearance of the 
term persona, in Adv. Prax., 18; AN., 15, 
372). The Word is uttered, begotten un
der his perfect form, when God says: "Be 
light made" (Gen. i, 3). Cf. Adv. Prax., 
12; A ., 15, 357; Adverms Hermogenem, 
18; A ., 15, 79-81. Little is said about 
the Holy Gbost, who proceeds from the 
two other Persons, yet is not clearly con
ceived by Tertullian as distinct from the 
Son (Adv. Prax., 26; AN., 15, 392-395) • 
-MAN is body and soul, but tbe soul 
itself is nothing if it is not a body, 
more fluid and subtle than the external 
body through wbich it spreads and whose 
form it takes: nihil enim, si non cor
pus. Being material like the body, the 
soul can benefit by tbe food we eat. 
Some object to this that the food of the 
soul is wisdom, which is immaterial, but 
there are plenty of perfectly robust Bar
barians! The Stoics are right in teaching 
that both souls and tbe arts by which 
souls are nourished are likewise ma
terial (On the Soul, ch. 6-9; AN., vol. 
15, 420-430). Yet the soul is simple (ch. 
10); its only multiplicity is that of its 
functions; it is "spirit," not because it is 
not a body, but because it breathes, or 
"respires"; it is called animus (mind, 
Nous), inasmuch as it knows (ch. 12; 
AN ., 15, 423); despite what Plato says 
to the contrary, sense knowledge is quite 
reliable (On the Soul, 17; AN., 15, 444-
449) and tbe distinction introduced by 
him between the intellect and tbe senses 
is responsible for certain errors of the 
Gnostics (On the Soul, 18; AN., 15,450). 
Created by God, the soul is transmitted 
to the child as a fragment of the soul of 
the father, and, thereby, it carries with it
self, from generation to generation, both 
the image of God (hence, the "naturally" 
Christian soul) and original sin. Trans
migration, of course, is an absurdity. 
Recapitulation of the doctrine of the soul 
in On the Soul, 22; AN ., 15, 462.-The 
best edition of On the Soul is J. H. Was
zink, Q. S. F. Tertulliani De anima . 
Edited with Introduction and C ommen
tary, Amsterdam, 1947. On the doctrine, 
Die Seelenlehre Tertullians, Paderborn, 
1893. H. Koch, Tertullianisches III-IV, 
TSK., 104 (1932) 127-159; 105 (1933) 
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283-286. P. Allard, art. Basile (saint) 
DTC., 2 (1923) 441-455. L. V. Jacks, St. 
Basil and Greek Literature, Cath. Univ . 
of America, Washington, 1922. Y. Cour
tonne, Saint Basile et l' H ellenisme, Paris, 
1934. M. M. Fox, The Life and Times of 
Saint Basil the Great as Rev ealed in His 
Works, Cath. Univ. of Amer. Press, Wash
ington, 1939 (bibliography, IX-XV) .-On 
the social and economic doctrines of Saint 
Basil: A. Dirking, Sancti Basilii Magni 
de divitiis et paupertate sententiae quam 
habeant rationem mm veterum philoso
phorum doctrina, Miinster i. Westf., 19rr. 
S. Giet, Les idees et l'action sociales de 
St . Basile, Paris, 1941. G. F. Reilly, Im
perium and Sacerdotimn According to St . 
Basil the Great, Cath . Univ . of America 
Press, Washington, D .C., 1945.-On the 
teaching of the Fathers on these ques
tions: Ign. Seipel, Die Wirtschaftseti
schen Lehren der Kirchenviiter, Wien, 
1907., and Th. Sommerlad, Das Wirt
schaftsprogramm der Kirche des Mittelal
ters, Leipzig, 1903.-Influence of Plotinus 

f upon Basil's theology, P. Henry, Les 
l etats du texte de Plotin , Lou vain, 1938. 

B. Pruche, Basile de Cesaree. Traite du 
Saint Esprit, Paris , 1947, pp. 57-62; 92, 
n. r; 137, n. 4; 212, n. 5. Cf. B. Pruche, 
L'originalite du traite de saint Basile sur 
le Saint-Esprit, in RSPT. , 32 (1948) 207-
221. B. Altaner, Augustinus und Basilius 
der Grosse. Eine Qi,ellenkriti sche Unter
suchung, RB ., 60 (1950) 222-239.-On 
the Latin translation of Basil's H exae
meron (used by Augustine, De Genesi ad 
litteram, I , 18), B. Altaner, Eustathius, 
der lateinische U ebersetzer der H exa.e
meron-H omilien Basilius des Grossen, 
ZNW., 39 (1940) 161-170. Probable date 
of the translation, ca. 400. 

"Against Eunomiu s, I, ro; PG ., 29, 
536. 

.,. The nine homilies On H exaemeron 
are the work of an educated Christian of 
the fourth century, but neither a scientific 
work, nor even an exposition of Basil's 
learning. We should read them as "homi
lies," delivered at the rate of one a day, 
before an audience of Christians includ
ing simple workers whom their daily 
salary hardly sufficed to maintain (Hex
aemeron, III, r; PG ., 29, 53 A; NPN., 8, 
65). Basil's method is different from that 
of Origen (III, 9; 73-76; PN., 8, 70): 
few mystical interpretations; frequent 
moral interpretations, and these always 

based upon the strict literal meaning of 
Scripture: "W hen I hear fish, I under
stand fish; plant, fish, wild beast, domes
tic animal, I take all in the literal sense" 
(9, 1; r88 B; NPN ., 8, ror). Hence 
the large amount of positive information 
on plants, animals and natural phenomena 
which be bas gathered in his sermons. On 
one point, however, there seems to be 
an influence of Origen (De principiis, II, 
1, 3) : Basil thinks that before the begin 
ning of our world, there was another 
order of things suitable to the nature of 
pure Intelligences, and that God bas 
added our world to it, as "both a school 
and a training place where the souls of 
men should be taught, and a home for 
beings destined to be born and die" (I , 
5; PG. , 29, 13; NPN., 8, 54) .-On the 
sense of "beginning," as "first move
ment," or else as the instantaneous act 
of creation: I, 6; PG., 15 C.-Why the 
eart h is immobile at the center of the 
world : I, 9-ro; PG., 29, 21-25.-On 
the creation of matter: II, 1-3; PG., 29, 
28-36.-Evil is not created, because it is 
not an entity, but the evil condition of 
the soul opposed to virtue : II, 4-5; PG., 
29, 36-41.--0n the firmament: III, 4; 
PG., 29, 6o-6r.-Against astrology; VII, 
5-7; PG., 29, 128-133.- Optical proofs of 
the prodigious size of the Sun and Moon 
(because God made two "great" lumi
naries: Gen . i, 16): VI, 9-rr; PG ., 29, 
137-148.-On animals, Hom. VII, VIII 
(against the transmigration of souls). 
Note, VIII, 4, the moral lesson drawn 
from the "king of bees" as to the best 
way to choose a king; NPN., 8, 97.-Tbe 
history of social and economic doctrines 
should take into account three important 
Homilie s, PG., 31, 261-328; and Homily 
II in PS. I4, PG ., 29, 263-280 (on usury). 

76 GREGORY OF NYSSA (Gregorius Nys
senus), younger brother of St. Basil; birth 
date unknown ; taught rhetoric; probably 
married; entered the ecclesiastical orders; 
made a bishop of Nyssa by bis brother 
Basil (3 7 r) ; deposed and exiled by an 
Arian Council in 375; came to Nyssa in 
394; date of death unknown. Works in 
PG ., 44-46.-The main sources of infor
mation concern ing his philosophical views 
are: On the Formation of Man (PG., 44, 
125-256); In Hexaemeron (PG., 44, 61-
124); Dialogue with Macrina on the Soul 
and the Resurrection (PG., 46, 12-160); 
The Life of Moses (PG., 44, 297-430); 
fifteen Homilies on the Canticle of Catt-
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is the work of faith in Christ," I, 62, 1087 
B. Cf. IV, u, II21 B C.-On Ideas: 
source of the terms existentialitas, 
vitalitas, etc., from the Greek on/oles, 
zo6tes, etc ., IV, 5, II16: Cf. Plotinus, 
Ennea.ds, III, S, 9.-On the general his
tory of some technical Latin terms in 
philosophy and theology, C. Arpe, Sitb
stantia, Philologus, 94 (1940) 64-67. J. de 
Ghellinck, L'entree d'essentia, substantia 
it autres 1110/s apparentes dans le latin 
medieval, Archivum Latinitatis Medii 
Aevi. Bulletin Du Cange, 16 (1941) 77-
II 2; Essentia et substantia, op. cit., 17 
(1942) 129-133. E. Gilson, Notes sur le 
vocab1dafre de l'etre, MS., 8 (1946) 150-
158. 

11 SAINT AMBROSE (340-397). Works in 
PL., 14-17. More important for the his
tory of theology than for that of philo
soph ical ideas . A comparison of his llex
aemeron with the similar work by Saint 
Basil, which he knew, shows how little 
interested Ambrose was in abstract spec
ulation. He is interested in facts for the 
moral lessons they suggest (Hexaemeron, 
I, 6, 20. I, 6, 22-23. II, 2, 7. VI, 2, 8.). 
For instance, the Apostles were fisher
men; then, morally speaking, man is a 
fish (V, 6, 15). He does not trust the 
philosophers (De fide, I, 5. I, 13. IV, 8; 
De incarnatione, IX, 89). Traces of Plo
tinus have been detected by P. Courcelle, 
Recherches sur les Confessions de saint 
A ug11stin, Paris, 1950, pp . 106-138: the 
God of Exod. 3, 14, is being it self, that 
is that which always is (In Ps., 43, 19). 
God is entity (essentia, ousia), a word 
which means "always existing" (De fide, 
III, rs). Another group of Plotinian no
tions is found in De Isaac et ani111a (VII, 
60-61, evil is non-being; VII, 65, on vir
tues and vices; VII, 78-79, on the spir
itual flight of man toward his Father and 
true homeland) ; also in the De bono 
mortis ( death is not an evil, I, r and 
IV, 13; the soul uses its body, VII, 27; 
the soul is life, consequently it is im
mortal, IX, 42, etc). All these philosophi
cal notions will be taken up by Augus
tine; whether be was indebted to Ambrose 
for them is hard to say; what is certain 
is that Augustine learned from Ambrose 
to interpret Scripture in a sp iritu al sense, 
Confessions, VI, 4, 6 (cf . II Cor. 31 6); 
Ambrose invited Augustine to read, not 
Plotinus, but Isaiah (Conj. IX, 5, 13). The 
fact that Ambrose wrote a De philosophia 
does not warrant any conclusion; the 

treatise is lost, and we do not even know 
up to what point it was for, or against, 
philosophy.-R. Thamin, Saint Ambroise 
et la morale chretienne au IV e siecle. 
Elude comparee des traites "Des devofrs" 
de Ciceron et de saint A mbroise, Paris, 
1895. P. de Labriolle, The Life and Times 
of St. Amlwose, St. Louis, Mo., 1928. 
J. R. Palanque, Saint Ambroise et l'e111-
pire romain ... , Paris, 1933. L. M. 
Zucker, S. Ambrosii De Tobia; a com
mentary with an introduction and trans
lation, Cath. Univ. of Amer., Washington, 
D.C., 1933. N. E. elson, Cicero's De 
officiis in Christian Thought, Ann Arbor 
(Mich.) 1933. Homes Dudden, S . Am
brose, his Life and Tim.es, Oxford, 1935, 
2 vols. (bibliography, II, 714-724). G. 
Ferretti, L'inftusso di S. Ambrogio in S. 
Agostino, Faenza, 1951. CJ. Morino, Ri 
tomo al paradiso .di Ada-mo in S. Am
brogio. I tinerario spirituale, Rome, Tip. 
Pol. Vat., 1952. Th. Deman, Le 'De 
officiis' de S. Ambroise dans l'histoire de 
la theologie morale, RSPT., 37 (1953) 
409-424.-BET., 178-191. 

On the so-called "collectivism" of Am
brose and other Fathers, 0. Schilling, Der 
Kollektivismus der Kirchenviiter, TQ., 114 
I 1933) 481-492. S. Giet, La doctrine de 
l'appropriation des biens chez quelques 
1ms des Peres. Peut-on parler de com-
11-mnisrne? RSR., 1948, 55-91. Cf. M. B. 
Schwalm, art. Communisme, DTC., 3 
(1923) 574-596. 

12 SAINT AucusnNE (A ureliu s Augus
tinus), Nov. 13, 354-Aug. 28, 430, born 
at Tagasta (Hippo Regius, Souk Aras, 
Tunisia), son of Saint Monica who taught 
him the elements of Christian faith: ex
istence of a divine providence of the 
world, Christ saviour of men, future life 
with rewards or punishments (Conj., I, 9, 
14. III, 4, 8. VI, r6, 26). Studied at Car
thage (370); had a son from the woman 
with whom he was to live for fifteen years 
(372); in 373, he was initiated to the 
doctrine of Mani (215-276), who had 
taught a dualistic conception of the world 
and a Gnostic doctrine of salvation (to 
know in order to believe). While teaching 
Lalin grammar and literature at Carthage, 
he wroLe the now lost treatise De pulchro 
et apto and progressively lost his faith in 
the doctrine of Mani, which he gave up 
in 382. Augustine then became a disciple 
of U1e ffiotterme skepticism..._professed by 
Cicero. He then went to Rome as a pro
fessor of eloquence (383). At Milan, he 
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Dei, I-XIII, v. 40, 1899; XIV-XXIV, v. 
40, 1900.-De consens1t evangelistarum, v. 
43, 1904.-De fide et symbolo, De fide et 
operibtts, De agone christiano, De con
tinentia, De bono conjugali, De sancta 
virginitate, De bono viduitatis, De adul
teriis conjugiis, De mendacio, Contra 
mendacium, De opere monachorum, De 
divinatione daemonum ., De cura pro mor
tuis gerenda, De patientia, v. 41, 1900. 
-Psalmus contra partem Donati, Contra 
epist11lam Parm eniani, De baptismo, v. 51, 
1908.-Contra litteras Petiliani, Epistula 
ad Catholicos de secta Donatistarum, Con
tra Crescenti11m, v. 52, 1909.-De 1mico 
baptismo, Breviculus collationis cum Do
natistis, Contra partem Donati post gesta, 
Serino ad Ca.esariensis ecclesiae plebem, 
Gesta cum emerito Donatistarum epis
copo, Contra Gaudentium, v. 53, 1910.
De peccatorum meritis et remissione et de 
baptismo parvulorum, De spirit1t et lit
tera, De natura et gratia, De natura et 
origine animae, Contra duas epistulas 
Pelagianorum, v. 60, 1913.-De perfec
tione justitiae hominis, De gestis Pelagii, 
De g,,atia Christi et peccato originali, De 
nuptiis et concupiscentia, v. 42, 1902.
The best Latin edition of the Confessions 
is that of M. Skutella, Teubner, Leipzig, 
1934. 

ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS. The Works of 
Aurelius Augustiims, ed . M. Dodds, Edin
burgh, 16 vo ls., 1871-1876. Reprinted 
with suppressions and additions (Solilo
quies in vol. VII) in NFN.; P. Schaff, 
New York, Christian Literature Co., 14 
vols., 1886-1890.-A new translation is 
included in the collection published by 
"The Fathers of the Church," New York; 
10 vols. of Augustine already published 
(1952) ; the vols. 6 and 7 contain The 
City of God.-Several translations of the 

. Confessions, among which the classical 
Pusey translation often reprint ed since 
1838. Extracts from On the Free Will, II, 
1-17, in R. McKean, Selections, I, u-64. 
J. H . S. Burleigh, Augustine: Earlier 
Writings, London, 1953 (The Soliloquies, 
The Teacher, On Free Will, Of True Re
ligion, The Usefulness of Belief, The Na
ture of the Good, Faith and the Creed, 
On Various Questions Bk. 1; vol. VI of 
the new Protestant series: The Library 
of Christian Classics) .-An ample choice 
of translated texts is found in W. J. 
Oates, Basic Writings of Saint Augustine, 
2 vols. Random House, New York, 1948. 
-BET., 426-485; Index, 466. 

INTR0DUCTI0NS.--E. Portalie SJ., art. 

Augustin (saint), DTC ., I (1923) 2268-
2472 (the best introduction). J. Mar
tin, Saint Augustin, 2 ed., Paris, 1923 (a 
large quantity of well-chosen references). 
E. Przyvara, An Augustine Synthesis, 
New York, 1936. E. Gilson, Introduction 
a l'et11de de saint Augustin, 2 ed ., Paris, 
1943. A. C. Pegis, The Mind of St Augus
tine, MS., 6 (1944) 1-61. V. J . Bourke, 
Augustine's Quest of Wisdom. Life and 
Philosophy of the Bishop of Hippo, Mil
waukee, 1945. F. Cayre, AA., Initiation 
a l'etude de saint A1tgustin, Paris, 1947. 
F. Copleston, A History of Philosophy, II, 
40-90.- Cosmology, P. Duhem, Le sys
teme du monde, II, 393-494.-Cultural 
background, H.-I. Marrou, Saint Augus-
1Jn et la fin ae la cu1 ure anCi te, 2 ea-:
Paris, 1949.-Manichae1sm, .-C. Puech , 
Le manicheisme, son fondateur Pari s, 
1949.-Influence: M. Grabmann, Der 
Einfiuss des kl. A ugustinus auf die Ver
wertung 1md Bewertimg der Antike i111 
Mittelalier, MG., II, 1-24; Des heiligen 
Augustinus Quaestio de ldeis (De divei-sis 
quaestionibus 83, qu. 46) in ihrer inhalt
lichcn Bedeutung 1md niittelalterlichen 
Weiterwirkung, MG., II, 25-34; Augu s
tins L ehre von Glauben tmd Wissen 1md 
ihr Einftuss auf das mittelalterliche 
Denken, MG ., II, 35-62.-Chronology of 
Augustine's writings: M. Zarb OP. , 
Chronologia opernm Sancti Augustini, 
Angelicum, 10 (1933) 359-396, 478-512; 
I1 (1934) 78-91. 

15 HE WHO Is (Exod. 3, 14) is being 
itself ( essentia, entity) ; in its absolute 
sense, it only ca:i. be predicated of God, 
De Trinitate, V, 2, 3, PL., 42, 912; cf. 
E. Gilson, Introduction, Paris, 1943, 2 7-28; 
Le Thomisme, Paris, 1945, 75-76; Phi
losophie et incarnation selon saint Augus
tin, Montreal, 1947. A. M. Dubarle, La 
signification du nom de lah weh, RSPT. , 
34 (1951) 17-21.-0n the notion of God, 
J. Norregaard, Augustins Bekehrung, pp . 
142-156. Jak . Barion, Plotin und A1tgus
tinus. Untersuchungrn zmn Gottcsprob 
lem, Berlin, 1935. 

1
• Being is equated with eternity and 

immutabilit y in countless texts; for in
sta nce, Serino VI, 3, 4; PL ., 39, 61. Con
fessions, VII, n, 177; VII, 20, 26; IX, 10, 
24; XI, 6, 8.-Among the other attributes 
of God, Augustin quotes: "suprem e, excel
lent, supremely powerful, all-power ful, 
most merciful and most just, most 
secret and most present, most beautiful 
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of the soul, and therefore of man , is 
memory (cum animus sit etiam ipsa 
memoria, X, r4, 2r); hence the typically 
Augustinian equation: man, sou l, memory, 
and vice versa, "Ego sum qui memini, 
ego animus" (X, 16, 25). The unit y of 
man does not prevent the threefold hier
archical order: hotly, soul vivifying body, 
God vivifying soul (X, 20, 29). The 
whole structure of the doctrine is at stake; 
on the strength of the Augustinian notion 
of man, the soul has to look inside itself 
in order to find God: "et ecce int us eras 
et ego foris, et ibi te quaerebam et in ista 
formosa, quae fecisti, deformis inrueham. 
Mecum eras, et tecum non eram" (Con/. 
X,27,38). 

28 De Trinitate, X, 10, 13-16; PL., 42, 
980-982. Compal\! Descartes, Medita
tiones, II; ed. Adam-Tannery, vol. VII, 
pp. 27-28. 

"'Epist., 166, 4; PL., 33, 722.-On the 
soul as intermediary between the Ideas 
and its own body, De immortalitate ani
mae, XV, 24; PL., 31, ro33. 

30 De immortali/.ate animae, VII, 12; 
PL., 32, ro27. Cf. IX, 16; PL., 32, ro29, 
and XII, 19; PL., 32, ro31.-For a 
comprehensive study of the notion of 
man in Augustine, E. Dinkier, Die An
thropologie Augustins, Stuttgart, r934. 

"' De quantitate animae, XXIII, 4r ; 
PL., 32, ro58. De quantit .ate animae, 
XXV, 48; PL., 32, ro63. Cf. Plotinus, En
neads, IV, 4, 20.-These sense cognitions, 
and the corresponding intellectual notions, 
are expressed by words; on this point, K. 
Kuypers, Der Zcichen-und Wortbegriff 
im Denken Augmtins, Amsterdam, 1934. 

32 On memory, De musica, VI, 2-9; PL., 
32, u63-II77. Cf. the classical chapters 
of Conj. X, 8-19; PL., 32, 784-791.-The 
notion of memory plays an important 
part in noelic. Because he cannot accept 
the pre-existence of the soul, Augustine 
must reject the position of Plato, accord
ing to whom cognitions are innate, 
in this sense that to know an intelligible 
truth is to remember having seen it in 
a former life. Yet, since no intelligible 
knowledge comes from without, there 
must be some sense in which it is true 
to say, with Plato, that to learn is to 
remember. This cnse is provided by 
the doctrine of the divine iJlumination. 

Memory thus becomes the deepest 
hidden recess of the mind, in which God 
dwells by his light, and where he teaches 
us as our "internal Master." To learn and 
to know intelli gible truth is, therefore to 
remember, in the present, the everlasting 
presence of the divine light in us. This 
doctrine of memory will have important 
consequences in the speculative mysticism 
of the fourteenth century. See De Trini
tate, XIV, 7, 9; PL., 42, 1043. XIV, 15, 
21; PL., 42, ro52. XV, 2r, 40; PL., 42, 
ro88.-On the Augustinian interpretation 
of Plato's reminiscence, Retmctationes, I, 
4, 4; PL., 32, 590.-On the self-knowledge 
of the soul, J. Geyer, Die Theorie Augus
tins von der Selbsterkenntnis der men
schlichen Seele, ADGM., r69-187. 

33 De magistro, PL., 32, II93-1220. De 
libero arbitrio, II, 2-12; PL ., 32, 1241-
1260. Enarratio in Ps. 4r, 6-8; PL., 36, 
467-469. The famous formula: "ab exte
rioribus ad interiora, ab inferioribus ad 
superiora," is found in Enarratio in Ps. 
r45, Si PL., 37, 1887.-The noetic of 
Augustine and his proofs of the existence 
of God are insepar able because God is 
proved to exist as cause of truth in the 
human intellect. The many historians who 
have interpreted this part of his doctrine 
can be situated with respect to two 
extreme tendencies: 1) to stress the Plo
tinian aspect of the position; 2) to show 
that after all, there is a fundamental agree
ment between Augustine and Thomas 
Aquinas on this point. Those who 
attempt to steer a middle course are natu
rally blamed by the tenants of the two 
extreme tendencies.-Examples of the 
first position, J. Hessen, Die Begriindung 
der Erkenntnis nach dem hl. Augustinm, 
Miinster i. W., 1916 (Beitra.ge, 19, 2); 
same author: Die unmittelbare Gotteser
kenntnis nach dem hl. Augustin, Pader
born, r9r9. B. Kalin, Die Erkenntnislehre 
des hl. Augustinus, Sarnen, 1920; same 
author, St. Augustin 1md die Erkenntnis 
der Existenz Gottes, DTF., 14 (r936) 
331-352. Examples of the second posi
tion, Ch. Boyer SJ ., L'idee de verite dans 
la philosophie de saint Augustin, Paris, 
192r. F . Cayre, Le point de depart de la 
philosophie augustinienne, Revue de phi
losopbie, 36 (r936) 306-328, 477-493. For 
an example of the usual sterility of dis
cussions on this point, Annee theologique, 
5 (1944) 3II-334. Interesting remarks in 
J. Pepin, Le probleme de la communica
tion des consciences chez Plotin et saint 
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Augustin, Revue de metaphysique et de 
morale, 55 (1950) 128-148. 

•• The divine Ideas of equality, order, 
justice and, generally speaking, of rig_ht
eousness under all its forms are the im
mutable rules of action just as the other 
Ideas are for things the causes of their 
natures and of their intelligibility. In 
this sense, there is a moral illuminati_on 
as well as an intellectual one. Augustine 
speaks of the "lights of virtu es" . (l111nina 
virtutmn) in several texts; for rnstance, 
De libero arbitrio, II, 19, 52; PL., 32, 
r268. Cf. II, ro, 29, 1256-1257_. On 
this part of the doctrine: Contra l ulianmn 
Pelagianmn, IV, 3, 17; PL., 44, 745. Sermo 
34r, 6, 8; PL., 39, 1498. 

as The princip le which dominates this 
position is the identity of "number" and 
"wisdom", whence there follows that 
moral life should be "ordered" accordmg 
to the light of the same "eternal Jaw" 
which has created the physical world 
according to number, weight and measure. 
See Epistola 140, 2, 4; PL ., 33, 539- Cf. 
De libero arbitrio, I, 8, 18; PL., 32, r23~, 
and I, 15, 32; PL., 1238-1239. In loannis 
evangelium, 19; 5, r2; PL., 35, 1549-r550. 

36 De libero arbitrio, II, r8, 48; PL., 32, 
r266., and II, r8, 49-50; PL., 32, r267-
1268. Cf. Retractationes, 1, 9, 6; PL., 32, 
598. 

37 PELAGIUS, born in Great Britain ca. 
350/54, died between 423/_29. The, best 
introduction is: G. de Plmval, Pelage, 
ses ecrits, sa vie et sa reforme, Payot, 
Lausanne, r943 (bibliography pp. 9-II). 
Same author, Recherches sur 1:oeuv:e 
litteraire de Pelage, Revue de ph1lolog1e, 
60 (1934) 9-42. C. :r.:iarlini, Quattu_or 
fmgmenta Pelagio restituenda, Antoma
num 13 (r938) 293-334. G. de Plinval, 
Vue' d'ensemble sitr la litterat-u.re pela
gienne Revue des etudes latines, 29 
(r951) 284-294. The essentials. of Pela
gius' position are summed up m ch: 1.3 
of his Libel/us fidei: "We say that 1t IS 

always in man's power both to sin or 
not to sin, so that we may always be 
declared to have free will" (in G. de Plin
val, Pelage ... , p. 31~, !1· 3). His doc
trine was an effort to ehmmat e grace as a 
distinct gift added by God to f :ee will. 
In other words, according to him, free 
will was grace, because it was the very 

gift by which God had made man capa
ble of achieving his own salvat10n. 

38 On the various meanings of the words 
liberum arbitrium and libertas, see E. 
Gilson Introduction a l'etude de saint 
Augustin, ch. III, 3. This important his
torical problem, which announce~ . the 
later controversy between Mohn:sm, 
and even Jansenism, plus the various 
theologies of the Reformers, c~nnot. be 
discussed without actually takmg sides 
in the dispute. Despite what has _been 
objected to it, we still are of op1111on 
that a beginner in search of 3:n hone:t 
introduction to the problem, will find 1t 
in the article of Portalie, DTC., I (1923) 
23 75-2408. 

3{) De civitate Dei, 19, 13; PL., 41, 640-
641.-On the definition of nations as asso
ciations of men linked together by a 
common Joye: De civitate Dei, 19, 24; 
PL., 41, 655.-On peace as the common 
goal of all societies: De civitate Dei, 19, 
r2; PL., 4r, 637-638.-The whole d~ctrine 
summed up in one sentence: De czvztate 
Dei, 19, 131; PL., 41, 640. 

•0 Main source : De civitate Dei, XIX; 
PL. 4r, 621-658.-On the problems re
lated to the De civitate Dei, see J. N. 
Figgis, The Political Aspects of St. Augus
tine's City of God, London, 1921 
(bibliography, pp. u8-r22) .-On the 
place of the doctrine in history: H. 
Scholtz, Glaube und Unglaube in der 
Weltgeschichte, Leipzig, 191 r. J. H. S. 
Burleigh, The City of God, a Study of 
St. Aitgustine's Philosophy, :C,ondo!1, 1944. 
H. Eibl, Augustinus von Gotterrezch zum 
Gottesstaat Freiburg i. Br., 1951. E. 
Gilson, Le; metamorphoses de la Cite de 
Dieu Louvain-Paris, 1952. A. Lauras and 
H. Rondet, Le theme des deiix cites dans 
l' oeuvre de saint Augustin, Etudes augus
tiniennes, Paris, 1953, 99-r60. 

41 R. Arnou, DTC., 12, 2294-2390; bib(i
ography, 2390-2392.-0~ the Platon~st 
elements in Saint Augustme, see Portahe, 
in DTC., I, 2327-233r. E. Ugarte ?e 
Ercilla, El platonismo de S . Agustin, 
Razon y Fe, 95 (193r) 365-378; 96 
(1931) 182-r89; 98 (1932) 102_-r;8. f:· 
Hoffmann, Platonism in Augustine s Pl~z
losophy of History, Philosophy and His
tory (R. Klibanski and H. J. Pat.on edd.) 
Essays presented to Ernst Cassirer, Ox-
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Alcibiades, Gorgias, Crito, Timaeus, as 
other sources of the same doctrine: II, 
7; 127-128). 

81 De statu anima.e, Epilog.; 196. Cf. II, 
2; 103. 

82 BOETIIIUS. Manlius Severinus Boe
thius, born ca. 480; studied philosophy in 
Athens; minister to King Theodoric 
Glol ; disgr aced for political reasons, 
sentenced to death and executed in 524 
or 525. The Consolation of Philosophy 
was written by Boethius while he was 
in jail.-On his phi losophical formation, 
R. Bonnaud, L'education scientifique de 
Boece, Speculum 4 (1929) 198-206. 

The writings of Boethius are divided 
into four groups: 

1) Logic: two commentaries on the 
Isagoge of Porphyry, one on the transla
tion by Marius Victorinus, another 
on a new translation by Boethius; trans
lation of Aristotle's Perihernieneias (De 
interpretatione), with two commentaries, 
one for beginners, another one for ad
vanced readers; translations of Aristotle's 
Prior Analytics, Posterior Analytics, So
phistic Arg11.1nents and Topics. These four 
trans lations will remain unknown up to 
the middle of the twelfth century; after 
their discovery, they will constitute the 
"new logic" (logica nova) as opposed to 
the "old logic" (logica vetus) .-2) Sci
ences: the Arithmetic (Institutio arith
metica) and the Music (Jnstitutio mu
sica) are adaptations of Greek originals 
by Nicomachus of Gerasa; he certainly 
wrote a Geometry, after Euclid, but the 
treatise now printed under his name is 
perhaps not the true one (MAN., I, 
28).-3) The Consolation of Philosophy 
(quoted as CP.,) certainly authentic and 
his masterpiece; although strictly ph ilo
sophical, its Christian inspiration cannot 
be doubted (Scripture, Origen, Augustine 
are used, though not quoted) .-4) Theo
logical tractates: De sancta Trinitate, 
Utrum Pater et Filius et Spiritus Sanctus 
de divinitate substantialiter praedicentur. 
De persona et duabus naturis in Christo. 
Quomodo substantiae, in eo quod sint, 
bonae sint cum non sint substantialia 
bona ( commonly called, after Boethius 
himself, PL ., 64, 13II A: De Hebdornadi
bus ) . The authenticity of these treatises 
is generally accepted since the discovery 
of a text of Cassiodorus attributing four 
of them to Boethius (MAN ., I, 35) .
Spurious works: On Catholic Faith is 

doubtful, E. K. Rand, Der dem Boethius 
zugeschriebene Traktat De fide catholica, 
J ahrb(icher fi.ir klassische Philologie, 26, 
1901, Supplementband; in his later edition 
of the text (Loeb Clas. Libr. I, 52) Rand 
has withdrawn his own objections, but 
without decisive reasons. The De unitate 
et uno belongs to Gundissalinus : P. Cor
rens, Die dem Boethius zugeschriebene 
Abhandlung des Dominici Gundissalvi de 
Unitate, Munster i. W., 1891 (Beitrage, I, 
1). The De definitione seems to belong to 
Marius Victorinus: H. Usener, Anecdota 
Holderi, Bonn, 1877, 59-66. 

EnrnoNs. Uncritical edition of the com
plete works in PL., 63-64 . The Latin 
translations of Analytica priora, Analyt ica 
posteriora, Topica, Sophistici elenchi (PL., 
64, 639-672; 609 ff; 1007 ff) cannot be 
safely used under their present form: M. 
Grabmann, Aristoteles im zwolften Jahr
hundert, MS ., 12 (1950) 124. On the 
contrary, the text of the Posterior Analy
tics, as printed in the Basel edition of 
1546, is the translation by Boethius , not 
by James of Venice: C. H. Haskins, 
Studies in the History of Mediaeval Sci
ence, Cambridge, Mass., 1924, pp. 231-
232.-Arithmetic, Music, Geometry, G. 
Friedlein, Leipzig, 1867. Perihe1·meneias, 
C. Meiser, Leipzig, 2 vols., 1877, 1880. In 
Isagogen Porphyrii Commenta, Schepss & 
Brandt, CSEL., 48, Wien, 1906.-De con
solatione philosophiae, A. a Forti Scuto 
(Fortescue) London, 1925. English transl. 
of the Consolation by H. R. James, Lon
don-New York, 1906 (New Universal Li
brary). English transl. of Bk. IV-V by A. 
C. Pegis, The Wisdom of Catholicism, 
161-202.-Theological Tractates, text and 
English transl. by H. F . Stewart and E. 
K. Rand, Londo n-New York, 1918 
(Loeb Classical Library). R. McKean, 
The Second Edition of the Commentaries 
on the Isagoge of Porphyry, in Selections, 
N. Y. 1928, I, 70-99.-BET., 705-717. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L . Cooper, A Concord
ance of Boethius. The Five Theological 
Tractates and the Consolation of Philos
ophy, Cambridge (Mass.) 1928.-Aug. 
Hildebrand, Boethius und seine Stellung 
zmn Christenturn, Regensburg, 1883. K. 
Bruder, Die philosophische Elemente in 
der "Opuscula sacra" des Boethius, Leip
zig, 1928. H. J. Brosch, Der Seinsbegriff 
bei Boethius, Innsbruck, 1931. R. Carton, 
Le christianisme et l'augustinisme de 
Boece, Melanges augustiniens, Paris, Rivi
ere, 1931, 243-299. On his Greek sources: 
J . Bidez, Boece et Porphyre, Revue beige 
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countenance, 0 Lord, is signed 1tpon ·us." 
In short, Thomas does not refuse to speak 
of a separate intellect, provided that: 
1, it be God; 2, that its illumination 
of the soul be identified with the crea
tion, in man, of the natural light of rea
son. The verbal nature of this concession 
is verified by S.T., I, 84, 5, where the 
Augustinian doctrine of the divine illu
mination, understood in its Aug11stinian 
sense, is eliminated. On the individuality 
of the agent intellect, I, 79, 5. On intel
lectual cognition by mode of abstraction 
from images, I, 85, r and 2. C.G., II, 77. 
The abstractive nature of human knowl
edge applies even to our cognition of the 
soul, S.T., I, 87, 3. De ve1·itate, X, 8.
One of the most perfect texts of Thomas 
concerning his own interpretation of the 
divine illumination is In Boethium De 
Trinitate, I, r.-D. Lanna, La teoria della 
conoscenza in S. Tormnaso d'Aquino, 
Firenze, 1913 (bibliography). M. Baum
gartner, Zur thornistischen Lehre von 
den ersten Prinzipien der Erkenntnis, 
Festgabe Hertling, Freiburg i. Br., 1913, 
241-260. Same author, Zum thomistischen 
Wahrheitsbegriff, in Baeumker Festgabe, 
Miinster i. W., 1913, 241-260. A. Hufnagel, 
Intuition und Erkenntnis nach Thomas 
von Aquin, Miinster i. W., 1932. A. Gar
deil, La perception de l'fime par elle
meme d'apres saint Thomas, Melanges 
thomistes, 219-236. E. Gilson, Realisme 
thomiste et critique de la connaissance, 
Paris, 1938. G. B. Phelan, Ver-um seq11itur 
esse rerum, MS., 1 (1939) II-22. G. van 
Riet, L'ep-istemologie thomiste, Louvain, 
1946. E. J. Ryan, The Role of the Sensus 
commimis in the Psychology of St. 
Thomas, Carthagena (Ohio) 1951. G. 
P. Klubertanz, The Discursive Power. 
Sources and Doctrine of the Vis Cogita
tiva According to St. Thomas Aquinas, 
St. Louis, 1952 (extensive bibliography on 
the noetic of Thomas Aquinas, 331-346). 
P. Hoenen, Reality and Judgment Ac
cording to St. Thomas, Chicago, 1952.
On the notion of "mental word": B. Lon
ergan SJ., The Concept of Verbum in 
the Writings of St. Thomas Aquinas, 
Theological Studies (Baltimore): 7 (1946) 
349-392; 8 (1947) 35-79, 404-444; IO 
(1949) 3-40, 359-393. 

118 General structure of the world, C.G., 
III, r. Everything acts in view of an 
end, III, 2 (either known or not known). 
This end is the good, III, 3. Conse
quently, it is God (III, 17), who, since he 

himself has no end, is the ultimate end 
of all beings and operations, III, 18. For 
all things to act in view of God is to 
assimilate themselves to God, that is to 
make themselves as similar to him as is 
compatible with their natures (Deo as
sirnilari) ; they resist corruption because 
they love to be: now God is Esse; they 
operate in view of some good: now God 
is Bonmn, III, 19. Natural causality is 
an effort ( conscious or not) to imitate 
the creative fecundity of the supreme 
Esse, III, 2r. To sum up, thin~ imitate 
God to the extent that they are and that 
they cause; nl is, for them, to partici
pafe in the divine being, in · the divine 
goodness and therefore in the di vine will, 
III, 22. This applies to beings deprived 
of knowledge, III, 24. As to intellectual 
substances, their end is to know God by 
means of their inte11ect (intelligere Deum) 
III, 25. Consquently, man's felicity can
not consist in an act of the will, but in 
an act of the intellect, III, 26. The cog
nition of God by faith is not sufficient 
to give beatitude, III, 40. Even if it were 
possible to us, the cognition of the sepa
rate Intelligences (III, 45), or the self
knowledge of the soul by intuition of its 
own essence (III, 46) would not give us 
full beatitude. Only the intellectual cog
nition of God can fulfill our obscure 
desire, and since such cognition is not 
possible in this life (III, 47-48), man 
must order all his activities in view of 
another life. In this sense, nature is or
dained to grace, which radically tran
scends it. - All human operations are 
caused by both intellect and will; will 
is the natural appetite of an intellectual 
being; it necessarTiy w11ls the good in 
general (S.T., I, 81, 1), but not what is 
not the absolute good, S.T., I , 82, 2. 

Since the good cannot be de. ired unless 
it be known, the intellect is more noble 
than the will, S.T., I, 82, 3. Morality con
sists in ordering all human acts in view 
of the true good, which is the true end, 
I-I , r~; and this not only as a 
general intention but taking account of 
all the circumstances that determine any 
particular act, I-II, 18, ro. Where prac
tical reason is wrong, the will is wrong, 
I-II, 19, 6. The goodness of intention 
determines that of the will (I-II, 19, 7) 
in this sense that, if the intention is 
wrong, the will is wrong, but wrong de
cisions of the will can be made even 
with a good intention, I-II, 19, 8.
Among countless contributions to a widely 
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discussed problem, L. E. O'Mahony, The 
Desire of God in the Philosophy of St. 
Thomas Aquinas, London, 1929. St. Val
laro OP., De nat'ltrali desiderio videndi 
essentiam Dei et de ejus valore ad demon
strandam possibilitatem ejusdem visionis 
Dei quidditativae, Angelicum, II ( r9~4) 
133-170.-B. J. Diggs, Love and ~emg. 
An Investigation into the Metaphysics of 
St. Thomas Aquinas, New York, I<)47, 
Ch. Hollencamp, Causa causarwm. On the 
Nature of Good and Final Cause, Quebec, 
Universite Laval, 1949 (important for the 
history of Thomism). 

ll
9 The act by which we will a means 

is not the same as the act by which we 
will the end (S.T., I-II, 8, 3), but inten
tion runs through the will of the means 
and that of the end, I-II, 12, 3. Choice 
( electio) is an act of the will prccede_d 
by rational cognition, I-II, r3, r. It 1s 
the choosing of means in view of the 
willed end, I-II, 13, 3. It is proper to 
human acts, I-II, r3, 4. Deliberation 
(consilium) is a rational inquiry into the 
best means to achieve a willed end, I-II, 
14, 2 and 4. Consent (conseri:s~s) is the 
approval given by ou~ appehh".e po\~er 
to the rational conclus1on of dehberat10n 
(I-II, 15, 1) concerning the appropriate 
means in view of a willed end, I-II, 15, 3. 
The will can sway the acts of reason, I-II, 
17, 6.-The texts of Thomas Aquinas on 
voluntary action sometimes refer to a 
work of Aristotle called On Good For
tune · many other masters, for instance 
Dun~ Scot us, have quoted it. It is a 
Latin translation of Aristotle's Ethica 
Eudemica, Bk . VII, ch. 14, joined to a 
Latin translation of Magna M oralia, Bk. 
II, ch. 8, and circulated under the com
mon title, Liber de bona fortmia. See Th. 
Deman Le Liber de bona Fortima dans 
la tite~logie de saint Thomas d'Aquin, 
RSPT., r 7 (1928) 38-58.-On the his~ory 
of the doctrine before Thomas Aqumas 
(Alexander Neckham, John Blund, Alex
ander of Hales) and on its influence 
(Giles of Rome, anony~ous commen
taries on Ethics), 0. Lottm, PEM., III, 
606-67 5 .-Selcted texts and commentaries 
in E. Gilson, Moral Values and the M ornl 
Life, translated by L. R. Ward CSC., 
Saint Louis, 194r. 

''°On moral habits (habitus), S.T., 
I-II, 49, 2 and 4. Intellectual and moral 
virtues, S.T., I-II, 581 2.-P. de Roton, 

Les Ha bit us, leur caractere spirituel, Paris, 
1934. 

121 On intellectual virtues, S.T ., I-II, 58, 
4-5. Cf. E. Gilson, Wisdom and Love 
in Saint Thomas Aquinas, Marquette 
Press, Milwaukee, 195r. L. B. Geiger 0!'., 
Le problerne de l'amoi,r chez saint 
Thomas d'Aquin, Montreal, 1952, pp. 
56-67. 

122 S.T., I-II, 64, I, ad I. 

128 Divine law, natural law, human law, 
S.T., I-II, 90, 1-4 and 91, 1-5. For a 
detailed study of these different types of 
law, I-II, 93 (eternal law), I-II, 94 (nat
ural law), I-II, 95 (human law)_. On 
human law and personal moral conscience, 
I-II, 96, 1-6.-For a mo~ern appr~cia
tion of the doctrine, Huntmgton Cairns, 
Legal Philosophy from Plato to H_e¥el, 
Baltimore, 1949, pp. 163-204. Ongms, 
meaning and influence of the doctrine, 0. 
Lottin, PEM., II, II-roo. 

""ETHICS. A. G. Sertillanges OP., La 
pltilosophie morale de saint Thomas, Paris, 
1916. J. Pieper, Die ontische _Grundl~ge 
des sittlichen nach Thomas Aqwnas, Mun
ster i. W., 1929. M. Wittmann, Die Ethik 
des hl. Thomas von Aquin in ihrem syste
matischen Aufbau dargestellt und in ihren 
geschichtlichen, besonders in den antiken 
Quellen erforscht, Munich, 1935. On prac
tically all problems related to the ethics 
of Thomas Aquinas in relation with its 
historical environment, consult 0. Lottin, 
Psychologie et morale aux Xlle et XI~le 
siecles especially vols. II-III, Louvam, 
1948-;949; cf. R. Gauthier, Bulletin 
Thomiste, 8 (1947-1953) 60-86. H . V. 
Jaffa, Thomism and Aristotelianism. A 
Study of the Commentary by _Thomas 
Aquinas on the Nicomachean Ethics, Chi
cago, Univ. of Chicago Press, 1952.-V. J. 
Bourke, Ethics. A Textbook in Moral 
Philosophy, New York, Macmil_lan, 19_5r. 

SOCIOLOGY. R. Linhardt, Die Sozzal
prinzipien des kl. Thomas von Aquin 
... , Freiburg i. Br., 1932. E. Kurz, 
Jndividm,m und Gemeinschaft beim hl. 
Thomas von Aquin, Munich, 1932. L. 
Lachance, Le concept de droit selon Aris
tote et saint Thomas, Paris, 1933. C. 
Riedl, The Social Theory of St. Thoma s 
Aquinas, Philadelphia, 1934. I. Th._ Esch
mann OP., Bonum co111mw1e melws est 
quam bonum ttnius. Eine Studie 1iber den 
Wertvonang des Persona/en bei Thomas 
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what entity expresses abstractly. They 
really predicate the same thing. Not so 
with "what" and "what ness" (quid and 
quidditas). The "what" signifies the whole 
essence of the thing, taken in the con
crete; the "whatness" (quidditas) only 
signifies the formal element by which the 
thing is what it is, 522. Essence and exist
ence signify the same things as being and 
entity, that is to say the whole essence 
of the thing; their sole distinction is in 
modis dicendi; what existence signifies by 
mode of act, essence and entity signify 
by mode of habitual and quiet pcsses
sion, 525; that existence (esse) signifies 
the whole essence of the thing, is proved 
by both reason and authority. In fact, 
the first reason of Dietrich is an author
ity: "Prima rerum creatarum est esse" 
(De causis, 4): consequently, esse signi
fies the whole essence of the thing and 
not existence considered as an accident: 
"Therefore, existence is identically the 
essence of the thin g, nor can it be said 
that the essence is something into which 
existence can be infused or instilled," 526. 
His whole argumentation rests upon the 
assumption that there is nothing more 
noble than essence; consequently, since 
creation is the noblest of actions, its 
term must be the noblest of effects; now, 
this effect is esse; consequently, esse must 
needs mean essence: "Ergo esse est idem 
quod essentia," 526; "Esse significat totam 
essentiam cujusque rei," 527. Dietrich then 
argues from Boethius to the same effect, 
528-530; then from Aristotle, and even 
from Augustine. Part II is entirely di
rected against the sophistic reasons of 
those who maintain the real distinction of 
essence and existence. No being can be 
understood apart from its existence, 532. 
This is so true that, if man does not 
exist, even the proposition "man is man" 
becomes false. To say that man is man 
if there is no man is just as false as to 
say: man reasons, if there is no man, 533 ; 
"homo est homo" signifies "homo homi
nat," which is false if there is no man, 
533. 

""BERTHOLD OF MOSBURG (of Mos
burch) ; his unpublished commentary is 
to be found in ms. Vat. lat. 2192. Ber
thold calls Proclus "the most excellent 
disciple of Plato," on the same rank as 
Plotinus. On the use made of Proclus by 
Nicholas of Cues, R. Klibanski, Ein Pro
klosjimd ... , 25-29: M. Grabmann, Die 
Proklosubersetzungen ... , MG., II, 421. 

"'MASTER ECKHART, OP. H. Denifle, 
Meister Eck harts lateinische Schrijten 
und die Grundanschauung seiner Lehre, 
ALKM., 2 (1886) 417-652; (text of pro
logues to Opus tripartitum, Opus proposi
tionum, Opus expositionum, Commen
taries on Genesis, Exodus, Ecclesiasticus, 
Wisdom) ; Das Cusanische Exemplar la
teinischer Schriften Eckeharts in Cues, 
673-687. G. Thery, Edition ci-itiq1,e des 
pieces relatives au proces d'Eckhart, con
tenues dans le manuscrit 33b de la biblio
theque de Soest, AHDL., 1 (1926) 129-
268. Fr. Pelster, Ein Gutachten aus dem 
Eckehart-Prozess in Avignon, ADGM., 
1099-rroS; text no9-1124. GLOREP., I, 
180-185.-Intended editions of the com
plete works: Eckhart, Die deutschen und 
lateinischen Werke, Stuttgart, 1936 ff. R . 
Klibanski, Super oratione dominica; II, 
H. Bascour, Opus tripartitum; III, A. 
Dondaine, XIII Quaestiones Parisienses, 
1934, 1935, 1936.-Meister Eckhart, Die 
latcinischen Schrijten: I, 1, Prologi; Exp. 
libri Genesis et Exodi. I, 2; Exp . libri 
Exodi. III, 1-4, In Johannem. IV, 1-3, 
Sermones. V, Opera minora, 1-2. To be 
continued. W. Kohlbammer, Stuttgart.
Partial editions . Still necessary: F. Pfe if
fer, Deut sche Mystiker des 14. Jahrhun
derts, II, Leipzig, 1857. G. Thery, Le 
commentaire de M aztre Eckhart sur le 
Livre de la Sagesse, AHDL., 3 (1928) 
325-443 and 4 (1929) 233-392. E. Long
pre, Questions inedites de malt1'e Eck
hai't OP. et de Gonzalve de Balboa 
O.F.M., RNSP., 29 (1927) 69-85. J. Quint, 
Deutsche M ystikertexte des Mittelalters, 
Bonn, 1929. B. Geyer, Magistri Echardi 
quaestiones et sermo Parisienses, (Flori!. 
patrist., 25) Bonn, r93r. French transl., 
M aitre Eckhart, Traites et sermons, transl. 
by F. A(ubier), introd. by M. de Gan
dillac, Paris, 1942. English transl., C. de 
B. Evans, Meister Eckhart, London, 1924 
( trans l. of Pfeiffer's edition, minus some 
texts).-BIBLIOGRAPHY. 0. Karrer, Meis
ter Eckhart, das System seiner religii:ise 
Lehre 1md Lebenweisheit, Munich, 1926. 
M. Grabmann, Neua1,fgefunden Pariser 
Quaestionen Meister Eckharts 1md ihre 
Ste/lung in seinem geistigen Entwicklungs
gange, Munich, 1927 (Abhandlungen d. 
Bayer. Akad., 32, 7). J. Koch, Meister 
Eckhart und die jiidische Religionsphiloso
phie des M ittelalters, J ahresbericht der 
Schlesischen Gesellschaft fiir vaterlandische 
Kultur, 1928. G. della Volpe, II misti
cisrn.o speculativo di maestro Eckhart nei 
suoi rapporti storici, Bologna, 1930. E. 
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Henry of Ghent, the reliability of sense 
cognition; consequently he denies the 
necessity of any Augustinian illumination 
to insure the possibility of absolutely 
certain natural knowledge, but be adds 
that the general motion of our intellect 
hy the divine light is its motion by these 
"intelligible quiddities." The divine intel
lect has pure and simple being; these 
quiddities only have in it a "relative 
being" (secundum quid), namely, an 
"objective being," or being of known 
object (esse objectivum); the same quid
dities "move our int ellect to the knowing 
of sincere truths," Op. Ox., I, d. 36, q. 
unica, n. 10. There is therefore a trace 
of the Augustinian cognition "in ratio
nibus a ternis" left in the noetic of Duns 
Scotus. This distinction will become a 
center of active controversies. W. Alnwick 
will deny it as unintelligible; Francis of 
Mayronnes and John of Ripa will rein
force it and consequently ascribe more 
entity to the Ideas; outside of the 
school, it will be judged as an attempt 
to subordinate the Ideas to God: ROBERT 
WALSINGHAM (Carmelite, d. after 1312): 
B. M . Xiberta, De scriptoribus scholas
ticis saewli XIV ex Ordine Carmeli
tarmn, Louvain, 1931, pp. 128-129.
Origin of the notion: A. Maurer, CSB., 
Ens dimimttu-m: a Note on its Origin 
and M eaniug, MS., 12 (1950) 216-222; 
cf. M. Hubert OP., Bulletin Thomiste, 8 
(1951) 243. 

66 On the formal distinction, see note 63. 

67 The noetic of Duns Scotus is in sharp 
reaction against the doctrine of Henry 
of Ghent. The reliability of sense knowl
edge is firmly maintained against Henry; 
as a consequence, the Augustinian illu
mination can be, if not eliminated, at 
least reduced to the general influence of 
the divine Ideas upon the human intellect: 
Op. Ox., I, d. 3, q. 4, a . 5. This is one of 
the most perfect questions ever written 
by Duns Scotus. - Intellectual cognition 
requires the possible intellect, the agent 
intellect, an object and the species; intel
lection consists in the production, by the 
agent intellect, of a "representative being" 
endowed with actual existence, which 
formally represents the universal qua uni
versal. This form is the intelligible species. 
Received in the possible intellect, it causes 
intellection: Op. Ox., I, d. 3, q. 6, 
n. 8. Cf. R ep. Par., I, d. 3, q. 4, n. 4. 
Cf. P. Minges, J. D. Scoii doctrina, I, 

146-181. J. Kraus, Die Lehre des Johannes 
Dmis Scotus der natura communis, Pader
born, 1927. H . Klug, Die Lehre des sel. 
Duns Scotus iiber die Seele, PJ ., 36 ( 1923) 
131-144; 37 (1924) 57-75. 0 . Lacombe, 
La critique des theories de la connaissance 
chez Duns Scot, RT., 35 (1930) 24-47, 
144-157, 217-235. S. Belmond, Le me
canisme de la connaissance d'apres Duns 
Scot, France Franciscaine, 13 ( 1930) 285-
323. T. Barth, Duns Scotus und die onto
logische Grundlage unserer Verstandese1·
kenntnis, FS ., 33 (1951) 348-384.-Duns 
Scotus has sharply contrasted intuitive 
cognition, whose proper object is the 
existing singular perceived as existing, and 
abstractive cognition whose proper object' 
is the quiddity, or essence, of the known 
thing: Op. Ox., II, d. 3, q . 9, n . 6. In 
Duns Scotus, the intuition of a non
existing thing is a contradict ion, Rep. 
Par., III, d. 14, q. 3, n. 12: "Contradictio 
est igitur , quod sit cognitio intuitiva in 
genere proprio, et quod res non sit." Many 
texts collected in S. J. Day, In tuitive 
Cogniti on, a Key to the Significance of 
the Latter Scholastics, Saint Bonaventure, 
N.Y., 1947. E. Gilson, Jean Duns Scot, 
pp. 425-427, 430-431, 548. P. C. Vier 
OFM., Evidence and its Function accord
ing to John Duns Scotus, Saint Bona
venture, N.Y., 195r. 

68 Matter is created, and since it can be 
the term of an act of creation it must be 
"a realit y distinct from the form" and 
something "positive," Op. Ox., II, d. I2, 

q. 1, n. II; Scotus refers to Augustine, 
Confessions, XII, 7, 7. Besides, if matter 
had no reality of its own, distinct from 
the form, there would only be one prin
ciple of generation and, consequently, no 
generation, Op. Ox., ibid., nn . 13, 16. 
Since it has its own entity, matter has its 
own existence; without. ever discussing the 
problem in itself, Duns Scotus denies 
the composition of essence and existence, 
Op. Ox., IV, d. II, q. 3, n. 46. The esse 
superadded to essence appears to him as 
a "fiction ." The finite being is in virtue 
of its composition of matter and form. 
In man, the prime form of matter is the 
form of corporeity; the other forms (veg
etative, sensitive, intellective) are all one 
substantial form without losing their for
mal distinction in the unity of the highest 
one (intellective soul ) . Here, as in other 
similar cases, the distinction of formal 
entities within one and the same whole 
does not prevent it from preserving the 
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1519, 1530). Note the answers of John, 
a supporter of the possibility of actual 
infinity, to the objections of his pupil 
and adversary on this point, Louis 
Coronel. John Mair is considered a ter
minist. A long list of practically unknown 
late masters is found in the article of H. 
Elie, Quelques maitres de l'Universite de 
Paris vers !'an r500, AHDL. , 25-26 (r950-
r95r) 193-243; pupils of John Mair, 212-
228; pupils of his pupils, 228-236. 

80 NICHOLAS OF CuES (Nicolaus Cusa
nus, de Cusa). Nicolai de Gusa Opera, 
critical edition of the complete Latin 
works, Meiner, Leipzig, 1934 and ff., seven 
volumes published to date (1953), in
cluding, I, De docta ignorantia (1932), 
II, Apologia doctae ignorantiae (1932, we 
are quoting from this edition) ; Directio 
speculantis seu de non aliud, 1934; I di
ota, De sapientia, De mente, De staticis 
experimentis (1937); De beryllo (1940); 
De catholica concordantia (no date) .-A 
different series is: Cusanus Texte; I. 
Predigten; I., Dies Sanctificatus, by E. 
Hoffman and R. Klibanski, Heidelberg, 
1929 (Sitzungsberichte, 1928/29, 3); 2/5. 
Vier Predigten im Geiste Eckharts, by J. 
Koch, Heidelberg, 1937 (Sitzungsberichte, 
1936/37, 2).-A reprint of the Paris 
r5r4 edition has been published by A. 
Petzelt, Nicolaus von Cues, Stuttgart, 
vol. I, 1949 (includes De docta igno
rantia, De conjecturis, De Deo abscon
dito, De quaerendo Demn, De filia
tione Dei, De dato Patris luminum, De 
Genesi, Apologia doctae ignorantiae, I diota, 
De sapientia, De mente) .-English transl., 
The Vision of GoL(De visione Dei), by 
E. G. Salter, London-Toronto, Dent; 
N.Y. E. P. Dutton, 1928. French transl., 
M. de Gandillac, Oeuvres choisies, Paris, 
1942.-BIBLIOGRAPHY. The classical intro
duction is E . Vansteenberghe, Le cardinal 
Nicolas de Cues, 1921. On the doctrine, 
Lenz, Die docta ignorantia ... , Wurz
burg, 1923. J. Hommes, Die philoso
phischen Grundlehren des N. Cusanus 
... , Mi.inchen, 1926. M. de Gandillac, 
La philosophie de Nicolas de Cues, Paris, 
r94r; German translation, after revi
sion by the author, 1952. Important 
biographical notes in J . Koch, Nicolaus 
von Cues und seine Umwelt, Heidel
berg, 1948.-P. Rotta, ll cardinale Ni
colo di Gusa, Milan, 192.~. B. Jansen, 
Nicolaus Cmanus, philosophus antinomia
ru:m, Gregorianum rr (1930) 380-397. H. 
Bett, Aicholas of Gusa, London, 1932. P. 

Mennicken, Nikolaus von Kues, Leipzig, 
1932. J. Neuner SJ, Das Gottesproblem 
bei Nikolaus von Cues, PJ., 46 (1933) 
331-343. H. Rogner, Die Bewegung des 
Erkennens und das Sein in der Philosophie 
des Nikolaus von Cues, Heidelberg, 1937. 
R. Lazzarini, ll "De ludo globi" e la con
cezione dell'uomo del Cusano, Ron:ia, 
1938. M. Feig!, Vom incomprehensibiliter 
inquirere Gottes im I Buch von De docta 
ignorantia des Nikolaus von Cues, DTF., 
22 (1944) 321-3.38. P. Wilbert, Das Prob
lem der coincidentia oppositorum ... , 
J. Koch, Nikolaus, von Cues als Jllensch, 
in Humanismus, Mystik und Kun st in der 
Welt des Mittelalters, ed. by J. Koch, 
Leiden-Cologne, 1953. 

81 JORN WENCK OF HERRENBERG, Rector 
of the University of Heidelberg in 1435, 
1444, 1451; his opuscule against Nicholas 
of Cues has been discovered and pub
lished by E. Vansteenberghe, Le "De ig
nota litteratura" de Jean Wenck de Her
renberg contre Nicolas de Cues, Mi.inster 
i. W., 1910 (Beitrii.ge, 8, 6). After observ
ing how hard it is to refute a man who 
believes in the coincidence of oppo
sites (p. 21), John reduces the positions 
of Nicholas to the already censured doc
trine of Eck.hart (pp. 19, 24-26, 30) and 
proceeds to a theological condemnation 
rather than to a philosophical refutation. 

82 This is one of the main reasons why 
the sixteenth-century Renaissance was a 
continuation of the Christian civilization 
of the middle ages. The so-called "discov
ery" of classical Latin literature was the 
discovery of the Latin classics preserved 
by the mediaeval masters of Grammar; 
Petrarch's career covers the fourteenth 
century: he is contemporary with Ockham 
(E. Gilson, La philosophie au moyen fige, 
720-730); the same remark applies to 
Boccaccio (1313-1375); as to the discov-

. ery of Plato, who was just as much of a 
Greek as Aristotle, but no more, it gains 
momentum with the translations of the 
Dialogues by Leonardo Bruni Aretino 
(1369-1444; op. cit., 736-738). Even Mar
silio Ficino, commonly hailed in histories 
of literature as the herald of the Pla
tonism of the Renaissance, was a con
tinuator of the progressive rediscovery of 
Greek thought which is one of the funda
mental elements of the history of Chris
tian philosophy in the middle ages. More
over, he was full of scholastic theology. 
His historians are beginning to realize that 
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this is true of his early writings; see the 
remarkable article by P. 0. Kristeller, 
Th e Scholastic Back groun d of Marsilio 
Ficino, with an Edition of Unpubli shed 
Texts, Traditio, 2 (1944) 257-318. Com
pare Ficino 's Theologia Platonica de im
mortalitate animorum, dedicated to Lo
renzo de Medic i (r449-r492), with the 
Summa contra Genti 'es of Thomas 
Aquinas: F icino , Bk. II, ch . 4; CG. I, 
43.-Bk. II, s; CG I, r5 .-Bk. II , 6-9; 
CG. I , 44-49 . We ful ly agree that Ficino 
intended to be a Plato nist; our only 
point is that, in trying to make Plato 
Ch,·istianae verilati simiU:immn, he was 
simply contin uing the history of Christian 
thou ght in the middle ages. 

G. Toffan in , Storia dell' Umanesimo dal 
XIII al XVI secolo, Napoli, r9 33. N. 
Sapegno, 1l Trecento, Milano, r934 . E. 
Gilson, Les Idees et les Let.tres, Paris, 1932, 
r7r-r96; Philosophie medievale et lm
ntanisme, in Heloise et Abelard, 1 ed . 
only, Paris J. Vrin, 1938, 225-245; Le 
mo) >en age et le naturaJ.isme a.ntique, ibid., 
183-224, and AHDL., 7 (1932) 5-37. 
A. J. Festugiere OP ., Studia Mirandulana, 
AHDL., 7 (1932) 143-250; text of the 
De ente et imo, 208-224; French transl. 
225-250. English trans l. by V. M. Hamm, 

Marquette University Press , r943. The De 
ente et uno of Pico dc!Ja Mirandola 
( r49r) is the only fragment th at is left 
of his unfinished Symphonia Platonis et 
A ristotelis . On the fundamental agree
ment between Ficino and Pico della Mi
randola ("sublimem Picum complatoni
cum nostrum") see the important 
Preface of Ficino to his own translatio n 
of Plotinus: "To tus enim ferme terrarum 
orbis a Peripatet icis occupatus in dua s 
plurimum sectas divisus est, Alexandrium 
(Alex. of Aphrod isias) et Averroicam 
... " AHDL. , 7 (1932 ) 190, note. Plato 
and Plotinus are called upon, one more, 
to stop the spreading of a flood of impiety 
which "the mere preaching of faith" is 
unable to contain. 

83 H. Heimsoeth, Die sechs grossen Th e
m.ender abendliindischen Metaphysik imd 
der Au sgang des Mittelalters, 2 ed., Ber
lin, 1934._¼, Gilson , Th e Unity of Philo
sopliical Experience, New York, 1937; 
'Being aiw Some P1tiZosophers, 2 ed ., To
ronto 1952; Les recherches historico-cri
tiques et l'avenir de la scolastique, An
tonianum, 26 (1951) 40-48. A. D . Sertil
longes, Le christianisme et les philoso
phies, 2 vols. Paris, 1939, 1942. 
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